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W
e get more letters, emails, social media

comments and website forum chat

about pace of play than any issue.

Some golfers get hot under the collar;

others accept hold-ups in a more resigned fashion. A

smaller sway of opinion says that golf is not a race,

so why the hurry? That may be a valid point, but in

an era when the pressure on our time is greater than

ever, the length of time it can take to play 18 holes

may not be encouraging others into the game or

converting occasional golfers into more regular ones.

The R&A was concerned enough to conduct a

major pace of play survey published earlier this year, 

yet some of the findings were not quite as expected.

For example, while 60% of the 56,000 respondents

felt they would enjoy golf more if it didn’t take so

long, 70% were largely happy with the pace of play,

and long-established golfers reported no change in

round times from when they first started playing.

That contrasts with what I hear anecdotally on an

almost daily basis, so I’m delighted that Golf Monthly

will have a place around the discussion table in St

Andrews in November when The R&A’s Time for Golf

conference delves deeper into the survey’s findings 

and discusses the wider pace of play issue.

In the meantime, what can be done about it?

While accepting that we can’t solve the issue 

overnight, it’s important to get away from a mindset

of wanting to punish ‘offenders’ and think rather

about ways in which we could make things even just

a little better, whether through change on the part

of the individual golfer or a slight rethink by clubs.

So I hope that our pace of play feature on page

42 will provide food for thought for all concerned,

and perhaps help trigger the small round-time gains 

that would mean a lot to so many. I would also

encourage everyone to watch and share the series

of videos we shot at Burhill Golf Club in Surrey to

accompany this. You can view them on the Golf

Monthly website or our YouTube channel. I hope you

find them helpful, and look forward to hearing your 

responses and suggestions in due course.

On another note, I can’t tell you how delighted I

was to see GB&I regain the Walker Cup in style, a

victory which we review in this issue. Not only was

it a record-breaking performance from the team,

but a stunning debut for fellow Royal North Devon

member, Jimmy Mullen, who became just the fourth 

GB&I player to post a perfect 4-0 return.

This doesn’t surprise me. A few years ago,

contributing editor Jeremy Ellwood and I played

with Jimmy in the Club Silver Medal at Westward

Ho! and it would be fair to say he dealt with the

testing conditions somewhat better than the pair of 

us en route to a comprehensive victory.

Several years before, I remember giving a teenage

Jimmy a subscription to Golf Monthly as a prize for

triumphing by some margin in a junior competition

on the club’s fantastic Pimply Ground short course.

This is where he’d honed the mercurial short-game

skills at an early age that were to stand him in such 

good stead at Lytham.

Will he go on to join stars like Ian Poulter, Lee

Westwood and Charley Hull on the professional

stage, all of whom you can learn from in this month’s 

excellent instruction section?

I wouldn’t be at all surprised… 
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The letters and emails which have hit the Golf Monthly offices this month

Anchors away
I read with great interest Wayne Riley’s

very balanced article in the August issue on

anchoring the putter and feel forced to respond

to the letters you published in September,

especially to the one by Mr Blackburn who 

accuses me and others of cheating.

I have played golf for 50 years and as long

as 41 years ago, as a 4-handicap player, had

my first visitation of the dreaded yips. I tried a

number of so-called cures and eventually, by

holding the putter as if it were a delicate piece

of bone china, I rid myself of the affliction.

However, as Henry Longhurst (who gave up

the game because of the yips) remarked,

“once you have had them you have got them”. 

Back just as suddenly as before came the 

awful feeling in your hand of wrestling with a 

live snake.

I would say to Mr Blackburn and friends: I

am sure you don’t use game-improvement

aids such as sand wedges with different

bounce angles, fairway hybrids or those

accursed golf balls which don’t go out of

shape or cut with the merest mishit and go for

miles. And, being the purists that you are, the

old Haskell and baffy will always hold sway.

Arthur Daines, East Meon

Handicap horrors
Over the past two years the handicap

committee of my South Yorkshire club has

decided that anyone within a team event who

finishes in the top three is automatically cut 

one full shot. We can play in a Texas scramble

or greensomes and be cut a shot. We play

13 Saturday medals, perhaps as many as any

club in the country, most of which my playing

partners and myself take part in. Surely this

should be how our handicaps are determined 

and not by an ill-thought-out procedure?

Our fourball’s average handicap is 10, so

let’s face it, getting cut one full shot is pretty 

near to all four players shooting a 66. A

quick look at an individual’s stats reveals that

most of us don’t play to our handicaps more

than two or three times a year, yet we are

dropped one shot in a team event. I would be

interested to know if any other clubs use such 

an unfair procedure.

Peter Maxfield, via email 

Pleasure is from panache not power
I must be a traditionalist, as I don’t get a buzz out of seeing

a golfer hit the ball nearly 400 yards on a par 4 to leave a

small chip into the green. Whether the answer is to hold back

on technology or to produce courses that make it imperative 

to shape a shot as opposed to blasting it, I am not sure.

Technology has given mere mortals the weapons to become  

Gods and I am not convinced it is always a good thing!

The legends of the past had real panache and character

and that was why we loved them so. Seve was a conjurer. He

learnt to play the impossible shot; indeed he almost looked

like he relished a shot that looked unplayable to the naked 

eye. He was Seve the showman, Seve the magician. His

popularity wasn’t down to the clubs he played with – it was

his swashbuckling style that captured our hearts. That came

from within, not from the technology afforded to him. I miss

Seve. He will always be my favourite player, and I just hope

golf doesn’t power its way out of my affections for good.

Simon Thorpe, via email

Your view
Email golfmonthly@

timeinc.com

By Post The Editor, Golf

Monthly, 7th floor, Blue Fin

Building, 110 Southwark Street, 

London, SE1 0SU
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Letter
of the month

in association with
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Editor’s reply: Like you, Simon, I still miss the great man’s flair! Golf has

become more of a power game than in Seve’s era, but you still won’t survive

long on tour without a decent short game, and many club golfers are enjoying 

the game more, simply because they can hit it a little further. 
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The medical effects of golf
Is golf a cure for Parkinson’s disease? My 

friend Tom is 75 and has suffered with 

Parkinson’s for nearly 20 years. However, this 

does not deter him from golfing every day. 

Parkinson’s has a dramatic effect on the 

body causing uncontrollable shaking – 

not ideal for a golfer. Tom has also had a 

prosthetic knee fitted which, combined with 

the Parkinson’s, leaves him facing a daily 

challenge to play the game. To see him arrive 

at the course with his arms swinging around 

and his head twitching from side to side you 

would say no way could he play. 

But when he approaches the 1st tee, a 

dramatic transformation takes place. As he 

tees up the ball and takes his stance, a strange

calm comes over him, the twitching head and 

swinging arms become still, and he strikes the 

ball beautifully.

When he was younger he played off 4 and 

it’s still possible to see that those skills are 

there. Between shots he is all over place, 

rocking and rolling from side to side, but 

when he approaches the ball, the calm comes 

over him once again. 

Even on the putting green, when faced with 

a tricky three-footer for par, his head is still 

and over the ball as it should be, and most 

of the time he knocks in the putt, shortly 

followed by a huge smile.

I believe that without his daily fix of golf 

the Parkinson’s would have confined him 

to a wheelchair by now. His handicap is 15 

and he is still trying to get it down. He is an 

inspiration to us all – golf is a wonderful game!

Eric Foster, via email

Editor’s reply: I’m no physician, Eric, but 

that’s an incredible tale that seems to defy 

expectations. Long may Tom keep swinging 

despite his trials and tribulations!

Y O U R  V I E W

Will Spieth become a great?
Jordan Spieth is to be congratulated on his 

excellence in this year’s Majors. What sets him 

apart is his putting and chipping rather than 

his tee-to-green play. Whether he will join the 

small list of the true greats only time will tell.

It is 62 years since Ben Hogan won the 

Masters, US Open and The Open in the same 

year. That year he entered six tournaments, 

winning five. What makes it so special is that 

it was after his traumatic car accident in 1949, 

which nearly cost him his life. 

Although the dates in 1953 of the USPGA 

and our Open clashed, Hogan had had no 

intention of playing in the USPGA due to the 

effort required – his damaged legs had poor 

blood circulation – as it was a matchplay 

event with 36 holes most days for a week.  

Derek Darwent, Cuddington 

Why should weather count?
While they will never drive me from the game, 

the issues of CSS/SSS and handicapping are 

so over the top they must surely put off many 

from taking up golf.

When we all started golf we submitted three 

cards representing us versus the course and 

its par score. However, once established as 

members, we are up against the rest of the 

competitors and for what I can only surmise 

as institutional insanity, fiddling with course 

par and affecting our handicaps. However well 

we think we have played, we can still go up 0.1 

due the performance of other golfers.

It makes no sense to fiddle with the CSS 

due to ‘factors of difficulty’. In professional 

tournaments often the early starters benefit 

from conditions that worsen during the day 

and vice versa, with no effect on their scores. 

So why in club competitions can bad weather 

affect the CSS? The best ‘given’ in golf is 

‘play it as it lies’. In my view this should be 

extended to ‘play as it is’ come rain or shine. 

On top of that, in a competition, adjustment 

to our handicaps should simply be based on 

how our scores compare to the course par 

and nothing else, such as the madness of 

averaging the scores across the entrants and 

fiddling with algorithms. Golf is a relatively 

simple game so why must some go out of 

their way to make things more complicated 

than they need be? 

Martin Pugh, via email

Editor’s reply: I don’t think the comparison 

with pro golf works, Martin, and although 

CSS has many detractors, I do feel conditions 

on the day need to be factored in somehow. 

After all, on a rough day, it’s often not a 

change in ability that affects your score, but 

rather the difficulty of the course conditions, 

so why should your handicap suffer?

Hogan’s a hero 

to Mr Darwent
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Human element needed
I found your article on CSS in the September 

GM Asks most interesting. It would seem that 

there is not a perfect system.

I served on a members’ club handicap 

committee many years ago, before the days 

of CONGU, and the system we used did level 

the playing field in most cases. 

After each competition the cards were 

arranged in order, and the best ten scores 

were then checked and compared with their 

markers’ cards. All scores were recorded  

in a loose-leaf book which had a separate 

page for each member. 

The worst ten cards were discounted and 

an average of the remainder calculated. This 

gave us a benchmark to compare against the 

SSS of our course and provided an indication 

of the degree of difficulty that the players had 

encountered on the day.

There was no fixed buffer zone as such and 

all the competitors’ handicaps were adjusted 

accordingly, up or down. We always had what 

became known as ‘Rule 19 bar talk’, to catch 

the handicap protectors who always did 

well in fourballs but rarely shone in medals. 

Finishing the last four holes in three or four 

over par was a giveaway.

This system worked reasonably well, but 

the introduction of CONGU and subsequently 

computers took away the human element and 

played into the hands of the handicap cheats. 

Fifty plus points in guest and company days 

has become the norm and this does the game 

– and those who cheat – no credit.   

Stanley Cartwright, via email

Stableford is best for seniors
I play golf most days and I love the game. I 

am retired and this is the best way to spend 

at least half the day meeting up with friends, 

getting some fresh air and keeping healthy.  

I also take part in a lot of competitions and I 

do win some of them now and then.

I am 74 years old now and at my age my 

main aim, as with most golfers of a similar 

age, is to enjoy myself when I am playing golf. 

Having played golf so long I have seen it all, 

done it all and I don’t have to prove anything 

to anyone.

I have found that it is very rare that we can 

play all 18 holes with a good score on each 

of them. Most of us spoil at least one or two 

holes out of 18. If the tournament is medal, 

and you spoil your 2nd or 3rd hole, your entire 

round is gone because you know you now 

have no chance of winning. The sad part is, 

you are likely to upset your co-players too.

But if you were playing Stableford, one 

or two bad holes don’t necessarily matter 

because you know you can make up for them 

somewhere among the rest of holes. So you 

continue enjoying the game. 

I would like to suggest that all senior 

tournaments should use Stableford scoring.

Pushp Vaid, via email

Editor’s reply: It was for this very reason 

that Dr Frank Stableford devised his 

scoring system all those years ago, Pushp. 

But I still like to test myself against the 

less compromising demands of the medal 

scorecard sometimes too. Perhaps the best 

way is to keep competition formats varied.
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Forum review
Portsalon Golf Club, by jdchelsea

The course and its surroundings are quite

simply beautiful. It’s hard not to stand on

each tee box and be stunned by the dramatic

landscape all around you. I’ve never seen a

fourball take so many photos during a round

of golf as ours did! Each tee shot requires a

few moments to decide on a plan of action

as thinking your way round this course is

an absolute must. There are no easy holes

and each one required our utmost attention

with wonderfully presented and true greens,

golden fluffy bunkers and a fantastic variation

of designs. If you get a chance to play this 

County Donegal course, do so!

Death by
committee
Fish asked: “How many members leave clubs

due to the committee?” and wondered if it’s

“a huge hurdle to get things passed by them,

and whether they are frightened of change?”

Old Skier was the first to respond: “One

of the unfortunate facts of committees is

that no one else wants to go on one so you

end up with the same people, who then

get lambasted for being set in their ways.”

chrisd agreed with this statement as “so few

younger people want to help these days that 

the status quo remains.”

UlyssesSky felt that an influx of new

volunteers would help, quoting Einstein:

“Problems cannot be solved with the same

mindset that created them.” heronsghyll said

that he had left his last club, a stone’s throw

from his house “because of a series of poor 

committee decisions.”

Rant of the month
by Maninblack4612

Do you get bored playing the same course all

the time? Well I’ve played the same course

for 58 years and have never tired of it. It’s

exposed to the wind and you get a different 

challenge every round.

I used to be good at ten pin bowling and

found it dull, but for the better players it must

have been mind-numbing. Playing the same

shot and getting the same result most of the

time. And, after scoring the maximum once,

what then? Nobody has ever gone round a 

golf course in the minimum score.

Golf can be played on your own and well

into old age as your handicap keeps you

competitive and allows oldies to beat young

whippersnappers. It’s also a game where you

can have a conversation while playing it – try 

doing that during a game of squash!

Poll comments

Jamielaing From 11.5 to 9.2. Still aiming for 8.0 

by the end – seven medals left.

Scott W 19.0 to 19.3... all very depressing.

Tvs25 From 9 in January to 5.5 in February

after a one-over gross and a four-over gross. 

FairwayDodger Only down 0.6 (was down 1.0 

at one point but have drifted back up). 

Mr109 Started the season on 12.9, got down

to 6.6 after a golden six weeks, but am now 

struggling even to play to 13.

Drewster Down 0.2 but have been close to a 

decent cut many times. 

Crow No cuts, one buffer, 11 x 0.1s. Could do

with good scores in the last few qualifi ers....

GM forum
Join the debate at forums.golf-monthly.co.uk

But Junior defended those giving up their

time: “Our club would not survive without the

helpers and volunteers. It’s a thankless task as 

you can never please everyone.”

FairwayDodger concluded: “No matter how

good the committee is, it is not going to get

every decision ‘correct’ and is never going

to please everyone all the time. Generally

though, these are sincere people giving up

their time for the benefit of the club, doing

their best and getting little thanks for it. My

thanks to committee members everywhere!”

Your shout
Forumers debate golf’s age-old

issue of where to change your shoes...

drjmk2002 I am none the wiser whether it’s

okay to change shoes in the car park or not.

chrisd I once lost a pair of shoes because 

I changed in the locker room!

Hobbit In the distant past it was sensible as 

metal spikes can break up tarmac.

Paddyk Just ignore the signs and change 

your shoes. No one cares really.

Pin-seeker You’d be surprised…

North Mimms I change mine sitting inside

my car. That way no one is offended and I

don’t fall over trying to balance on one leg!

MashieNiblick Why would you want to?

Using the facilities is what I am paying for.

bobmac What’s the first thing you do

when you take your shoes off? Check for

mud then bang them together. If everyone 

did it the car park would be littered!

Liverpoolphil Possibly people should just 

respect the wishes of the golf club. 

Members of the GM forum discuss the impact of committee members on golf clubs…

If only they were your committee members...

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

+2.1 to +4 – 0%

0 to +2 – 30%

0 to -1.5 – 45%

-1.6 to – 3 – 14%

-3.1 to -4.5 – 6%

-4.6 to -6 – 0%

-6 or more – 5%

Poll How much has your handicap risen or fallen since the start of 2015?
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Interview p21
Ken Brown on Ryder Cups, 

commentating and why he has 

just written a book on putting.

Plus... Jason Day’s winning run 

and Rory back at No.1 p24

New gear p26
Why Mizuno is forging ahead 

with its latest MP irons designed 

for the skilled ball striker.

Plus... Is your backswing the 

correct length? p29 

Handicap changes p32
We explain how CONGU will 

be changing the basis of how 

handicaps are awarded.

Plus... The best base layers to 

keep you warm this winter p30

Everything and anything that’s happening in the world of golf this month...

The Game Edited by David Taylor 

and Nick Bonfield

■ Many of our fi nest courses 

are among concentrated 

clusters in renowned 

golfi ng country; a smaller 

number enjoy more remote 

locations, such as Royal 

Dornoch and Woodhall Spa.

Even when you reach the 

small Cumbrian town of 

Silloth on the Solway Firth, 

there’s little to suggest one 

of England’s fi nest links lies 

around the corner, a superb 

natural course that rises and 

falls among dunes, ridges 

and gorse before fi nding 

fl atter, yet equally testing 

terrain coming home. 

Willie Park Junior and 

Dr Alister MacKenzie have 

added touches to David 

Grant’s 1892 original, leaving 

enough blind shots to add a 

soupçon of intrigue.

Silloth hosted Open 

Regional Qualifying from 

2002 to 2007 and the 

English Amateur in 2012, 

and but for its location 

bigger tournaments may 

have visited. Perhaps that 

is a blessing in disguise, for 

its remoteness adds added 

adventure to any trip to this 

captivating links outpost.

Words Jeremy Ellwood 

Photography Getty Images

Silloth on Solway / 
Cumbria

A delightful 
detour

O N  T H E
T E E
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It must have been a whirlwind, going from

greenkeeper to Ryder Cup player so rapidly?

I left school when I was 17. I’d fallen in love
with golf about five years earlier. When Tony
Jacklin won The Open in 1969, I thought:
“I’m going to do my utmost to get as good as
I can.” And when I say utmost, I mean all day,
every day. I left school halfway through my
A-levels and worked for three or four months
as a greenkeeper at Harpenden Common. I
then got a job as an assistant pro at Verulam.
There, I was able to really practise and play
in some of the local professional events. I
won some good ones and Ken Schofield, 

the executive director of the European Tour,
said he’d allow me to try and qualify for four
events as a trial. I did four trial tournaments
at the end of 1975 and did okay, so they gave
me clearance to try to qualify for as many 
events as I wanted to in 1976. 

And how did you fare in that first full season?

I didn’t play very much, because I really
wanted to prepare well for those events that
I entered. I played about 12 events but did
enough to get into the top 60, which gave me
an exemption for the following year. In 1977, 
I made the Ryder Cup team. It was GB&I 

back then, but it was a proud achievement. I
was a captain’s pick, along with Mark James,
which was the greatest surprise of my life. I
didn’t think there was a chance in a thousand 
that Brian Huggett would pick me. I’m
eternally grateful that he saw the potential.

You played in the famous Ryder Cup of 1985

We got a pasting in 1979, the first time the
Europeans played. In ’83, we could have,
and perhaps should have, won, but that
motivated everyone going into The Belfry in
’85. It felt like now-or-never. We had the likes
of Sandy Lyle, Seve and Bernhard Langer,
who were all Major champions. We won
reasonable comfortably in the end. It was the
first time we had that belief that we were the
same as, if not better, than the Americans.

And then you played in the away win in ’87

It was the strongest side we’d ever had to that 
point and there was nobody on the team
who wasn’t in some sort of form. It was
scary how well Faldo and Woosnam played.
Seve and Olazabal struck up this brilliant
partnership. That win was massive for the
Ryder Cup, the European players and the
European Tour. We’d proved we could win
on American soil. The mindset shifted after
that. Recent success all stems from then.

You’ve been labelled as an outstanding but 

largely unfulfilled talent. Is that fair?

I don’t think there’s many people who could
say they played five Ryder Cups between
the ages of 20 and 30. I didn’t win as often
as I should have in Europe, but I won a few
times, and I won on the PGA Tour. I could
have done better, but it wasn’t a bad effort.
I’m not sure I agree, but I can understand 
why someone might think that. 

What about the transition into commentary?
I didn’t know what I was going to do when I
stopped playing. I qualified as a PGA pro and
I did some course design, and that’s probably 
where I was heading. I had aspirations to
have my own design business. Then Sky
Sports asked me if I’d like to do some studio
work as they’d just bought the PGA Tour
rights. I did Sky for seven years until 1999,
then the BBC asked me if I was interested 
in doing something for them. After
considerable deliberation, I took the job. It
was a bit of a punt, because what’s happened 
now could have happened ten years ago.

Ken Brown
The popular BBC commentator discusses his playing career, 

his transition to the commentary box and his new book 
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The Game

For more tour player interviews go to GM’s YouTube channel
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Ken Brown’s
career highlights

■ Ken Brown turned

professional in 1974 and started

contesting regional PGA pro

events after becoming assistant

pro at Verulam Golf Club in

Hertfordshire. Just two years

later, he finished inside the

top 60 on the European Tour 

Order of Merit.

■ He was picked for the Ryder

Cup at Royal Lytham & St Annes

in 1977. He also played in it in

1979, 1983, 1985 and 1987, when

Europe defeated the US for the 

fi rst time on US soil.

■ In 1978, Brown registered

his first European Tour victory

at the Carroll’s Irish Open

and finished fourth on the

European Tour Order of Merit

1. He would go

n another three

naments between 

83 and 1985. 

■ Brown split

his time between

the European

and PGA Tours

ater in his career

won his only

an title at the

hern Open. He

m professional golf

0s and began his

y career with

arly ’90s.

The Game
G E T T I N G

P E R S O N A L

Any broadcasting howlers over the years?

I was out in the Far East doing a tournament
for Sky. In those days, I did the presentation 
at the end of the tournament. One of
the local fellows had won and our floor
manager told me he spoke perfect English.
But he didn’t have a word. I was asking him
questions on air and he didn’t have a clue
what I was saying. Meanwhile, everyone was
laughing in my ear saying “we got you there!”

You must have some tremendous memories

from your time working with Peter Alliss…

He’s a one off. He’s truly unique. He doesn’t
blither on about statistics; in fact, they just
annoy him! He’s got a very perceptive eye
and his sense of timing is impeccable. If he
has something he wants to say, he’ll wait
until the moment is just right. He’s the last
in the BBC’s era of master commentators.

You’ve just released a book, One Putt: The

Ultimate Guide to Perfect Putting. How did 

this project come about?

I had a good short game and was always a
decent putter. One year, I finished behind
Ben Crenshaw on the PGA Tour putting 

stats and was voted best putter on the tour
in the late ’70s by the membership. When
I stopped, I thought: “If I get a chance I’m
going to write a book on putting.” I started
writing notes in about 2003, and this went
on for a few years, so I ended up with a huge
pile of notes. I decided to put them into some
sort of order, so I devised the ‘putting ladder’, 
from buying a putter and the set-up to
reading greens and tips and drills. So there’s 
a narrative that runs through the book.

What are your key putting observations?

With handicap golfers, there’s often a lot of
unnecessary movement. If you’re going to
hit the sweet spot as often as you can, you
need to be as still as possible. It’s a bit like a
snooker player trying to hit the white. Most
of the game’s best putters, past and present,
have a lot of things in common: their palms
face each other, and the right palm faces the
target line; they all have a steady base; their
heads don’t move until the ball is struck and
none of them grip the putter very tight. 

Q Our review of One Putt – the Ultimate Guide
to Perfect Putting is on page 24. 

Wayne Riley, Phil Parkin

and Ken Brown doing

on-course commentary

at Wentworth in 2014

I’M TRYING TO BE
A SMALL FOURTH

THROWN IN THERE

Deutsche Bank winner,

Rickie Fowler, on all the

McIlroy, Spieth, Day 

‘Big Three’ talk

THEY

SAID

GB&I’s highest ever Walker Cup

points tally as they beat America by 

seven points at Lytham

The World Ranking rise of Belgium’s

Thomas Pieters after two European Tour

wins in three weeks (245th to 88th)

16

157
1
-
2
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What happened…

■ GB&I, captained by Nigel 

Edwards, secured their

highest-ever points total in

the biennial transatlantic

amateur match, defeating

the USA by 16.5 points to 9.5

at Royal Lytham & St Annes.

Jimmy Mullen became the

first GB&I player since Paul

Casey and Luke Donald in

1999 to win four out of four.

What they said…

■ “I’m delighted with the

victory. We have strength

throughout the team but,

in particular, their short

games have been fantastic.

I think that is what gave us

the edge. If you can chip

and putt, you’re a match

for anyone, and some of

the bunker shots were

exceptional.” Nigel Edwards

What we think…

■ The standard of play in

the 45th Walker Cup was

exceptional and it’s highly

likely we’ll be watching a

number of these competitors

joining the professional ranks

in the coming seasons and

doing well. Jimmy Mullen,

21, is certainly one to watch

as he looks to be a genius 

around the greens.

What happened…
Q Lydia Ko became

the youngest winner

of a women’s Major

when she claimed the

Evian Championship

by six strokes over Lexi

Thompson. The 18-year-

old from New Zealand

took the record from

American Morgan Pressel,

who was six months older

than Ko when she won

the 2007 Kraft Nabisco

Championship. Ko fired a

final round of 63 to finish

the tournament at Evian-

les-Bains on 16-under-par.

What they said…
Q “Now everybody won’t

ask me when I will win my

first Major because it is

done. It is definitely one of

the top rounds of my whole

life. Just an unbelievable

experience.” Lydia Ko

What we think…
Q Ko is a phenomenal

player and it’s fitting that

she should add this record 

to her collection. She

was the youngest player

ever to win a professional

tournament when she took

the 2012 NSW Open aged

14; she was the youngest

ever winner on the LPGA

Tour, aged 15; and she was

the youngest ever to reach

World No.1, aged 17. She

has already secured her

place in golf history.

By Matt Fitzpatrick

in round two of the 

KLM Open

The Game

GB&I’s record Walker Cup win

Lydia KO’s 
the field

N E W S

R O U N D

60

Tight tussle at top
of World Rankings
Jason Day continued his winning streak to throw his hat 

 into the ring as a contender for the World No. 1 spot
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What happened…
After his record-breaking victory in the
USPGA Championship, Australia’s Jason Day
claimed another win in the first event of the
2015 FedEx Cup play-off series. The 27-year-
old won The Barclays at Plainfield CC by six
shots from Henrik Stenson and closed the
gap on Jordan Spieth and Rory McIlroy at the 
top of the Official World Golf Ranking.

Meanwhile, Spieth and McIlroy traded
places at the top of the standings without
doing much. The pair were divided by such a
small margin that the loss of historic points
was enough to affect the changes. Spieth
lost the top spot after missing the cut at The
Barclays, regained it despite missing another
cut at the Deutsche Bank Championship 

then lost it again the following week even
though neither he nor McIlroy were playing!
In winning the Deutsche Bank, Rickie Fowler 
climbed to 5th place on the ranking. 

What they said…
“It’s been a special summer. To be able to play
the way I did over the weekend was fantastic.
Today was just phenomenal golf.” Jason Day 
after his final-day 62 at The Barclays

“I only stayed in school until I was 15 but
I understand the world ranking to a certain
degree. I know it’s something to do with the
divisor and points coming off.” Rory McIlroy

What we think…
These are exciting times for men’s
professional golf with this impressive group 
of young players starting to become an
inevitable presence at the significant events.
It’s great for the game that there’s a real battle
for the World No.1 spot. But although Spieth
and McIlroy have been sharing the top spot,
there’s no question that Jason Day is the best 
in the world at the time of writing.

Rickie Fowler deserves to be included in
discussions of a new golfing era. He may
not yet be a Major winner, but this year he
has shown an incredible ability to win when
in contention. The way he finished at The
Players, the Scottish Open and the Deutsche
Bank proves his credentials to be a worthy 
member of golf’s new ‘big four’. 
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uropean Senior Tour star
Barry Lane held off former
Open champion Paul Lawrie
to win the Farmfoods British 
Par 3 Championship at 

Nailcote Hall and £25,000.
Hosted by Tony Jacklin, the Championship

began with a day of Celeb-Am action. A host
of stars were on course, including cricketer
Jonny Bairstow, goalkeeping legend Peter
Schmeichel, former Westlife singer Brian
McFadden, and Olympians Derek Redmond 
and Mark Foster.

Professionals participating in the event
proper included Tommy Horton, Gary
Wolstenholme and Des Smyth, plus Carly 

Booth, Charley Hull and Amy Boulder
from the Ladies European Tour. After some 
impressive play, it came down to Lane
and Lawrie with Lane holding his nerve to
triumph by a stroke. Jack Drury, aged 13, won
the Norma C Herd Silver Salver for leading
amateur; Carl Mason was leading competitor
over 60 while Lane also won the team prize 
with partner David Nelson.

The Championship concluded with
another Celeb-Am and the closing Charity
Gala Ball raised funds for Rainbows Hospice 
for Children and Young People.

The Farmfoods British Par 3 Championship
will be back next year from July 26-29. For 
more details visit britishpar3.com

E

The Game
C L U B

F O C U S

Rounds increase
■ Sports Marketing Surveys

has announced a year-on-

year increase in the number

of rounds played in the UK

in the second quarter of

2015. The average number

of rounds was up 3.5%

on 2014 and, following a

similarly encouraging first

quarter, the half yearly total

showed a 6.7% increase.

Junior Home
Internationals
■ Scotland won the Boys

Home Internationals title

for the first time in nine

years at Conwy. The Scots

won all their three matches

by comfortable margins.

Meanwhile, England’s girls 

made it eight straight

Home International wins 

when they triumphed

at Lanark by winning all

three of their matches.

New tool for
unattached golfers
■ Produced and hosted 

by HowDidiDo, the

Golfingindex will provide 

the one million plus

unattached golfers in the

UK and Ireland with the

same tools enjoyed by club

members with access to

HowDidiDo. These facilities

include building a profile,

posting scores, garnering 

statistics, comparing

performances, and more.

See www.golfingindex.com

A first for Wiltshire
■ Wiltshire have won

the English Boys’ County

Championship for the first

time. Northamptonshire

finished runners-up. 

For more club news visit golf-monthly.co.uk 
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Lane Par 3 winner
Professionals and celebrities entertained record galleries

over four days at the Farmfoods British Par 3 Championships

Lane with the Par 3

Championship trophy

Hanbury Manor’s Harry
Goddard won the North

of England Under 16
Championship at Heswall

STOP PRESS

Marcus Svensson became the second

Swede in succession to win the Boys 

Amateur Championship

2
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The Game

■ Iron making is the craft 

on which Mizuno has built 

its sterling reputation in golf 

and every year the clubs 

coming out of its Hiroshima 

plant in Japan surpass the 

previous generation. MP 

stands for ‘Mizuno Pro’ and 

both the MP-5 and MP-25 

irons certainly cater for 

the skilled ball-striker with 

slim, classic heads that offer 

unmatched feel and shot-

making precision. 

The MP-5 will inevitably 

convert many blade users, 

offering the same soft feel 

and workability but with 

extra forgiveness. But it’s 

the MP-25 iron that is truly 

ground-breaking. When you 

fi nd the sweet spot you’ll be 

blown away by how hot the 

ball comes off the face while 

maintaining the pure, soft 

feel you expect from a Grain 

Flow Forged iron.

It is this combination that 

sets Mizuno’s ‘better player’ 

irons apart and underlines 

just why you would be 

missing out if you didn’t at 

least give them a trial run for 

a place in your bag.

Words Joel Tadman

Photography Kim Porritt

Forging ahead / 
Mizuno MP irons
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Putt for dough
Struggling with the putter? This new book from past Ryder 

Cupper and flat-stick wizard Ken Brown should help…

en Brown, the five-time

European Ryder Cup player

and TV analyst, has made a

foray into the book market

with the launch of One Putt – 

The Ultimate Guide to Perfect Putting.

Brown began collating putting notes

decades ago, but words from the late, great

Seve Ballesteros – who wrote the book’s

foreword – persuaded Brown to turn his 

collection into something concrete.

One Putt is split up into a number of

sections, which are designed to work in

unison with one another as a ‘ladder’.

The guide starts with choosing a putter

and works its way to one-putting via sections 

on reading greens, the set-up routine, the

stroke, touch and feel and tips and drills.

The book is wonderfully illustrated with

pictures of both Ken and a raft of tour

professionals, whose techniques are analysed

throughout to complement the instruction 

with hands-on examples.

If you’ve been struggling on the greens,

or simply want to increase your one-putt

percentage, this is the book for you. It’s

a clear, comprehensive, concise and well-

illustrated guide put together by a master

putter who’s been around the professional 

game for the best part of 40 years.

You can order a copy (£18.99) by visiting 

octopusbooks.co.uk

DST Golf
Compressor

■ The Delayed Strike Technology, 

Golf Compressor – used by a

number of tour players, including

Henrik Stenson – is a club with

a purposefully curved shaft to

promote the ideal impact position.

It is available in four variations.

£74.95; dstgolf.com

Love at first slice
■ Mark Chase’s first foray into

the book world is a humorous tale

of a golf-obsessed amateur who

attempts to fall back in love with a

game that’s led him to rock bottom. 

Visit amazon.co.uk

Game Golf App
■ Game Golf’s wearable tagging

device has been joined by a free-

to-download Android and iOS app,

with an aerial view of each hole,

distances to key locations, key

stats and the ability to ‘tag’ each

shot by logging the club used. 

Visit gamegolf.com 

Taste enhancement 
■ Enhance’s pocket-sized

portable juices are a great addition

to any golf bag. They come in four

flavours and you simply add a

squeeze to your bottle of water on

the course to spruce up the taste.

£2.50; enhancedrinks.co.uk
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T
he length of the backswing is something that some golfers

get preoccupied with. However, there are no technical rules

relating to the length itself. You can have a short backswing

or a John Daly-esque overswing and as long as your mechanics are

good, you’re fine. Having said that, there are some common faults

leading to either long or short backswings that you should avoid. 

Is your backswing 
the right length?
There are some common mistakes when

it comes to the length of your backswing

The Game
Q U I C K

T I P

B O N U S

T I P S

1 / Ball-striking tip
Feel that your elbows are fully

extended through impact for crisper,

more powerful ball-striking. This will 

help you find more length. 

Paul Foston

2 / Pitching distances
Length is key when it comes to

playing pitch shots and the best way

to control the distances you hit is

through the length of your swing. 

Barney Puttick

3 / Putting technique
Tuck your elbows into your midriff

at address and then let your hands

hang down to promote a more 

connected, reliable stroke.

Neil Plimmer

Check out the GM YouTube channel for more coaching tips

1
Tension at address. This often prevents your wrists from

working effectively. Shortening the swing will make it hard

for your arms and body to work in harmony on the way down.

2
Some players introduce an extra lever into the golf swing

by allowing their left arm to bend at the top. This makes

the swing look very long and, again, co-ordination on the way 

down will be hard to fi nd.

3
Some players cheat themselves of power by lifting the

heel of their front foot to help them turn to the top of

the backswing. Again, this makes the swing look extremely

long and destroys the resistance between your upper and lower 

body – a crucial element to power.

Obviously, we all have different physical attributes and some of us

aren’t able to rotate as much as we would like. But as long as you

rotate your upper body against the resistance of your lower body

as much as you can – allowing your wrists and right elbow to break 

to reach the top – you’re fi ne.

Q By GM Top 25 Coach Gary Alliss

1 2 3
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1 Mizuno / Breath Thermo Mock £55 golf.mizunoeurope.com 2 FootJoy / ProDry Performance Seamless £55 footjoy.co.uk

3 Adidas / climawarm Crew £34.99 adidas.com 4 Oscar Jacobson / Rock Thermal half-zip £50 sport.oscarjacobson.com

5 IJP Design / Bionic £44.95 ijpdesign.com 6 Nike Golf / Core Long Sleeve £35 Nike.com/golf 7 Under Armour / Coldgear Mock £40 

underarmour.co.uk 8 Ping / Hartnell £60 pingcollection.co.uk 9 Galvin Green / East £60 galvingreen.com

The Game
N E W

A P P A R E L

All about the base
A base layer keeps you warm and still provides the opportunity to show off your polo shirt

collection. Here’s a closer look at some of the best off erings for the autumn/winter season

4

2

5

8

6

9

Visit golf-monthly.co.uk for more gear reviews
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he Council of National Golf
Unions, or CONGU, is the
authorising body of the
handicap system for golfers
in the UK and Ireland – the 

Unified Handicapping System (UHS).
The organisation constantly strives to

develop and improve that system to ensure
the game is as fair as possible for golfers of
all standards, by making sure that players’
handicaps are representative of their ability,
thereby allowing them to be competitive
and to gain maximum enjoyment from the
sport. With that aim in mind, CONGU has 

announced changes and modifications to the
Unified Handicapping System that will take 
effect from January 1, 2016.

The most significant alteration is the
introduction of a new Club Handicap that will
allow clubs to allocate a handicap higher than
the current maximum of 28 for men and 36
for women, for use in club-run events only.

Men’s Club Handicaps can go up to 36. The
idea behind this is to allow people starting
out in the game, or of a lower standard, to feel
they can compete in club competitions and get
more from their games. If club members can
consistently shoot 100-105 but only receive 

28 shots, they’re rarely going to have a chance
in club competitions of posting nett scores in
the low- to mid-70s. Playing in competitions
could be a touch demoralising for someone
who constantly has to scroll down to find
their score on HowDidiDo. And, with their
handicaps resolutely fixed at 28.0, they may
well feel there’s not an awful lot to play for.

But they might be inclined to play a little
more often now to see if they can knock a
couple of shots off their handicap and enjoy
the positivity associated with measurable
improvement. This will be a great alteration 
for many novice and ageing golfers.

The Game

What are the changes
CONGU is making for 2016?

From January 1, 2016, a set of modifications to the Council of National Golf Unions’ Unified

Handicapping System will come into effect. Here we take a look at the significance of them

T

Join in the debate on the GM Forum

There are changes afoot on the handicap front
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It should be stressed that this new Club
Handicap will only be able to be used at the
player’s home club and would not be valid for 
open competitions or away events.

In a further move to ensure that players’
handicaps are as representative of ability as
possible, a process of continuous handicap
review will be introduced. This will flag any
player who has returned seven consecutive 0.1
handicap increases, thereby allowing handicap
committees to review and apply an immediate 
handicap increase if appropriate.

Also with a view to ensuring handicaps are
representative and equitable, all players have,
since 2011, been able to hand in a maximum
of ten supplementary scores annually for
handicapping purposes. The idea here is to
cater for players who are unable to play in a 
sufficient number
of competitions
through the year
to maintain a
representative 
handicap.

To this point,
supplementary
scores can only be
returned at the home
club of the player. But
from January 1, supplementary scores may
be returned at all clubs in the UK and Ireland
of which the player is a member. In addition,
for players in category 2 and above, nine-hole 
scores will be accepted.

Another change is that the calculation
of Competition Scratch Score (CSS) for
men’s competitions will include the scores
of category 4 players – those players with 
handicaps of 21 to 28.

Up to this point the calculation of CSS has
used only the scores of players in categories
1 to 3. The inclusion of higher handicap
players could well have an impact on CSS at 

some clubs, particularly those with a high 
proportion of category 4 players.

To take account of the fact that people have
less time and may not wish to play a full 18
holes, provisions have been made to allow
nine-hole scores to be ‘qualifying’ for handicap
purposes. If someone completes nine holes
better than, or within the buffer zone for
their handicap, 18 Stableford points will
be added to their score to create an 18-hole
Stableford score that can be used for handicap
calculations. If a player returns a nine-hole
score below their buffer zone, their score will 
be doubled to give an 18-hole score.

A change that will have a big impact on
many club competitions and bounce game
matches is an alteration to the handicap
allowance in fourball betterball competitions.

Traditionally the allowance
has been three-quarters,
but as of January 1 it will be
increased to 90 per cent. So
in a fourball match, if the
low man is off scratch and
the others off 5, 10 and 15
they would previously have
received four, eight and 11
shots respectively. Next
year they will receive five,

nine and 14 shots respectively. This change
will make quite a difference when there are
large variations in handicaps within a group,
and there could be some new pairings in the 
club fourball knockout as a result!

The changes being implemented by
CONGU clearly display the organisation’s
continued dedication to ensuring that the
UHS is as fair and equitable as possible for all
amateur golfers in this country. The principal
changes will be laid out in a short booklet
that will be produced as an addendum to the
existing UHS manual and will be available for 
all to see online. 
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“A new Club Handicap

will allow clubs to

allocate a handicap

higher than the current 

limit of 28 for men”

You’ll be giving or receiving more

shots in fourball matches from 2016



W
ell, Rory is back,
and there has been
much discussion
as to whether or
not he should keep

indulging in football kick arounds. There
is a legitimate argument that says top
sportsmen should be able to do as they
see fit just as everybody else does, and
I appreciate that people say everything
changes and guys like me don’t know
what’s going on today. But for me, it was
always a matter of priority to take care
of yourself physically if your chosen
livelihood depended on a fi t and 
healthy body.

So I didn’t play other sports,
or get involved in potentially
dangerous activities when I wasn’t
playing golf. I never heard of Jack
Nicklaus missing a tournament
because he’d got injured, nor Gary
Player or Arnold Palmer. There
were just things you didn’t do and 
places you didn’t go.

I didn’t go into nightclubs or
pubs when I was very well known
back in the day either. There’s no secret to
the fact that where alcohol is sold, danger 
often lies just around the corner. But
we’re all different, aren’t we? I remember
Ian Botham once saying, after an alleged
altercation in Scunthorpe, “Am I supposed
to not go to pubs?” You got it in one, Ian!

That was my answer, and maybe I am
old-school, but if you want to stay out of
trouble, you do what you’ve got to do.

We had certain guys in my day who
drank more than they should have, but
it didn’t become a headline because the
media didn’t go there. John Daly, with
all the stories surrounding him over the
years, is not a unique character in sport.
Every generation has had those sorts of
characters, but more is made of it today
with the media stories that come out. 

In golf it is perhaps more unusual, but
Walter Hagen, for example – and I’m not
saying he was anything like John Daly –
did an enormous amount for the game
back in the day, especially in this country,
because of his flamboyant and assertive
ways. He was responsible for breaking 
down class-distinction barriers.

But you are a part of the sporting
elite when you’re as good as Rory has
become, and I do think that you owe it to
both yourself and your fans to take care
of yourself when you reach those lofty
heights. It was no great hardship for me 

not to do certain things, because I was
already doing what I loved most – playing
world-class golf for a career. I thought it
was a real privilege to be able to do that,
so I never did anything that would put me
in danger physically, such as skiing. It was 
very simple really.

I read that a couple of years ago Rory
missed a tournament because he’d done
something to himself, so I guess he’s not
going to change on that front. As I say,
we’ve all got a different slant on life and
I’m not Rory McIlroy. The world turns,
and there is more pressure on these guys
now, more media attention and so on.

Of course, the financial rewards are
much greater too than in my day, and the
very best players just don’t have to worry
about fi nancial security in the same way 

that we did. So getting injured, as Rory
did, isn’t going to bring the same financial 
concerns as it may have done for me 
during my playing career.

Just the other day I was meeting and
greeting some people at the annual
British Par 3 Championship, which I host,
and they said, “We never get to see any
pro-celebrity golf on telly these days.” Of
course not, because the pros are making
so much money that nobody wants to do
it. You couldn’t pay them enough to come
and play with the celebrities and make the
programmes because it takes a week out

of their time, and you just can’t pay
them a million pounds for a week 
of their time.

So as I say, the world turns,
and for sports people now, from
my point of view, it’s a time of
total fantasy from a financial
perspective. We’ve seen it all
happen in a short space of time
because of TV and all the exposure
it offers, and it’s just a different 
world now.

And because it’s a different
world, the values and perspectives are
different too. I guess I had to be more
careful of certain things during my
playing career, and the top players like
Rory have probably got to be even more
careful of other things nowadays. It’s not
a question of saying that something is
definitely either right or wrong, but just
that, as in nearly all areas and walks of life,
things have understandably changed with 
the passing years.

Generation games

■ Tony Jacklin is working with Magnolia

Park Golf & Country Club in Buckinghamshire

to design a brand new par-3 course, driving 

range and academy facilities. For more

information, visit www.magnoliapark.co.uk

Follow Tony on Twitter @jacklin_tony

Attitudes in professional golf today are very different

to those that I experienced at the peak of my career

Tony Jacklin

“For me, it was always
a matter of priority to take
care of yourself physically

if your chosen livelihood
depended on you having a 

fi t and healthy body”
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H
ow strange is it when you
look back at the season
and the names of some
players who you expected
to do well are nowhere

to be seen? How bizarre is it that Martin
Kaymer, a man who won the Players
Championship last year and followed
that up with his second Major triumph at
the US Open a couple of weeks later, will
have to rely on sponsor’s invites to play
on the PGA Tour next season? That’s the
predicament the German finds himself in.
Many of you will be shouting out “what’s 
going on?” But it’s the truth.

Kaymer finished 139th in the
FedEx Cup points list and only
played 13 events. Obviously, he
didn’t play as well as he expected,
and he didn’t get into the top 125
on the list, so he didn’t qualify for
the FedEx Cup play-offs. Because
of that, he didn’t compete in the 15
events the PGA Tour requires its
members to play in each season to
verify their status. So that’s why
you haven’t seen him in the play-
offs this year, and that’s why you won’t see
him in the play-offs next season, either. 
Let me explain…

He can only get 12 PGA Tour starts as
a non-member in the 2015/16 season. He
can still earn world ranking and Ryder
Cup points from those events, but any
money or FedEx Cup points he earns
won’t count. It seems strange, doesn’t
it? What’s even stranger is that he then
gets full status for the 2016/17 season by
virtue of his US Open victory in 2014.
Still with me? Just about? Good! The
bottom line is that Kaymer either made
a miscalculation or simply assumed he’d
play well enough to make the play-offs 
and satisfy the 15-event quota.

Believe me, Tim Finchem, the PGA
Tour Commissioner, will not back down. 

Those are the rules, and he will stick to
them. Rightly so. It’s seen as if Kaymer has
turned his back on the tour. That wasn’t
his intention – a player of his calibre
obviously just assumed he’d play well
enough to make the play-offs when he put
his schedule together at the start of the
year. But assumption is a dangerous game,
folks! Whether he should have arranged to
play more events when he realised he was 
struggling is a different story.

Graeme McDowell hasn’t had the best
of seasons, either. He finished 160th on
the list, and next year is the last year of 

his PGA Tour exemption (his win at the
2013 RBC Heritage extended his five-
year exemption for winning the 2010
US Open by another year). Still, he had
his first child earlier this year, so there
are plenty of reasons to be cheerful. It’s
a huge life change, and, as he’s admitted,
it does have an effect on your focus. It’s
been a whirlwind couple of years for the
Ulsterman, what with getting married
too, so I’m not hugely surprised. But class 
is permanent, and, as I said in my last
column, there’s more to life than golf.

Also spare a thought for Jamie
Donaldson, who decided not to play in
the Wyndham Championship – the final
regular-season PGA Tour event – because
he was 121st in the points list, and no one
had ever fallen out of the top 125 from 

that position based on happenings in the
last tournament. Well, records are made to
be broken, let me tell you. The Welshman
dropped an unprecedented nine spots to
miss out on the play-offs and lose his card.

It’s bad news for these champions, but
it’s great news for the European Tour.
Maybe we will see these guys playing a lot
more back in Europe. Not that I’m saying
they haven’t supported the European
Tour, because they have, but perhaps now
we’ll see Kaymer and Donaldson playing
20 events or more on the circuit in 2016.

But back to this year, and the upcoming
Finals Series – the European Tour’s
answer to the FedEx Cup play-offs. 
As I write this, Kaymer is 19th
on the Race to Dubai, so he’s a
shoo-in for the season-ending DP
World Tour Championship. But
McDowell is 60th – right on the
bubble – so he has some work to
do if he wants to play the finale in
Dubai. Luckily, with no PGA Tour
scheduling clashes, he’ll be able to
play more European Tour events 
and improve his position.

One of the reasons golf is so interesting 
is that success one season doesn’t
guarantee success the next. At this
moment, the likes of Alvaro Quiros,
Matteo Manassero, Edoardo Molinari and
Peter Hanson are outside the top 110 on
the Race to Dubai. If you’d have told me
some of those players would be scrapping
for their European Tour cards a couple of
years ago, I’d have told you to go and get
your head looked at! That’s golf for you.

The Majors may be over, but there’s 
plenty left to play for in 2015. 

Not all plain sailing

■ Wayne Riley is a former member of the

European Tour and two-time winner who

is now part of the Sky Sports Golf Team.

Wayne writes exclusively for Golf Monthly

There are quite a few players who have endured tough 

seasons, but in golf sometimes it works out that way…

Wayne Riley

“A player of Kaymer’s
calibre obviously assumed

he’d make the FedEx Cup
play-offs when he put his
schedule together at the
start of the 2015 season”
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D
riving is probably the
biggest strength of my
game. I’m not a massively 
long hitter but I hit it
plenty far enough and

generally put it in play. When you’re
putting it in play and hitting it as far as
most people, that’s a massive advantage
because you’ve nearly always got a second
shot to the green with a chance to put it
close. Driving has been one of my main
strengths from a young age, and my game 
is built around that.

Two of the best drives I’ve hit were on 
the 18th in the Johnnie Walker at
Gleneagles when I won there in
2013, because that’s a tough tee
shot. I smashed it straight down
the middle in regulation play when
I needed a birdie, then did it again
in the play-off to leave myself a 
5-iron in.

I don’t use my 3-wood for
position off the tee as much as
some players do as I would still
use my driver if it was between
the two because of my confidence
with that club. My 5-wood has been one
of the favourite clubs in my bag for quite
a long time, though. I’m still using Nike’s
red Covert 5-wood – it’s such a trusty little 
thing that I just can’t change it!

There would be a long list of really good 
shots I’ve hit with it, and it’s certainly
set up a lot of eagles. When I play well in
tournaments, it’s often because I’ve played
the par 5s well and that will be down to
the 5-wood a lot of the time. Even so,
sometimes I’ll take it out and put a 3-iron 
in, but generally I carry 4- to 9-iron.

I actually had a hole-in-one with my
3-iron once on the Challenge Tour. It
was in Italy, and I finished something
like three, one, three to make the cut
on the mark. It was an uphill shot and
you couldn’t see the bottom of the hole, 

and there was no crowd to tell me, as
you don’t get the biggest crowds on the
Challenge Tour! You always expect the
worst, don’t you, when you get there and
can’t see it? You know it was on line so
you just think, “Oh well, it’s through the
back. I’ll just chip and putt.” But it was in!

As for my mid-irons, my 7-iron is a
good club for me, and my albatross on the
4th at Wentworth this year is probably
the most memorable shot I’ve ever hit,
although I have had a hole-in-one with my
7-iron too. My mid-irons – 6, 7 and 8 – are
another real strength when I’m playing 

well, along with my driving. They’re good
distances for me between 190 and 160
yards, and when I’m playing well I just
feel good from that range. You tend to
have clubs that you like and whenever I’m
working on my swing it will tend to be 
with the 6-, 7- and 8-irons.

I’ve never been the best chipper or
bunker player, and when I started working 
with Jamie Spence a few years ago we
put an extra wedge in, because it gave me
scope to hit more straightforward chips
without having to change too much. So
I’ve had four wedges for a while now, but
my technique is becoming a lot better,
and I may go back to three eventually. I
do have my good weeks with my wedges
and chipping, but I feel I have to work very
hard just to be average. Everybody has a 

part of their game like that, though, and 
that’s definitely it for me.

But I’ve hit some really good wedge
shots at the Dunhill at times. On 17, for
example, I never want to go over the back
so I always end up short and having to
pitch up the green. Last year, I hit a really
good wedge to 6ft, then missed it, and if
I could have got that up and down I may
well have won. As it turned out, Oliver
Wilson hit an even better wedge in against 
me, and that’s saying something when
you’ve got someone else’s classic wedge 
shot lodged in your memory bank!

The weakest part of my putting
has been holing out from up to
6ft, but we’ve worked hard on that
this year and that’s slowly getting
better. In tournaments where I’ve
holed out well I’ve tended to be in
contention too. My pace putting is
okay from long range, but my stats
tell me that I need to hole a few
more from 10ft to 20ft, so I’ve been
working hard on that, too, with
Phil Kenyon, my putting coach.

Putting can be tough on tour
because of the variety of surfaces we
play on, how quick they are, and how
undulating they often are. I think you’ve
just got to watch what the best putters
do really, but my putting is getting better,
although it’s taking time. A lot of people
look at those ‘putts gained’ stats, and I
gained on the field in this year’s US Open
at Chambers Bay. That was really good
for me, because they were tough greens
that were quite quick and very undulating,
and generally I’m a better putter when the
greens are just a little bit slower.

Knowing your game

■ Tommy Fleetwood is a Bioflow Sport

ambassador. Follow @TommyFleetwood1

and @bioflowsport for the chance to win 

Biofl ow Sport Slim wristbands

It’s good to know where your strengths and weaknesses

lie, and to lock away particularly fi ne shots in the memory

Tommy Fleetwood

“I do have my good weeks 
with my wedges and

chipping, but I feel I have
to work very hard just to be

average. Everybody has a
part of their game like that”
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At a time when many of us are leading ever-busier lives, a 

round of golf seems to be taking longer than ever. So what is 

the scale of the problem, and what can be done? Read on...
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T
ap into the post-round bar-

room chat at virtually any 

golf clubhouse in the country, 

and someone, somewhere 

will be moaning about how 

long it’s just taken to play 

a round of golf. The irony is 

that in an era when many us of us are facing 

more time pressure than ever before, a round 

of golf is taking longer than ever. Or is it?

While many do, indeed, believe that it is the 

biggest scourge facing the game, others feel 

that all talk of slow play has become a little 

overhyped and hijacked by a vocal minority 

for whom a round of golf is seemingly as 

much about how quickly you can get round 

as how low you can score. Whichever camp 

you inhabit – and there are almost certainly 

more in the former – The R&A has deemed 

it an important enough issue to warrant a 

comprehensive pace of play survey published 

earlier this year. 

Some of the results make for slightly 

surprising reading for those fearing the end of 

golf is nigh unless things change. While 60% 

of the 56,000 respondents felt they would 

enjoy golf more if it didn’t take so long, 70% 

were largely happy with how long it took, 

and only 4% never happy. Pace of play was 

cited as only the third biggest obstacle to 

participation, well behind work commitments 

and family commitments, though all three are 

undoubtedly inter-related.

Perhaps most surprising was GB&I 

respondents feeding back that mean round 

times were exactly the same now as when 

they first started playing at 3h 44m. With over 

50% of respondents having played for 20 

years or more, that’s a little unexpected if the 

slow play epidemic is as bad as some claim.

Perhaps our ever-busier lifestyles have 

exacerbated the issue, sitting uncomfortably 

alongside long hours spent at a golf club. But 

if 70% of golfers are largely happy with pace 

of play, then 30% are not, and perhaps this 

is the crux of the matter. When considerably 

smaller percentage shifts are sufficient to set 

the alarm bells ringing at many golf clubs, 

clearly it is an issue worth investigating. 

Most longstanding, dyed-in-the-wool 

golfers are probably in too deep with the 

game to be driven away, and will suffer, if not 

in silence, then at least begrudgingly. But if 

pace of play is affecting the enjoyment of 

occasional golfers such that they have little 

inclination to play more often, or it is deterring 

newcomers from getting more fully involved, 

then we need to look at any way possible of 

bringing down round times.

So what can be done? We’ve all read lists 

of contributing factors as long as our arms, 

and all have our own ‘favourites’. You’ll find 

many of these over the ensuing pages as we 

offer our take on the matter, along with some 

practical solutions. Some are down to player 

behaviour and awareness, while others are the 

fault of the club or course manager, for we 

feel there are some factors at play over which 

the individual golfer has little or no control.

That said, in a comprehensive survey last 

year from The Golf Club Secretary newsletter, 

most of the ‘top ten reasons for slow play’ 

from a shortlist of 26 were down to the player. 

They were: not being ready to play; pre-shot 

routines; not calling through when a ball is 

not found; taking longer than five minutes 

to search for a ball; not picking up in a 

Stableford when you can’t score; leaving clubs 

on the ‘wrong’ side of the green; marking 

cards on the green; not playing provisional 

balls; depth of rough; player ability.

Part of the problem with golf compared to 

other sports is that there are several clashes 

of culture, if you like, every time you venture 

out on the course. The same arena must 

accommodate simultaneously everyone from 

the scratch golfer to the 36-handicapper; the 

veteran to the rank novice; the octogenarian 

to the lively youth; the nippy twoball to the 

inevitably slower fourball. It’s little wonder this 

sometimes results in frustration and friction 

among the various parties.

Perhaps another issue is that golf’s overall 

dynamic has changed dramatically in the 

last 30 years. Whereas once it was nearly all 

private members’ clubs which could afford 

to take quite a stern stance over pace of play 

given golf’s supply and demand equation, 

now scores of proprietary clubs sit alongside 

them, where the emphasis is on profitability 

and a desire to maximise revenue from every 

tee-time. We have spoken to Peter Dawson 

many times about this, and he feels that the 

growth in fourball golf is one of the major 

factors in the pace of play debate.

Yes, there are still twoball clubs where 

round times of little over three hours are a 

realistic goal. But such clubs are very much in 

the minority now, and if you roll up at a resort 

course booked solidly with fourballs, you need 

to adjust your expectations, for the three to 
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three-and-a-half hour round just isn’t going 

to happen. You can argue for a return to the 

good old days, but if you’re a once-a-week 

golfer looking forward to the social element 

of catching up with two or three friends, you 

actually don’t want to play as a two, and may 

be quite happy to accept that it will take a 

little longer as a result.

Pace of play does remain one of golf’s most 

talked-about issues, though, and people do 

get very hot under the collar when they fall 

victim to an unacceptably slow round. So over 

the next few pages – and in an accompanying 

series of videos shot for our online channels 

– we highlight what we feel to be 15 of the 

main factors affecting pace of play, and offer 

up some suggestions as to how they can be 

improved or remedied. 

If we’ve missed what you consider the most 

important factor, please do let us know, for in 

late November, The R&A is holding a Time for

Golf conference in St Andrews to discuss the

findings of its survey and the wider pace of

play issue. Golf Monthly will be taking up one

of the seats around the discussion table, and

it would be great to go into that conference

armed not only with our own views to thrash

out with golf’s governing body and other

interested parties, but also the consensus of

opinion among our readers.

Watch our pace of play
videos on the Golf

Monthly website and
YouTube channel
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Be ready when it’s your turn
We feel that one of the biggest causes of slow

play is the golfer simply not being ready to

play when it is his or her turn on tee, fairway

or green, or when the course ahead is clear.

Golf is not a race, so you don’t have to be

relentless in your pursuit of the finishing post.

But you do need to be ready to go as soon as

it’s your turn rather than a minute afterwards, 

to prevent unnecessary frustration for others 

in your group and all those behind you.

GM advises

Start assessing your approach shot as

you are walking to the ball, then have your

distance measured, club selected, glove on

and shot planned out while others are playing,

rather than starting the whole process after

they have played. Sometimes you won’t 

be able do all of this if you’re on someone

else’s line or close enough to distract them,

but often you will be far enough away to do

everything well ahead of your shot. Equally,

you can get a general idea of your read as you

first approach the green, and again, as long as

it doesn’t distract anyone, you can be working

on your line while others are putting. Don’t

wait until it’s your turn to start the process. 

Maintain a decent pace
Golfers possess different traits, different

fitness levels and cover a wide age range.

You only have to walk down the High

Street to realise that some people have a

sense of urgency about them, while others

operate at a more leisurely pace. Again,

while stressing that golf is not a race, there

has to be some kind of balance, and some

golfers do tend to amble along oblivious to

what’s going on around them rather than

walking at the pace required to keep up.

GM advises

Assuming you’re physically capable

of upping the pace, this one is really down

to general awareness. In town, it doesn’t

particularly matter what pace you walk at,

but on the golf course, the speed at which

you walk can impact on others. If you’re

prone to ambling, upping the pace a little

would not only benefit all those out there,

but also you too in terms of exercise and

energy expenditure. If you can see you’re

losing ground, a slightly brisker pace and

greater sense of urgency is needed until 

your group is back in position.
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If in doubt, hit a provisional
Of all the scenarios here, this one probably

has the greatest potential to impact directly 

on round times. Rule 27-2 allows you to

follow a procedure that will keep delays to a

minimum when you’ve hit your ball offline.

Yet golfers often spurn the chance to do

so, perhaps out of frustration or a refusal to

accept they might be in trouble. But if you 

don’t take a provisional ball and can’t then

find the original, the impact on your group’s

round time could be up 15 minutes, factoring

in the search and the long walk back. Other

than for any groups waved through, there will

be a negative impact on all those behind too.

GM advises

Adapt your provisional ball strategy to

err more on the side of caution, so if there 

is any doubt at all, or no one has really seen

it even if you think it should be okay, play a

provisional. It really is a case of ‘nothing lost’.

By all means, listen to what others say about

whether they’ve seen it land and where, but

if you’re unconvinced, for the sake of another

20 seconds, play a provisional ball to keep to

an absolute minimum any risk at all of you 

having to do the long walk back.

Keep pre-shot routines in check
We’ve all played with people whose pre-shot

routines go on forever, and will probably all

have started to walk on a practice swing we

had wrongly assumed simply must be the

real thing! If your routine involves assessing

the yardage, carefully selecting your club,

standing behind the ball with club held out in

front of you, partial practice swings to groove

key moves, then three more full ones before

finally hitting, you’re unlikely to be the most

popular playing companion at your club, and

unlikely to be helping overall pace of play.

GM advises

We all want to give ourselves the

best chance of playing to our potential, and

coaches often advocate ordered pre-shot

routines. But there has to be a balance. By all

means adopt a routine before hitting, but not

to a level that may adversely affect others.

Could you condense your pre-shot routine

down to a point where the benefits to you are

not at the cost of the enjoyment of others?

Play more ‘ready golf’
The ‘honour’ is covered by Rule 10 in the

Rules of Golf, but generally there is no

penalty for playing out of turn other than

potentially being asked to replay your shot

in matchplay. However, many golfers aren’t

playing competitive golf most of the time, and

in these ‘slow play’ times there must surely be

a growing case for more ‘ready golf’ in social 

or friendly games?

GM advises

The honour is all well and good in

competition play, especially matchplay, but

could easily be forsaken in other forms of the

game for the overall good of pace of play. So

if you’ve only just got it out of a bunker, and

it’s still you to putt, it must make more sense

for others to putt while you rake the bunker,

get your putter out and so on. There needs

to be agreement among all parties, but many

club golfers already use a degree of common

sense over the honour. More players following

suit might just keep things moving along at a 

slightly faster pace.

Watch our pace of play
videos on the Golf

Monthly website and
YouTube channel
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Wave people through sooner
The etiquette section in the Rules of Golf 

requires slower groups to wave faster groups 

through, yet often this doesn’t happen. 

Golfers seem reluctant to be overtaken, and 

we’ve all probably watched the group ahead 

start running between shots rather than 

waving us through. Similarly, when players 

are searching for a ball, the call-through, if it 

comes at all, is often too late to be of any real 

pace of play benefit.

GM advises

Don’t be embarrassed to wave people 

through if they are clearly playing faster than 

you and the course ahead is clear. Nobody 

really likes feeling hassled, and nobody really 

likes being held up. The whole scenario is not 

quite as straightforward as some make out, 

as on a busy course, constant waving through 

will only ever impact negatively on those 

further down the field. But on a less busy 

course, waving faster groups through sooner 

rather than later keeps everyone happy – 

they’re off and away, while you no longer have 

someone breathing down your neck. If you 

can’t find your ball and the hole ahead is clear, 

call those behind through early in the search 

rather than waiting nearly five minutes.

Get it right up at the green 
Much can go wrong up at the green in 

terms of pace of play, and it’s doubly 

frustrating for those behind to have to 

witness the whole laborious process if 

the course ahead is clear. We’ve already 

covered being ready to putt when it’s your 

turn, but golfers will often leave their clubs 

in the wrong place for a speedy exit when 

everyone has putted out; they may cause

delays by not taking their putter with them

if they have to chip first; or they may stand

there totting up the score and marking their

card while others are waiting to play in.

GM advises

Find the exit point and try whenever 

possible to leave your bag there so you can 

head straight off when everyone has putted 

out, rather than adding in another 70-80 

yard round-trip. If you have to chip and 

putt, other than in wet weather, take your 

putter with you rather than chipping then 

walking back to fetch it. Don’t mark your 

card on the green if others are waiting to 

play in, and don’t leave whoever is last to 

hole out to replace the flag – someone else 

should have it in hand ready to pop back in.

Watch our pace of play
videos on the Golf

Monthly website and
YouTube channel
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Mark cards at the right time
We’ve separated this one out from our

general ‘not being ready’ as it’s such a

common occurrence. A group will arrive

at the next tee, then spend a minute or

two sorting out the scorecards rather than

anyone stepping up and hitting a ball.

Again, all the more frustrating if the group

behind has to watch this being acted out

with a clear fairway or green beyond.

GM advises

If it’s clear to play, the only priority

when you reach the next tee is for the

person with the honour to be ready to hit

– or anyone if you’re playing ‘ready golf’

and someone else is geared up to go first.

There’s plenty of time to mark cards while

others are hitting. So if you know it’s you

to go first, have your glove on ready to tee

it up as soon as you get there.

Watch where you’ve hit it
Golf is a frustrating game that pushes us to

the very edge at times. A bad shot at a crucial

moment can be almost too much to bear,

and rather than following the errant shot

closely, it’s all too easy to spin away in disgust,

frustrated by our own inability to hit it where

we intended to. Unfortunately, it’s at just

such moments that we are better served by

following the ball as closely as possible to give

ourselves the best chance of finding it and

keeping any dropped shots to a minimum.

It’s also not in the best interests of the field

behind if we have to spend time looking for a

ball we didn’t really follow, and possibly even

having to traipse back to the tee if we also

neglected to play a provisional ball.

GM advises

Resist any temptation to turn away in 

dismay when you’ve sprayed one offline and 

try to follow the ball closely for any clues at 

all as to where it might end up. Did you see it 

down? Did it bounce? Which tree did it land 

closest to? You can’t do any of this if you’re 

wheeling away in disgust! If you’re playing 

into the sun, ask others to help follow the ball 

as you may struggle to pick up its flight as 

you swing through. And don’t be embarrassed 

to run to the end of the tee if it will give you a 

better view of the ball’s flight.

If you can’t reach, play up
Watching the group ahead fail to hit it

halfway up a long par 4, then wait for the

green to clear before playing is frustrating.

Clearly, a degree of caution is needed

as we’re all capable of suddenly flushing

one, or hitting a rare distance-enhancing

draw when a fade is our stock shot. But

be realistic – if you’ve hit it 200 yards off

the tee into the wind and the green is still

250 yards away, there’s strong evidence

to suggest you can play quite safely and

avoid delaying those behind unnecessarily.

GM advises

It’s all down to common sense, for

no one would ever advocate playing when

there is even a small chance of hitting into

the group ahead. Factor in the conditions –

if your drive has not gone as far as normal

into the wind, it’s almost certain your

second shot won’t either, and you may not

be able to reach from where you would

usually expect to. Other than in matchplay,

if you’re a shorter hitter than others in your

group, don’t be embarrassed to say, “I

think I can go – I’m never going to reach,”

even if it’s not your turn.
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Keep rough down under trees
We’ve separated this one out from general

course set-up as we feel it warrants special 

attention. Surely hitting your ball into

the trees is punishment enough for most

golfers, without then finding yourself in

thick rough or vegetation that makes your

escape either problematic or impossible,

or results in a long walk back as you either

can’t find your ball, or it represents your

only realistic unplayable ball option?

GM advises

Keeping the ground relatively clear

beneath the trees is the most sensible

approach from a pace of play perspective. 

The golfer is still suitably punished by

having to chip out sideways or attempt a

risky escape, but there is no time wasted in

searching for balls, or working out where

best to take a drop. Thinning things out

under trees will keep play moving and 

keep golfers motivated.

Set the course up to be playable
Course set-up can have a big bearing on

pace of play, yet some courses are set up for

midweek play as though the club is expecting 

an influx of tour pros rather than mid- to

high-handicappers! Most of us find the game

hard enough without having to contend with

a course set-up that results in more shots and

more lost balls. Long rough too close to the

playing lines can be a problem. There seems

to be a growing trend for ultra-fast greens,

even though many older clubs’ greens were

never designed to run at such a pace. Some

clubs lose sight of ‘six easy, six medium, six

tough’ when setting pin positions, leading to

more missed greens and more three-putts,

both of which will only slow things down.

GM advises

Given concerns about participation, it

must be time to move away from a mindset of

seeking to create a stern test, and set things

up to encourage, or even flatter golfers rather

than demoralise them. Overly long rough only

ever slows play down – why not cut it back

where it’s closest to the playing lines? More

pins in accessible positions will reduce the

number of missed greens and three-putts.

Slightly less lively green speeds, especially

on undulating surfaces, will result in less

putting action. We want the game to remain a

challenge, but it already is for most, and with

slow play a growing problem, maybe now is

the time to shift the balance back in favour of

a more universally playable course set-up? 
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Retain the marker posts
Despite the arrival of GPS devices and

rangefinders, many golfers are still happy

with a cursory glance at a 150-yard marker.

Not having them can slow play down for

those who haven’t made the technological

leap, especially if sprinkler head yardages

are miles apart. If yardages are only on

the sprinklers heads, time is often wasted

finding the nearest one, or by forgetting to 

glance at them en route to the ball.

GM advises

Installing or retaining discrete,

yet obvious, distance markers can only 

ever help when it comes to pace of play

as they are still more than adequate for

golfers who are perfectly content with

rough, rather than ultra-precise, yardages.

However, if a golfer has reached the stage

where he or she can only play confidently

with a precise yardage, then it’s probably

time to invest in a DMD. Yes, it’s perfectly 

within the Rules to obtain distance

information from other players armed with

such devices, but that will wear thin after

a while, and is unlikely to be something a

matchplay opponent or arch strokeplay 

rival is eager to provide willingly! 

Provide clear course signage
Poor course signage leads to confusion

and can adversely affect pace of play,

whether it’s a lack of ‘next tee’ signs,

or call-up holes not being flagged up

obviously. Not having a ‘next tee’ sign

behind a green where it isn’t immediately

obvious is a double negative – golfers

won’t know where to leave their bags

before putting, and won’t know where to

go afterwards. Some courses have bell

holes that aren’t signed from the tee;

others have holes crying out for a bell,

where the only way to play safely is to

walk a long way forward to double-check.

GM advises

Members may not understand

all the fuss, but better to think about

signage from the perspective of first-time

visitors. Is it always obvious where to go

next, especially where there is scope for

confusion? ‘Next tee’ signs are essential

when it’s not immediately obvious or

where several tees lie close together. ‘Call-

up’ holes or bells on blind holes are a good

idea, but the good work is undone if it isn’t

clear to everyone what the procedure is. A

bell hole without a notice on the tee that

they’re playing from means nothing to a

first-time visitor. If a hole is crying out for

a bell for safety reasons, put one in with 

appropriate signage on the tee.

Keep twos and fours apart
When we shot the accompanying videos to

this feature at Burhill in Surrey, a notice on the

1st tee about expected round times reiterated

what we all know – twos and fours are a bad

pace of play mix. The anticipated difference

at Burhill is 40 minutes. That’s a lot of time

standing around if, for whatever reason, twos

are unable to get through the fours ahead.

GM advises

The standard call-through convention

works well on uncrowded courses, but is less

effective for the good of all those out there

on busy courses when twos end up wedged

between fours who can’t go anywhere. If

course geography allows, a two-tee start,

keeping twos and bigger groups apart for

as long as possible, will ease things. Even if

twos run into fours halfway round at crossover

times, at least only half the round will be slow. 

Alternatively, having set times when only

twoballs may tee off can be a good idea.

Watch our pace of play
videos on the Golf

Monthly website and
YouTube channel
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Garcia’s dark days are behind him
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COMING OF AGE
or golfers of a certain vintage, the

name Sergio Garcia conjures
images of youthful exuberance
and flair – an impetuous and
instinctive young Spaniard

sprinting and springing his way
up the 16th fairway at Medinah in 

the 1999 USPGA Championship. Many of us 
remember that as though it were yesterday. 
It’s hard then to grasp that Sergio is now 
something of a veteran on the world stage, 
to realise that this July he competed in his 
19th, yes 19th Open Championship, or that 
he has teed it up in no fewer than 69 Major 
Championships and seven Ryder Cups.

Sergio was viewed as the precocious 
young talent, oozing potential and destined 
for greatness for such a long period that even 
he himself fi nds it diffi cult to get his head 
around the fact he is now one of the more 
experienced players in the upper echelons 
of professional golf.

“Nineteen Opens! Yeah, that is 
amazing, isn’t it?” he said before the 144th 

Championship at St Andrews. “I still feel
young. I’m 35 though, so not so young now.
I guess I’m young with experience. That’s a
pretty good mix, I’d say.”

Since he entered the golfing public’s
consciousness after winning the 1998
Amateur Championship, Sergio has travelled 
a long way down a road that has at times 
been smooth and paved with gold, at others 
decidedly rocky. The expectations Sergio 
had of himself as a young player bursting 
onto the professional scene in 1999 were, 
if anything, exceeded by the public who 
burdened him with the responsibility of 
being ‘the next big thing’. Another Seve 
perhaps? Certainly a rival for Tiger, and 
Europe’s great hope for the 21st century. 

And Sergio has enjoyed huge success. 
He’s won 27 tournaments around the world, 
picked up over $50 million in prize money 
and has spent 388 weeks in the top ten on 
the Offi cial World Golf Ranking. 

But he hasn’t won a Major and many 
wrongly insist on this being the sole 
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barometer of golfi ng achievement. 
He’s also had struggles in his personal life, 
particularly when he broke up with Greg 
Norman’s daughter Morgan, an episode he 
admits left him devastated. He had issues 
with his temper on the golf course after 
that, and for a spell simply couldn’t conceal 
the fact he wasn’t enjoying playing. More 
recently, he had a very public bust-up with 
Tiger Woods and said some things he quite 
rightly regretted.

But Sergio appears happier now and 
he seems more philosophical. Basically, 
he seems older. He’s enjoying his golf and 
is more able to take the rough with the 
smooth, playing in, and for, the moment.

“We play The Open at St Andrews every 
fi ve years,” he says as an example. “And 
you never know when that Sunday fi nishes 
whether you’re going to be playing again in 
fi ve years. So you try to enjoy it as much as 
possible, to soak it all in and appreciate it.”

These are the words of a mature man who
has learned to understand how fortunate he
is to be involved in a sport he loves and how
lucky he is to have competed at the highest
level for so long. Gone now is the truculence
and moodiness he displayed in his middle
20s. The Sergio of 2015 is clearly content and
keen to enjoy the sport once more.

“I love it, I love the fans, the atmosphere,
everything,” he says. “I like to be creative on
the course, I like playing in the wind, I like
controlling my ball flight and, of course, I
enjoy the competition. Yes, it’s fun.”

These could be quotes from an interview
with Sergio in 1999 – he has rediscovered his
passion for golf, his desire to play.

We assume that loving your work should
be a given for a professional golfer; it’s a
dream job, isn’t it? But Sergio, more than
many, has been kicked in the stomach by this
game. He’s had some tough moments on the
golf course, and particularly in The Open.

In 2006 at Hoylake, Sergio raced into
contention with a third round of 65. He
started the final round just one back of Tiger
Woods. But paired with the World No.1
and dressed from head to toe in canary
yellow, he faded on Sunday and ended seven
shots behind. Again, Woods had outplayed
the Spaniard. In a Tiger-free world, how
might Sergio’s career have panned out?
The disappointment of the 2006 Open was

nothing, though, compared to what Sergio 
would face the following year at Carnoustie.

He led from the off with a superb opening 
65 and went into the final round three 
clear of Steve Stricker and six ahead of a 
group including Padraig Harrington. Sergio 
struggled through the final round but, on 
the 72nd green, he still had a putt to take 
the title by one from Harrington. He set that 
putt on a perfect line but it defied gravity and 
refused to drop. In the play-off, the Irishman 
won by a shot leaving Garcia disconsolate. In 
the post-tournament press conference, the 
Spaniard basically described himself as the 
unluckiest golfer in the world.

“I should write a book on how to not miss 
a shot in the play-off and shoot one-over,” he 

said. “Some guys hit the pin and go to a foot. 
Mine hits the pin and goes 20ft away… It 
seems to me like every time I get in this kind 
of position I have no room for error. I [only]
need to miss one shot and I really don’t get 
many good breaks.”

Sergio felt hard done by at that stage in his 
career and that’s a very diffi cult mental hole 
to dig your way out of. Fighting invisible and 
non-existent ‘Lady Luck’ as well as the best 
players in the world is rather draining.

But anyone who regularly watches 
professional golf on TV will agree that he 
has clearly found a way to enjoy golf again. 
In 2014 at Hoylake he fi nished as Open 
runner-up once again. But this time, he did 
it with a smile, waves to the galleries and 
almost the hint of a tear as he received a huge 
ovation down the fi nal hole.

“I’m proud. I’m happy. I loved the 18th. 
That’s a feeling that nobody can take 
away from me,” he said after that event. 
“Everybody looks at you as second and they 
want to make it a negative. Not at all.” It was 
a different reaction from Carnoustie in ’07.

He had a chance going into the fi nal round 
at St Andrews this year, but again was unable 
to convert the opportunity into Major 

1 
USPGA Championship 1999 

Aged just 19 and a professional for 

less than six months, Sergio had a 

chance to win coming down the stretch 

but it looked to have gone when his ball 

ended up behind a large tree on the 

16th. Closing his eyes, he took a mighty 

swipe at it and cut the ball onto the 

putting surface. He lost by one but had 

announced himself on the world stage.

2 
Ryder Cup 2004

Sergio played inspired golf at 

Oakland Hills. He played every 

session and was unbeaten. In the 

singles he took out Phil Mickelson 3&2 

to quash thoughts of a 

comeback by the USA.

3
Carnoustie 2007

How might his career have 

differed had that putt on the 

72nd dropped? Eventual winner Padraig 

Harrington went on to win two further P
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SERGIO  5 CAREER-DEFINING MOMENTS

Wrapped up in it all: at Medinah 

in the emotional Ryder Cup of 2012

His escape on 16 in the 1999 USPGA



victory. Despite a number of close calls in 
The Open Championship, he gives further 
indication of his maturity in that he’s able to 
put those disappointments to one side and 
appreciate the event, to judge it on its merits.

“I love The Open Championship. For 
sure, for me it’s the best championship we 
have and not only because of the courses, 
but also because of the people, the crowds, 
the challenges that the course conditions 
and the wind and weather bring. It’s just a 
great combination,” he says with real vigour. 
“I’m excited every year for the event. It’s my 
favourite, together with the Ryder Cup.”

It’s in the Ryder Cup that Sergio has 
enjoyed some of his greatest moments. The 
biennial transatlantic match is an emotional 
contest and it’s one where emotional players 
have always fl ourished. Sergio can be put 
in a bracket with the likes of Seve, Monty, 
Ian Poulter and Paul Azinger as guys who 
can harness their passion for golf and 
competition to deliver their very best when it 
comes to Europe versus the USA. 

In seven Ryder Cups, Sergio has accrued 
20.5pts. Nick Faldo leads the European 
all-time list with 25pts, but he did that in 
46 matches, Sergio has played just 32. The 

Spaniard has won 18 matches and lost only 
nine. Perhaps Faldo didn’t have those records 
to hand when he described Garcia as having 
a “bad attitude” and being “useless” when he 
was captain in 2008.

“The relationships we have among the 
players are incredible,” Sergio says of his 
Ryder Cup experiences. “It’s so easy for us to 
fi nd match-ups as we always get on so well. 
That gives us such an advantage – to have 
such team spirit.”

Sergio’s newfound mental 
fortitude is undoubtedly in 
part down to a settled personal 
life, but there could be another 
factor in play. 

After a decade or more 
as ‘the next big thing’ and 
wrestling with the weight of 
expectation, Sergio is now free 
from that mantle. Rory, Rickie 
and Jordan have arrived and 
taken the pressure squarely off 
the Spaniard. 

With Tiger Woods currently out of the 
picture, Sergio is in a position where he 
can simply focus on his game and on getting 
the most out of it. In Jordan Spieth, Sergio 
sees things that he recognises, but also 
things that differ between them, things that 
with hindsight might just have been the 
difference between Major triumph and 
near-miss for the Spaniard.

“Yes, age-wise obviously I can remember 
that situation. But everybody is different. He 
is, I think, probably a little more reserved 
than when I was younger. I’m not saying he 
doesn’t get excited, but probably I did get a 
bit more excited – at least it showed maybe 
more,” he says with a wry smile.

Spieth has picked up Major titles early 
in his career, something Sergio was unable 
to do. But the Spaniard can now see those 

close-run things in a positive 
light, proud of, and able to 
draw strength from, the fact he 
had opportunities to win.

“Fortunately, I’ve had good 
success all over the world 
but I’ve also had some good 
chances in the Majors. I’ve been 
very close to winning a few 
times,” he says. “It’s nice to go 
through those things and to 
learn from those experiences, 
to hopefully become better 
year in, year out, and give 

myself more of those chances.”
When you think of ‘El Nino’ as a younger 

man, often saying the wrong thing, kicking 
his shoes into the crowd, throwing clubs in 
lakes, then to hear him speak so rationally 
about the game is a revelation.

“Yeah, I guess I’ve grown up a bit,” he 
says with a twinkle in his eye as he 

turns to leave.

Major titles in the following 14 months. 

If it had gone the other way, who’s to 

say that the Spaniard would not now be 

a multiple Major winner? 

4 
USPGA 2008

After winning The Players 

Championship earlier in the 

year, Sergio was in good form heading 

to Oakland Hills. But he lost out to 

Harrington again as a result of fi nding 

water on the 16th and missed clutch 

putts down the stretch while Harrington 

holed out brilliantly. It was hard to take 

for the Spaniard and would result in a 

few tough years.

5 
Open Championship 2014

He came second to Rory McIlroy 

but showed how far he has 

come emotionally when he saluted the 

galleries as they gave him an ovation on 

the fi nal hole. It seemed a moment of 

epiphany for the Spaniard – a realisation 

that he still loves this great game.

Amateur Champion of 1998
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“In seven Ryder 
Cups, Sergio has 

won 20.5pts. 
Nick Faldo leads 

the Europeans 
with 25pts, but 

he did that in 46 
matches; Sergio 

has played 32”

Sergio reacts to missing what 

would have been an Open-winning 

putt at Carnoustie in 2007 
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Still working on new designs in his workshop, aged 75

pend just five minutes in the
company of Bob Vokey and
one thing comes over louder
and clearer than anything:
his remarkable passion for

golf-club design. This is a man who has
been hands-on with the tools of the game
for over half a century, busy toiling away in
workshops to find new creations to excite
and help the golfer. Now 75 years of age, his
excitement over his most recent work seems
more palpable than ever.

From his own club repair shop in
California to pioneering the revolution in
wedge design for Titleist, Bob Vokey has
always been an artisan preoccupied with
combining stunning looks with the best
possible performance.

Over the years, this work has also seen
him team up with of the world’s best players
and the refinements he’s made for them have
informed the designs we now see on the
shelves of pro shops across the country and
around the world.

Neil Tappin recently caught up with
Bob Vokey to uncover more about his
extraordinary life in golf, from his early
days in the game, through his time working
for Gary Adams at TaylorMade and into his
current guise as wedge-supremo for Titleist.
This is the story behind one of golf’s most
highly respected and influential figures.

Bob Vokey’s huge passion for club design has taken him a
long way from his time living in a sleeping bag in his pro shop

S
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I’M AN 
OLD-FASHIONED 

CLUB-MAKER
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Was golf always your first
passion? I always liked golf, but when
I first came to the United States from
Montreal, Canada in 1966, I was a hockey
player, baseball player and football player.
Besides, my dad wouldn’t let me on the
course until I could actually move the ball
around and had the proper etiquette. Finally
I turned to him and said, “I want to get into
golf a little bit.” My dad was always about a
4 or 5 handicap, but he was a tool and die
maker by trade. In the summer holidays I
used to work with my dad and he gave me the
grungiest jobs you could possibly imagine
because I didn’t want to go back to school!
So in the end I couldn’t wait until September
came so I could go back to school.

As I got older, late 20s, early 30s, I started
to love golf. I loved everything about it. I
thought I could play the game but I realised
when you’re out there on the par 5s hitting
3-woods into the green and the guys you’re
playing with are hitting 4- and 5-irons, I
said, “Wait a second, I know I can’t play this
game.” So I started to learn about golf clubs
in the back room of the professional shop;
re-shafting, re-gripping. Then I opened my
own little golf shop in Fallbrook, California
and then I moved to Vista, California.

What did the work consist of?
At that time, I learned all about persimmon
woods, what inserts were and all about
shafts. I’m the type that reads a lot about
things and I got to be the best finisher of
clubs in the area. I drove a 285,000-mile
Datsun, roomed in somebody’s house and
sometimes slept in my shop in a sleeping
bag. But I loved what I was doing. I look at
where I came from and I look at myself now
and say “has this been real?” I realise how
blessed I’ve been.

How did you begin to work
with TaylorMade? Gary Adams,
who fathered the metal wood and started
TaylorMade said, “Bob, how would you like
to do our repair work?” So I did that, but I
kept my shop going as I wasn’t convinced
about metal woods. I was with Gordy
Stevens, and he gave up a club job to be
western sales manager for TaylorMade Golf.
I said, “Gordy, you’re crazy, these are driving-
range clubs. You guys will never make it, it’ll
never replace persimmon.” As I like to say,
don’t go to the racetrack with me!

How did your work with the
tour players start? At this time I
was also working with Mark O’Meara, Lee
Trevino, Freddie Funk and Dave Stockton
Snr. Top players used to come into my golf
shop because I had all the equipment and I’d
do anything they wanted. I could weld stuff
for Trevino and all the different things he was
looking for. Re-shafting and everything else.

Eventually I went to work full-time for Gary
and TaylorMade. That would have been 1985
or ’86. Everything that went out on the PGA
Tour had to go through my shop. I would
work with all the tour players, learning a
heck of a lot about golf. But wedges were
a little sideline, I was the driver guy.

When did you get into wedge
design? I left with Gary Adams in 1990
– he started a new company called Founders
Club. I was there for five years and that’s
where I met Lanny Wadkins. This is when
I started to really learn about wedges. I’d
always loved them from the days working
with my dad but it was now that I learned
what the top players really looked for in a
wedge. Then I went to Titleist to work on a
driver with the head of R&D. I did a bit of
work on final shaping of the 975D driver. We
got that done and I said, “What do you want
me to do now?” He said, “Well, Mr Uihlein
[CEO, Acushnet Company] wants you to get
into wedges.”

Mr Uihlein has so many visions that you
cannot believe and every one is spot on.
Anybody who works with Titleist will tell
you the same thing. He is just a phenomenal
individual. He gave me the resources and
said, “Go get it, Voke.” So away I went and
next thing you know I’m out on tour, taking
notes and making prototypes.

What were your first Titleist
wedges? Almost 18 months went by
before my first wedge came out. Andy Bean
saw me in the summer of 1997 and saw my
prototype 400 series wedge and says, “Let me
hit that.” I said, “Andy, I can’t, I’ve only got a
couple.” So I called in and they said the score
lines have been approved, let him play with
it.” So he put the first wedge in play, a Vokey
wedge, at St Jude, Memphis in 1997.

At the start I was working on three 
different shapes – a 200 series, a 300 and a 
400 – but we settled on the 200 series. Call it 
process of elimination, and after that it was 
the Spin Milled wedges.

How important are the looks?
I’m an old-fashioned club-maker. Tour 
players want you to make a club look good 
and it’s got to have a good shape. Wedges 
are the only club you hit where you turn 
it around and lay it open, so it has to look 
pleasing. So, they look at the profile and then 
they turn it over and look at it.

At what stage did you start 
to take sole grind into
consideration? The soles were pretty 
straight at the start but over the years I would 
do different grinds for players, so they could 
hit a certain shot. That’s how grinds basically 

‘Sometimes if you give a player 

the right grind and the right bounce, 

it helps improve their technique”
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came about, from working with the tour
players. I’d like to take all the credit for that,
but no, I took what the tour players asked
me to do. Just last Saturday I got a call from
Bernhard Langer. He said, “Voke, can you
make me a wedge just like Tom Kite has.”
That’s how it happens. If enough players
want it I get some tooling made to reproduce
that wedge, by the thousands if need be.

I also learn a little bit from all the different
places in the world. That’s where different
grinds come from – they work on different
types of turf. That is important for the
wedge. I look at the turf interaction and
different sand in the bunker. We try to take
all of that into consideration and this is why
we have four grinds in the 58˚ and 60˚ and
three each in the 54˚ and 56˚. Players have
got to work on technique but sometimes if
you give a player the right grind and the right
bounce, it helps improve their technique.

When did you decide that
customisation of wedges
was just as important for
amateurs? For a long time, the average
pitching wedge was becoming stronger
but the sand wedge never changed – it was
56˚, so there was a big gap. So we had a big
opportunity in wedges. All the separate little
grinds that were brought in for all the shots
that tour players hit – the golfing public face
those same shots. The weekend golfer hits
maybe five or six greens in regulation. How
many opportunities does he have to get up
and down? A heck of a lot! But you don’t see
many amateurs working on their short game
– you go to the range and they’re hitting
drivers. Trying to hit that 300-yard drive that
they’re never going to hit because they don’t
have the clubhead speed. But they do have
the clubhead speed to hit all the shots inside
100 yards that a tour player can hit.

What would you say to
amateurs who think they’re
not good enough for a wedge
fitting? My response would be, “Come
with me. We’ll go to the short-game area
and hit shots with wedges with different
grinds and you’ll see the difference.” When
we have demo days, there are drivers,
fairways, hybrids, irons – and wedges are
last, sitting over there like they’ve always
been. But they’re your scoring clubs! By
the time you get to wedges, you’re totally
whooped. To me, wedges take a little bit
more time than anything, but I tell you the
quickest way to improve your score is your
short game. The funny thing that’ll happen
is your putting will improve too, because
you’re hitting the ball closer to the hole!
It’s just the way it is and this is why I’m
trying to get this across to people. Our
company understands that.

B O B  V O K E Y

“Wedges were a
little sideline, I was
the driver guy”

Andy Bean put the first

Vokey wedge into play

“I look at where I

came from and

at myself now  

and realise how 

blessed I’ve been”
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Hagen dressed expensively



alter Hagen transformed

professional golf on both

sides of the Atlantic. He

set new playing standards

and, by accruing wealth and

connections, he became a pioneer of social 

rights as well as sporting excellence.

In 1920, Walter Hagen was 28, a two-time

US Open winner and a rich man after playing

exhibition matches across the USA. He was

recognised as the best player in America.

But Hagen had wider ambitions. He wanted

to be known as the best player in the world.

For that to happen, he realised he had to win

The Open Championship. Players from Britain

had sailed over to claim the American national

title, but no American had steamed across the

Atlantic and been named Champion Golfer of

the Year on British soil. Hagen hadn’t played

in The Open of 1914 – the year of his fi rst US 

American pioneer:
How Walter Hagen

changed professional golf

To be recognised as the best golfer in the world, Walter Hagen had to

become the first American-born winner of The Open Championship. 

This is the story of how he achieved that ambition in 1922

Words Fergus Bisset | Photography Getty Images
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Open victory – then The First World War

meant The Open wasn’t held from 1915 to 1919.

After the Great War, there was uncertainty

about who were now the better players: the

British or the Americans. In this pre-Ryder

Cup era they had rarely tested themselves

against each other, so there was excitement

at the prospect of US players travelling to

Britain in 1920 for an Open showdown. Hagen

arrived exuding confidence having travelled

first-class. ‘Sir Walter’ was a man who enjoyed

the finer things in life. He mixed with film stars

and would become friends with the Prince

of Wales. He attended fashionable parties,

stayed in the finest hotels, drank champagne

and dressed expensively. “I never wanted to

be a millionaire, I just wanted to live like one,” 

he famously said. He had bravado.

In an interview before the 1920 Open at

Deal, he spoke positively about his chances in

the event. But in the resulting article, written

by Bob Howard of the Daily Mail, Hagen’s

words were twisted and he was unfairly made

out to be naïve and cocky. Howard suggested

Hagen’s belief that he could master links golf

on his first visit and take the Claret Jug back 

to The States was unfeasibly arrogant.

Hagen made his displeasure clear to

media magnate Lord Northcliffe. Howard was 

reprimanded for the article and a retraction

was printed. Hagen would not tolerate what 

he felt to be unfair treatment.

After completing a series of exhibition

matches, Hagen and Jim Barnes headed for

Deal to play a practice round ahead of the

55th Open Championship. The pair parked

outside the clubhouse and walked in. They

were ushered straight out again and pointed

towards Harry Hunter’s shop. They could

change there, but they wouldn’t be allowed 

inside the clubhouse.

Hagen wasn’t impressed and so for the

first day’s competition he hired a stretch

Daimler and a driver. Still not allowed into the

clubhouse, he had it parked outside and ate

meals of pheasant, caviar, smoked salmon and

champagne sitting in its luxurious back seats.

Hagen finished second to last in the 1920

Open. He was totally unaccustomed to the

strong winds whipping across the links

at Royal Cinque Ports and wasn’t able to

adapt his game. He received a pasting in

the British newspapers, but his confidence

wasn’t shaken. “I’ll be back,” he declared. 

With his showmanship and bold disregard for

the regimented British class system, he had 

certainly left his mark.

Hagen was true to his word and he returned

to The Open the following year at St Andrews.

He wisely elected to stay out of the limelight 

a little in the build-up, fearful of another

media attack. But his golfing performance

certainly improved. He ended the week in a

tie for sixth place, six back from the winner

Jock Hutchison. Scottish-born Hutchison had

become a naturalised American citizen the

previous year. The US had an Open Champion

but not a US-born winner… that was what

Hagen, and American golf fans, really wanted.

Earning respect
In 1922, ‘The Haig’ returned to Britain more

determined than ever to claim The Open

Championship. He travelled to Royal St

George’s in excellent spirits. He had won

the 1921 USPGA and had made great strides

in securing greater respect for professional

golfers in the USA. He had organised the

donation of a grandfather clock to Inverness

Golf Club following the 1920 US Open as a

thank you for the players being allowed to use

the clubhouse facilities. Things were moving

in the right direction for American pros and,     

on the eve of the 1922 Open Championship,

Hagen pointed this out to the British. “The

golf professional is respected far more in the

USA than here. He is encouraged to rise in the

social as well as the financial scale,” he told

the press. “This gives him greater confi dence 

in himself and his work.”

“I never wanted
to be a millionaire, 
I just wanted to 
live like one”
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Hagen lifted the Claret Jug

four times in eight years

Walter Hagen’s

Achievements

US Open winner: 1914, 1919

Open Championship winner: 

1922, 1924, 1928, 1929

USPGA Championship winner:

1921, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927

* Western Open winner:

1916, 1921, 1926, 1927, 1932

Winner of 75 professional tournaments

Captain of first six USA Ryder Cup teams

Elected into World Golf Hall of Fame in 1974

* The Western Open was regarded as the

biggest tournament in world golf after the US

Open and Open Championships, so there is

perhaps an argument for crediting Hagen with 

16 Major titles rather than just 11.



At St George’s Hagen led the qualifying, but

started the tournament inauspiciously with

a 76. However, the tough conditions meant

most of the field struggled and, after Hagen

had added a 73 on the afternoon of day one, 

he held the halfway lead.

Again, poor conditions for round three 

inflated the scoring. Hagen found it

particularly tough and a 79 saw him drop

three back of Hutchison who was putting up

a stern defence of his Open Championship

title. Barnes and Charles Whitcombe were one 

closer to the leader than Hagen.

Five-time champion JH Taylor was only four

behind and the home fans were desperate

to see the 51-year-old Englishman roll back

the years. He had first won the title 28 years

previously. It proved a stretch too far though

and he faded to a creditable sixth. Another

veteran and crowd favourite, Harry Vardon,

finished in the top ten at the age of 52. The

six-time Open winner had been the world’s

best player in his prime and saw his successor 

in Walter Hagen. When he’d watched The

Haig at Deal in 1920 he correctly foretold 

Open success for the American, despite his

poor showing. “He does the right thing at the

right time,” said Vardon. “I predict he’ll win

our championship not once but several times.”

In wet and windy fourth-round conditions

at St George’s, Hutchison stumbled to a 76

and came up two short, while Whitcombe’s 75

was also not enough. Barnes produced a 73

to take the clubhouse lead on 301, until Hagen 

bettered that by one.

The American had employed a runner to

keep him informed of his rivals’ progress

and he ground out a closing 72. Although he

bogeyed the final hole, he had scored 300 – 

surely good enough for a fi rst Open.

Tense finish
The only man who could possibly deny Hagen

the title was George Duncan. But the Scot,

who was out an hour behind Hagen, needed

an improbable 67 to win. The 1920 champion

had slumped to a third round of 81 and few

thought he could bounce back so steeply. But,

playing some incredible golf, a birdie on the

16th meant he needed just two pars to tie. 

He parred the testing 17th and a play-off now 

looked the likeliest result.

Hagen watched Duncan play the final hole

and was obviously agitated, unable to stand

still. When the Scot failed to get up and down 

from off the final green to lose by a shot,

Hagen was, by all accounts, visibly shaking as

he went up to commiserate with his colleague.

After Hagen had made a gracious and

humble victory speech, the British sporting

press were left in no doubt that a changing

of the guard was in the offing. Writing in

The Times, the great Bernard Darwin stated:

“Unless our younger professionals do some

hard thinking and learn to hit the ball truly

on the green, America will win it again and

again.” How right he was. Arthur Havers may

have denied Hagen a defence of his title in

1923 but The Haig won again in 1924, then

also in 1928 and 1929. Bobby Jones had also

won three times by 1930, before Gene Sarazen

and Denny Shute of the USA won in 1931 and

’32 respectively. When Zach Johnson took the

title this July, it was the 43rd time a player

from the USA had won The Open – more 

victories than any other country. 

Hagen opened the floodgates. He proved

to American players that they had the beating

of their colleagues from the other side of The

Pond in their own backyard. And he proved

that if players from the USA wanted to be

recognised as the best in the world, they had

to win events outside their home country. He

also proved that professional golfers were

not second-class citizens. His first-class way

of living and his determination to be viewed

as an equal showed fellow pros and golf fans 

that the times, they were a-changin’.

“He had made great
strides in securing
greater respect for
professional golfers”
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Results of the 1922 Open Championship

1 Walter Hagen (USA) 76 73 79 72 300 £75

T2 Jim Barnes (Eng) 75 76 77 73 301 £32 10s

T2 George Duncan (Sco) 76 75 81 69 301 £32 10s

4 Jock Hutchison (USA) 79 74 73 76 302 £15

5 Charles Whitcombe (Eng)  77 79 72 75 303 £10

6 JH Taylor (Eng) 73 78 76 77 304 £10

7 Jean Gassiat (Fra) 75 78 74 79 306 £7 10s

T8 Harry Vardon (Jer) 79 79 74 75 307 £6 5s

T8 Tom Walton (Eng) 75 78 77 77 307 £6 5s

10 Percy Alliss (Eng) 75 78 78 77 308 £5

Playing in the 1928 Open Championship 

Walter Hagen, with Gene Sarazen,

arriving at Southampton in 1933 as

captain of the US Ryder Cup team



H
ow do you think the role 

Martin is inheriting will differ 

from the one you inherited 

in 1999?

Michael Bonallack will have 

handed on to me something very different 

from when he started, and I know things have 

changed here in the last 16 years. It’s got a 

lot bigger. The Open has grown and become 

more successful and that’s allowed us to 

do a broader range of things in developing 

the game. We have about twice as many 

people working here now too. We’re much 

more active in Equipment Standards than 

when I fi rst came and are now building a new 

test centre at Kingsbarns. Just running the 

Championships in a bigger and better way 

means more people are involved. The Rules 

and Amateur Status side never stops – we 

now employ a c ouple of people remotely in 

South America and Asia, and there will be 

more of that to come.

● Is the Equipment Standards work out of 

choice or necessity?

I think to be a credible governing body in 

Equipment Standards you have to have both 

the philosophy and the science together. We 

had some work to do to bring our science side 

up to where it should be, and the new state-

of-the-art facility being built at Kingsbarns is 

further evidence of that development.
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Dawson (right) with Martin 

Slumbers (left) and David 

Rickman, R&A Director of Rules

As Peter Dawson’s time in The R&A chief executive’s chair 

comes to an end, he looks back on his time in offi  ce, and to the 

future as his successor, Martin Slumbers, takes up the reins

Words Jeremy Ellwood | Photography Getty Images



● How has The R&A progressed most 

during your tenure?

I’d really like to de-link my tenure from 

progress The R&A has made because it’s 

been such a team effort. We don’t do the cult 

of personality here. It’s been progress on a 

lot of fronts, rather than one specifi c thing. 

What I’m most proud of is the way our staff 

has developed. We really have very good 

and very dedicated people working here who 

do an extremely professional job and enjoy 

doing it. But it’s progress on all fronts. The 

Open is bigger and better. We’ve reinforced 

its position at the top of the Majors or right up 

there with the very best. And if you go to an 

Amateur Championship today and compare it 

with 20 or 30 years ago, it’s quite a different 

beast, so it’s not just The Open that’s had 

the treatment. I think we’ve governed the 

game wisely from a Rules perspective, and 

I think we’ve got the equipment issue – and 

the balance between technology and skill – 

surrounded. I know some think we haven’t, 

but I think most golfers feel that where we’re 

at is not a bad place. Any talk of rein backs is 

very much from a minority. And we’re pleased 

with the way we’ve been able to help expand 

the game worldwide, not least by our part in 

getting golf back into the Olympics. We’ve 

been far more active travelling the world, 

talking to our affi liated unions, supporting 

projects, and although golf participation has 

been fl atlining or is down in mature markets, 

there’s growth in the smaller countries.

● Is there anything you’re disappointed not 

to have been able to address fully?

The participation issue in the mature markets 

is something my successor, Martin Slumbers, 

is going to have very high on his priorities. 

I think the decline is much overstated, by 

the way. We don’t read much about rounds 

being up very signifi cantly, as they are this 

year in America, Australia and Britain, and I 

do think it’s on the turn. But the issue of club 

membership versus nomadic golf is important, 

because club membership is where the values 

of the game are rooted, and if that weakens 

signifi cantly, that’s a bad thing for golf.

● Do you think the game is healthier or less 

healthy than when you took over?

I think it’s healthier actually. Technology has 

made it more enjoyable for a lot of people. 

The statistics we use to measure what 

amateurs are doing show that far more are 

hitting drivers today than 20 years ago when 

they couldn’t hit the old drivers. So I think 

they’re getting more fun and satisfaction out 

of it, although the game is still a challenge. 

The fanbase for golf is very strong, but we 

have to fi nd a way of getting young adults in 

work and with families out playing more.

● What do you hope the impact of golf’s 

Olympic return will be?

More exposure for the sport, really. When 

the Olympics are on, we suddenly fi nd 

ourselves watching sports we would never 

otherwise watch, don’t we? I think that 

will be true of golf. There will be many 

non-golfers, and countries where golf isn’t 

a big sport, watching and thinking, “that 

looks interesting.” So it’s just exposing the 

sport, spreading the word and getting more 

government interest for it around the world. 

There’s no doubt it was the biggest potential 

opportunity available to us to grow the game 

around the world.

● Are there any areas in which you feel The 

R&A still needs to change?

We all need to change and keep up with the 

times, and that will be an ongoing process 

forever, I would suggest. What we’ve been 

trying to do here is combine the best of the 

old with the best of the new. You can learn 

a lot from the history of golf. I’ll give you an 

example. For the last year, Peter Lewis, who 

used to run the British Golf Museum, has been 

writing a book on why golf is 18 holes, and 

it’s quite fascinating. It wasn’t until 1923 that 

18-hole courses became the majority in Great 

Britain. Prior to that, nine-hole courses and 

others, were in the majority. Maybe golf was a 

nine-hole game then? So you can learn from 

the past, and golf has a lot of strengths from 

the past. But it needs to adapt to the future 

too, and that’s the task.

● Are you looking forward to retiring and 

how will you fi ll your time?

I have mixed feelings, but I defi nitely think 

the time is right. We’ve got the Olympics 

coming up and I’ll still be President of the 

International Golf Federation, so very busy 

heading into Rio. And you never know what 

else might come along… or I’ll do nothing! 

We’ll wait and see.

● Can we expect your handicap to plummet?

I think age is against me, but I certainly intend 

to play more golf than I’ve been able to.

● How easy will it be to let go?

It’s a question I ask myself quite a lot and I 

don’t know the answer, but so far, so good. 

It will be a clean break, but if Martin wants 

to ask me something and rings me, that will 

be fi ne. But I won’t be coming into the offi ce 

enquiring as to how he’s getting on, so I am 

going to lose that wonderful view.

● Finally, has the job been what you 

expected – better, worse, tougher, easier?

It certainly hasn’t been easier! It’s been 24/7 

for 16 years to be honest. When I arrived I was 

very pleasantly surprised by how effective 

The R&A was and the quality of the people 

here. Throughout my time, the biggest plus 

has been the amount of goodwill in the game 

and people actually wanting you to do well 

– not like in certain sectors of industry where 

people want you to do badly because it’s 

competitive. So trying to avoid letting these 

people down has been the motivation. I think 

it’s been more demanding than I expected, 

but that’s fi ne. I’ve had a six-month handover 

with Martin and he’s good and ready to do 

the job. I wish him well. He’s taking on what 

many would say is one of the best jobs in the 

world, and I’m sure he will do it very well.
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The Olympic course 

taking shape in Rio 

“There is no doubt 
the Olympics 
was the biggest 
opportunity for us 
to grow the game”



Alistair Tait reflects on Great Britain and

Ireland’s comfortable Walker Cup victory

and the current state of the amateur game

here was pride in captain
Nigel Edwards’ voice as
he celebrated winning the
45th Walker Cup at Lytham
St Annes Golf Club. There
was also a hint of defiance
for his ten-man team had

been clear underdogs on paper.
Thankfully the Walker Cup is not played

on paper and Edwards led Great Britain &
Ireland to a 16.5pts-9.5pts triumph. Even
more thankfully, the World Amateur Golf
Ranking does not reflect the true parity
between British and Irish amateur golf and
that in America.

Eight American team members were
ranked inside the world top 19 against only
two from GB&I. Five of the US team were
inside the top ten, with Maverick McNealy
the world’s second best amateur. GB&I
had one top-ten player, England’s Ashley
Chesters, in seventh spot.

However, Edwards didn’t let this worry
him, saying: “I was confident coming into
this week despite the rankings. I think we
don’t get as many points in some events in
the World Rankings.”

Second-ranked McNealy only managed
half a point, while Chesters contributed
three and a half points out of four. Jimmy
Mullen was the lowest ranked GB&I player at
93rd, but he became the fourth GB&I player
to win four out of four matches, joining Luke
Donald and Paul Casey in 1999 and Andrew
Oldcorn in 1983 in this achievement.

The ‘underdogs’ won this Walker Cup by
a record margin, the seven-point difference
the largest achieved by a GB&I side.

“This is a great team,” Edwards reflected.
“We know how to gel. We know how to dig
in when things aren’t going well. They know
how to perform but, likewise, they know
how to get over the line.”

There was a time when the Walker Cup
was the ‘Walkover Cup’. Every two years
GB&I would get a painful reminder that the
Americans had taken the game we invented
to a higher level. No more. America leads the
series 35-9-1, but GB&I now holds a 6-5 lead
in the past 11 matches.

Part of this is due to home advantage,
as the home team has now won ten of the
past dozen matches. It did so this time. The
GB&I boys had no problem handling the
demanding challenge of Royal Lytham, while
the Americans couldn’t cope.

Similarly a strong US team featuring
Jordan Spieth, Patrick Cantlay, Peter Uihlein,
Harris English and Patrick Rodgers lost in
2011 because they couldn’t deal with brutal
conditions at Royal Aberdeen.

Heavy GB&I losses at Merion in 2009 and
the National Golf Links in 2013 also suggest
there’s much truth in the home course
advantage theory.

“I think the different styles of golf, at
least this style, plays to their advantage just
as the American style of golf plays to our
advantage,” McNealy agreed. “There’s no
getting around that.”

BRIGHT
The future is
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The victorious GB&I team

with the Walker Cup



Nevertheless, the best of Britain & Ireland
is as good as America’s best. That’s especially 
true of English and Irish amateur golf in
particular. Take a look at the European Tour
ranks and you don’t need a PhD to realise
the Irish and English amateur systems are 
working especially well.

A record five Irish players made this team
(alongside two English and three Scottish
players). Rory McIlroy and Shane Lowry
are the obvious star products of the Irish
amateur system, but Paul Dunne proved
there is more to come out of the Emerald Isle
when he led this year’s Open Championship 
after 54 holes. He was one of the five
Irishmen in the Walker Cup-winning side.

Last year’s European Tour also proved
England Golf is doing a lot of things right at
the moment. Five Englishmen under the age
of 30 – Tommy Fleetwood, Danny Willett,
Andy Sullivan, Tyrell Hatton and Eddie
Pepperell – finished in the top 50 of last 
year’s European money list.

Throw in Oliver Fisher, Matthew
Baldwin, Chris Wood, David Horsey and
Matthew Fitzpatrick and English golf has an 
embarrassment of young riches.

“It’s good that English golf is really
strong at the moment because that pushes
everyone else along,” explains Fleetwood,
who finished 19th on last year’s European
money list. “You see guys that you played
amateur golf with doing well and it forces 
you to up your own game as well.”

What’s striking about current English
amateurs compared with, say, Donald
and Casey, is that they’re staying at home
to hone their talents before jumping to
the professional ranks. Of the five young
Englishmen in last year’s European top 50,
only Willett had attended a US college – and 
he quit it after two years.

There’s no shortage of offers from
American colleges to British players, but
more golfers are now opting instead for
the amateur elite systems on offer from the 
four home golf unions.

England Golf’s elite system has been in
place for over 15 years. In that time it has
given financial support to dozens of young
players for special coaching and overseas
travel. The system has its critics. Some say
there’s too much match play and links golf,
even though they will play very little match
play or links golf in the pro game. Pepperell, 

however, has a different view. “If you grow
up playing links golf, you learn facets of the
game that perhaps the Europeans or the
Americans don’t have. I sometimes feel we
have a bit more variety than others because 
we grew up playing links golf.

“We’re maybe a bit better mentally
prepared because as an 18-year-old playing,
say, the Lytham Trophy in a howling gale
means you have to find some way to get
through it. That helps toughen you up in  
the long run.”

As performance director for England
Golf, Edwards is the man responsible for
managing the talent that comes through
the English system. For all his pride at what
he’s achieved for England and in the Walker
Cup, Edwards sounds a word of caution on 
the current status quo.

“The biggest challenge for amateur
federations is the rate at which players turn
professional,” Edwards said. “It’s something 
all countries are having to deal with. If
you look at the England situation, we had
20 players turn professional in a two-year
period between the 2013 Walker Cup and 
this year’s match.”

Edwards played in four straight Walker
Cups between 2001 and 2007. He and Gary 
Wolstenholme are perhaps the last of a
dying, if not dead, breed. Wolstenholme
played six matches between 1995 and
2005. Currently, players might appear in
two matches before turning pro. Gavin
Moynihan was the only member of this
GB&I Walker Cup who played two years ago.

“People ask me why amateur golf doesn’t
get more publicity,” Wolstenholme said. “It’s
hard to get any level of consistent publicity 
when players are in the amateur game 

for such a short period. They make brief
headlines and next thing you know they’ve 
turned professional.”

Five members of the victorious side at
Royal Lytham were intent on an immediate
jump to the paid ranks. The other five will
most probably have turned professional
before the next GB&I team travels to Los 
Angeles Country Club in 2017.

These Walker Cuppers should be able
to cash in on their success and hopefully
secure the necessary funding to bankroll the
cost of playing the professional golf. Others 
aren’t so lucky. The four home unions
cut off funding to players once they turn 
professional.

Continental golf federations run
a joined-up system that chaperones
elite amateurs from the amateur to the 
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“Five Englishmen
aged under 30 came
in the top 50 of last 
year’s European
Tour money list” 

Maverick McNealy in singles action

Nigel Edwards with the trophy



professional game. The Italian Golf
federation funded the Molinari brothers,
Edoardo and Francesco, and 2009 Amateur
Champion Matteo Manassero during the
early years of their professional careers. 
Other countries do likewise.

“The Continental countries seem to have 
a more fluid system of players moving
from amateur to professional golf because 
their squads feature both amateur and
professional players, and players in their
early years as a professional get good
funding,” Edwards said. “Germany, Sweden,
Italy and France operate such systems. The
French system has been very successful.”

Indeed, Romain Langasque rode the
French system to victory in this year’s
Amateur Championship at Carnoustie. “We
mix and practise with the professionals,”
Langasque says. “I’ve played and practised
with Victor Dubuisson and Alexander Levy.
I’ve been helped for the last three years and
we are seeing the result. I think French golf is 
going to get better and better.”

Edwards wants to see the four home
unions follow the French/Continental
example. “We need to focus on the transition 
players make between amateur and
professional golf,” Edwards says. “We realise 

players are going to turn professional but we
want them to turn when they’re ready. A lot
of players maybe turn pro too soon. They
can’t all play on the European Tour. That’s
why the EuroPro, Jamega and other mini-
tours have many ex-England internationals 
in the ranks.”

Edwards’ theory is the traditional no
brainer and is being considered by England
Golf. If instituted, then expect the other 
home unions to follow suit.

The development of young British and
Irish talent is in a healthy state right now. It 
could get an awful lot better in future.
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Jimmy Mullen had a perfect four out of four

John Miller, US captain, is consoled by

one of the team, Bryson DeChambeau  



T
he London Golf Show is back for

the 11th time in 2015 and bigger

than ever before. This year, the

show will comprise a series of zones 

– from coaching and equipment to kid’s

and women’s – which all come together

to enhance the spectator experience and

reinforce the show’s reputation as the UK’s 

biggest golfing extravaganza.

The Show is designed to provide a truly

interactive experience for golfers of all ages,

with informed technical advice, PGA tuition

and education, guest interviews, a huge

indoor driving range, custom fitting, club

testing, golf simulators and the latest golf

gadgets. The show’s focus will be on helping 

you to get the most from the game.

The London Golf Show offers superb value 

this year – especially with Golf Monthly’s

two-for-one ticket offer – as visitors are able

to claim five rounds of golf for free when

they come to the show. Local golf operator,

the Pentland Group, is giving away rounds at

Pedham Place, Etchinghill and Boughton 

Golf Clubs to attendees.

There will also be prizes

up for grabs, with

London’s Nearest the

Pin Champion to be

determined, along

with a host of other

competitions. Beyond

the sporting action

there will be plenty

more to enjoy, with

lots of golfing hardware

to try, free coaching and

golfing hotspots from around the world to

investigate for your next golfing getaway.

The golfing entertainment is also set, as

World Trick Shot Champion Geoff Swain and

partner Kevin Carpenter, known as The Golf

Trick Shot Boys, and the Dean Davis Trick

Shot Show will once again wow the crowds

with an amazing array of feats and skills.

Gary Smith, an England Golf Coach for

the last 14 years, will be one of a number of

instructors imparting their wisdom to visitors

from their dedicated coaching areas, as well 

as on stage.

Gary will be joined by European Tour-

accredited putting coach Andy Gorman,

whose specialist input has helped Charley

Hull reach the top of the European rankings.

Former European Tour professional Benn

Barham and his team from P Golf Coaching

will also be offering 15-minute individual 

sessions to visitors as all parties aim to break

the show record of more than 800 lessons.

The London Golf Show will bring

together the leading golf brands to create

one of the UK’s largest indoor demo days.

Representatives of the brands will be on hand 

to offer expert advice and a full custom-

fitting experience. In addition, Titleist will be

providing a ball-fitting facility to make sure

you are playing the right ball for your game.

The Show also features the Golf Tourism

Show, which is dedicated to showing off some 

of the best destinations on planet golf.

The London Golf Show moved from Earls

Court to its new home at Glow, Bluewater –

just off junction 2 of the M25 and complete

with free parking – in 2014. Over 13,000 golf

fans descending on the purpose-built venue

to check out the latest equipment launches,

celebrity appearances, coaching tips, skill

challenges, fashions, and must-play courses.

This year, the London Golf Show looks

poised to be bigger and better than ever

before, especially with our exclusive ticket

offer. Simply visit www.londongolfshow.com/

golfmonthly to get your two-for-one tickets.

Under-16s go free when accompanied by an

adult ticket holder (one per ticket). For more 

information, call 08448586749 or visit  

www.londongolfshow.com

The series of sporting spectacles is set to continue

into the autumn with the London Golf Show, taking 

place at Glow, Bluewater from November 13-15…

BACK WITH  
A BANG

WIN!
We’ve teamed up with the

organisers of this year’s London Golf

Show to bring you a unique chance to

win one of ten pairs of tickets. Simply

email golfmonthly@timeinc.com with

‘London Golf Show’ in the subject line

and the answer to the question:

How many rounds of golf are being

given away with every ticket to 

the London Golf Show?

GM PROMOTION



V
ery few players don’t carry hybrids

these days, even on tour. The flight

they offer allows you to attack greens

from distance, with their stopping

power into firm putting surfaces making all

the difference for me. I get five yards more

carry with my 4-hybrid than my old 4-iron and

the ball stops much faster. Each week I carry

two Titleist hybrids – 20.5˚ and 23.5˚ models

– because they are just so versatile. You can

attack the green from long-range from fairway,

rough or sand, and play a range of different

shots with them. In this exclusive feature, I’ll

show you how to master the hybrid in all kinds

of situations, talking you through the basic

mechanics of each shot so you can turn them

into the most effective clubs in your bag.

INSTRUCTION
Shoot lower scores with top advice from the world’s best players and coaches

Matt Kuchar p76       Range Time p78       Fault Fixer p80       Swing Sequence p82       Tour Insider p84
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HYBRID
Ian Poulter’s

Masterclass
In this exclusive feature

I’ll show you how to make 

your hybrids the most

effective clubs you carry
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For a simple hybrid shot from the fairway, you

should be trying to pick the ball off the top

of the grass. You shouldn’t really be trying

to take too much of a divot as this requires a

steeper angle of attack into the ball, resulting

in a lower trajectory than you’re really after.

Instead, aim to brush the grass with the sole

of the club through impact. This is a great

thing to concentrate on as it will help you

find the ideal shallow angle of attack into the

golf ball you need for the high flight and soft-

landing shot you’re looking for.

Angle of attack

First and foremost we need to nail down

our ball position. With a hybrid in hand you

want the ball to be landing on the green and

stopping as quickly as possible. If you move

the ball back in your stance, the trajectory

comes down and you get a lower flight with

more roll. That’s not what you want from your

basic hybrid shot from the fairway. So I set

the ball position just inside my left heel. This

means you can make a normal swing and get

the fl ight you are looking for from your hybrid.

Your swing should be the same as for a

long iron with full upper body rotation 

resisted by a solid lower body

Ball position

1
These compact clubs are great for attacking

the green from distance. Here’s how to set

up to play your hybrids from the fairway

and get the most out of their technology

IAN POULTER

Hybrid basics
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The main change here from the basic fairway

shot is the angle of attack. I’m looking to hit

down slightly more to guard against taking

any sand before the ball. The final point

to consider is how hard you swing in this

scenario. As the shaft of the club is longer than

a mid-iron you will naturally generate more

speed, and that’s good. But it can also cause

instability in the sand, so avoid hitting the ball

too hard. A smooth rhythm, good balance and

crisp contact will help you towards the green. 

The swing

Can you hold your finish until the

ball lands? This is a great way to

test you balance – something that’s

essential from a fairway bunker

Start by judging the severity of the lip to get a

clear picture in your mind as to whether your

hybrid can launch high enough to clear it. For

the shot itself, the most important thing is

to pick the ball cleanly. For that, you need to

set a stable base for the swing. When you are

fully loaded at the top of the backswing, you

are forcing a lot of pressure into the ground

and it can be easy to slip. To help, set your

feet just wider than shoulder-width apart and

shuffle them a little into the sand. With my

23.5˚ hybrid, I’m setting the ball forward in my 

stance, just inside the left heel. 

Stable base

2
Their high ball flight can make hybrids

a great option from fairway bunkers.

Here’s how to find the solid base needed 

for a smooth swing and clean strike

Fairway bunker keys
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IAN POULTER

3
When the ball is sitting down in the

rough, you know it won’t be coming out

perfectly. But there is still a way to get it 

up towards the green. Here’s how...

From the rough

To find the strike you need in this scenario, I

make a few changes to my address position.

I aim slightly further left with my feet and

add loft to the club by opening the face just a

little. That obviously gives you more loft but

I find that it also helps the ball jump out of

the rough. So it is basically a ‘cut swing’ shot

that you’re looking to play. Again, as with the

bunker shot, I’m trying to hit down on the

ball more through impact for a clean strike.

As you make contact, the grass gets trapped

between the clubface and the ball so the ball

‘jumps’, giving you great distance. You might 

even just make it to the green!

Set-up changes
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The next thing you need to do is grip down

the club. By doing this, you are reducing the

overall length of the club, and that allows

you to stand closer to the ball. As a result, I

can get the club slightly steeper on the way

back and hit down more effectively through

impact, reducing the trajectory of the shot.

It should feel as if you are trapping the ball

through impact, creating a small divot and

producing a much lower flight. The swing

will naturally also be a little more compact,

and by reducing the swing length you’ll

also reduce the clubhead speed for less

backspin and a lower overall ball flight. By

making these changes you can still get the

distance you would expect from your hybrid, 

but via a much lower ball fl ight.

Grip position

With any club in the bag, if you want to hit

a punch you need to move the ball back in

your stance. The same rules apply with your

hybrids, and I will move the ball back to bring

down the initial trajectory when playing a

hybrid punch. By doing this you are effectively 

taking loft away from the clubface.

Ball position

4
I’ve already mentioned that hybrids

are incredibly versatile clubs, and with

some small, but crucial, changes you

can even play punch shots with them 

The punch shot

Driver: Titleist 915 D2 9.5˚

Fairway wood: Titleist 915 F 15˚

Hybrids: Titleist 915 Hd 20.5˚ 

and 23.5˚

5- and 6-Iron: Titleist 716 CB

7- to 9-Iron: Titleist 716 MB

Wedges: Titleist Vokey

Spin Milled SM5 48 ,̊ 52 ,̊

56˚ and 63˚

Putter: Titleist Scotty

Cameron GSS Newport 2

Ball: Titleist Pro V1x

What’s in my bag?

By moving your hands

down the grip you’ll find

a steeper angle of attack

and compress the ball

through the strike
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ARM LOCK PUTTING

Matt Kuchar

“I started to rap putts in, 
one after the other”

The seven-time PGA Tour winner explains his Arm Lock method

of putting, how it has helped him to become one of the most

consistent players in world golf, and how it might help you…
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was putting with a short
putter and cross-handed.
Dave Stockton was doing
a clinic at a club in Palm
Springs during the winter

of 2010-2011 and I went along to help out,
principally because I wanted to chat with
Dave about putting. Really, my creation of
the Arm Lock technique evolved from that
event and it has helped me to become far
more consistent and to enjoy some good
success in recent years. So this is how the
technique developed, what it involves, why it 
works and why it might be worth trying.

The Stockton way
One of Dave’s fundamental messages is that
you should putt as if the putter face is the
back of your left hand. So he had me switch
from cross-handed to a conventional grip.
I ended up saying, “OK, this feels good but
how about if I just grip down slightly and put
the butt of the putter grip up my wrist for a
little support?” And that felt really solid and
I started to rap putts in, one after the other.
I put the technique into play at the start of
2011 and right away had some steady putting
weeks, finishing third in the WGC Match Play.

Progression
I picked up a belly putter and instead of
having the grip just up behind my wrist,
I got the grip more up into the meat of
my forearm where it felt more stable and
solid. When it was in my wrist, I’d get some
vibration and looseness on longer putts.
Once I got it up into the forearm it felt
steadier and more solid. Then I thought, “I
need something more fit for purpose here.”

The putter
I got together with Bob Bettinardi to design 
a putter. We tweaked loft and lie and
continued playing around until I had a putter
that felt perfect. We have since collaborated
to produce a putter that’s the same as the
one I use and is now available for sale – The 
Bettinardi Kuchar Arm Lock Model.

The putter needs to be the right length for
each individual so that when you rest the
grip on your forearm, the butt of the grip
is about two inches from your elbow joint.
Then, because you’re effectively making a
large forward press, you need more loft on
the putter – mine has 7° whereas a standard
putter which might have between 2° and 4°. 

Making the grip
I smother the grip with my left forearm and
then put a natural grip on with my hands,
just conventional. I’ve seen guys use the Arm
Lock style cross-handed, even gripping with
the Langer-style overlap. The key is to find 

whatever feels most comfortable, as this
system doesn’t require a specific method of 
gripping the club with your hands.

Why does it work?
It takes those smaller, twitchier muscles of
the hands out of play. It allows you to engage 
the larger muscles of your shoulders and
back. You’re not going to make every putt
and you still have to possess skills and touch,
but the Arm Lock takes away a variable and 
that can only be a good thing.

Is it legal?
The Arm Lock method as I use it has
been deemed legal by the USGA when the
anchoring ban starts. It’s not considered
anchored, as the butt end of the putter still
moves. I see it taking off in 2016 when the 
anchored putter ban has taken effect.

Ball position
I don’t think there’s one position you
must get the ball in your stance. It’s really
important to find where you’re comfortable
and then to get the right loft and lie angle on
your putter to match it. So, the further back 

the ball is, the more loft you’ll need because
you’ve de-lofted the putter. Further forward,
less loft is required. That’s important in the
same way it is with a conventional putter.

Linear or non-linear
When lining up, I don’t pick a spot like
some guys do six or 12 inches in front of
where the ball is. If a putt has a right-to-left
break say, I don’t see it being a straight putt
to a particular point left of the hole. I try to
visualise the curve and focus on the new
centre of the hole which will, in the case of a
right-to-lefter, have moved more to the right
side of the cup. I try to picture the ball going 
into this new centre. I try to imagine the
amount of break and the speed I need to play
it to achieve the path of putt I want. Mike
Shannon, who I work with, describes this as
being “non-linear”. I want to putt like I was a
kid, just stepping it up and rapping it in. You
don’t want to over-complicate it. Just see the 
line and send the ball on it.

■ Matt Kuchar was speaking at a clinic at

Craigielaw GC organised by Bettinardi putters

I

For more putting tips go to GM’s YouTube channel
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What’s in my bag
Driver: Bridgestone Golf J815 (9.5˚loft)

Fairway: Callaway XR 14.5˚

Hybrid: Ping Anser 20˚& Ping Anser 23˚

Irons: Bridgestone Golf J15 Cavity Back 5-PW

Wedge: Bridgestone Golf J40 52˚

Wedge: Cleveland Golf 588 58˚

Wedge: Titleist BV-SM 63˚

Putter: Bettinardi Kuchar  

Model #1 ArmLock

Golf Ball: Bridgestone Golf  

Tour B330-S
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RANGE TIME

Long, straight tee shots come from having a good, relaxed set-up 

Driver basics
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Posture and 
alignment

Every shot that you play, from driver to

wedge, requires good posture and alignment. 

But any mistakes when using the longer

shaft of the driver in your hands could have

disastrous implications

for your scorecard. The

biggest mistake with

regards to posture that

I see is an unathletic ‘c’

shaped spine at address 

where the pelvis is

tucked under. It is almost

impossible to make a

powerful swing and get

the club working on a

good path from here.

Instead, you should stick

your backside out at

address to straighten

your spine. This is much

more dynamic and will

enable you to make a

good turn and keep the

club working on a good

path. Also, when you practise, lay a shaft

down between your feet and the ball-to-

target line. Make sure that you set your

body square to this shaft and again, you

will be far more likely to achieve a more 

effective swing plane.

2
Ball position
and weight 

distribution
With a driver in hand you are looking to strike

the ball on the ‘upswing’. To do this, you must

set the ball forward in your stance – just inside

your left heel. This will automatically mean

around 70% of your weight will be behind

the ball. This is good as it helps initiate the

weight transfer into your right side during the

backswing that you are looking for – at the

top, 90% of your weight should be over

your right side. The big mistake to avoid is

to have too much weight on your left side

with the ball back in your stance. This

encourages the opposite weight shift and

creates a steep angle of attack that will affect

both the quality and accuracy of the strike. 
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Andrew’s Checklist
Avoid setting a curved spineat address
Set the ball forward in your stanceHalf the ball should be above thetop of the driver at addressDo not hinge your wrists at thestart of the takeaway

Find a swing trigger for a more         fl uid action

3
Tee height
This is an aspect of the set-up that 

is always well worth paying

attention to as it is something that can be

easily overlooked. The right tee height doesn’t

just help the quality of the ball striking but

will also encourage you to get into the correct

position to deliver the club to the ball. Ideally,

the middle of the ball should be in line with

the top of the driver. This will help you find

the right upward angle of attack into the

ball for a flight that is long with less backspin 

for maximum yardage.

4
Swing trigger
The biggest killer of power and

accuracy off the tee is tension.

But on intimidating holes, it can be tricky to

stay relaxed. However, tension in your grip

and forearms kills the fluidity and rhythm of

your swing. To avoid this, keep moving. Either 

hover the club at address or, what I do is

waggle the club and then use a swing trigger.

For me, that’s addressing the ball from the toe

of the club and then sliding it into position.

This ‘slide’ is the trigger and once the middle

of the club is behind the ball, I start the swing

– no hesitations. This pre-shot routine clears 

your mind and keeps tension at bay. 

5
Passive
takeaway

Get the takeaway wrong and you’ll need to

compensate in the swing to try to find a good

strike and this will usually create either slice or

hook spin. A drill to avoid this is to place your

hands on the club just below the grip. As you

take the club away, the butt end should stay

pointing at your stomach. If it points right or

left of you, then your takeaway contains an 

unnecessary early wrist hinge.

Shot on location at Oceanico, Amendoeira, Portugal
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FAULT FIXER

Follow these simple tips and checks to help cure your hook for good

Hook cures
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Face check
Your first port of call, obviously, is

to check your alignment. This might

seem basic but I’m always surprised by how

many amateurs aim offline without realising. 

A great way to check your 

clubface alignment 

is to take your

normal address

position and

then lift the

club up so

that your

hands are

at waist

height. Now

look to see

if the face is

pointing towards

the target as in

picture two. If you struggle

with a hook, it may well point more towards

the ground as you can see above. This is a

slightly different, but useful way of checking 

face alignment. 

Shot on location at Oceanico, Amendoeira, Portugal
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2
Grip check
Your next checkpoint is your grip.

What you need to ask yourself is,

with your hands directly below your chin,

can you see three knuckles in your left hand

but only one in your right? If so, this grip is

too strong and you’ll have a tendency to hit

hooks. Ideally you should only see a couple of

knuckles in your left hand and two knuckles

on your right. The ‘v’ between your left thumb

and forefinger should point up towards your

neck. This is a more neutral position that will

help you square the club more consistently

through the ball. Whenever you make grip

changes you should make small adjustments,

so in this instance start with seeing one and a

half knuckles in your right hand. Hit half shots

and you should see the difference. Slowly

work your way towards a more neutral grip 

and you’ll kill your hooks for good.

1 2
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3
Body rotation check
Another common cause of the hook is an early release of the angle in the

hands through impact. In my experience, this happens because players stop

rotating their bodies through impact. A great tip that will help is simply to turn your left

toe out a fraction at address. This will encourage the body rotation you need to coincide 

with the release of your hands. Your hook should quickly turn into a controlled draw.

4
Closed face 
drill

Probably the most common swing-related

cause of the hook is an inactive lower body.

If you struggle to transfer your weight during 

the downswing, failing to use your lower

body effectively, your hands will overtake

your body and a quick hook is very much on

the cards. A great drill designed to help you

is this: take your normal address position but

close the face of your iron (do this before

taking your grip) – the two alignment sticks

show just how much I’ve closed the face here. 

From this position, make a normal swing

but try to hit a straight shot. If you fall into

your old habits you’ll hit the ball miles left

so your mind should automatically help you

find a better move. The only way to hit a

straight shot is to really rotate your body hard 

through the ball, shifting your weight and

delaying the release of the club a fraction.

This might take a few shots to get used

to but it will help you groove much better

mechanics in the swing, activating your body

rotation to get everything working in synch.

Try it, the results could make a big difference 

to your game.

Clive’s checklist
Ensure your clubface is alignedto your target

Check you can see two knuckles in     your left hand at address
Turn your left toe out to aidbody rotation
Make sure your lower half hasn’t        become too ‘quiet’



A
t address Charley Hull has the ball

well forward in her stance, and

her upper body is set perfectly over

the hips. Her posture is faultless and

she looks like a martial artist about to deliver

a powerful blow! This gives you a great idea

for just how athletic and dynamic a good 

address position should be.

The first move into her backswing is a

testament to her strength and flexibility. The

club moves away seamlessly on plane while

her lower half offers perfect stability and

resistance as she begins to turn her upper

body. Charley completes the backswing

by really loading into the right side, and is

now in position to launch the ball into the 

stratosphere. Notice how, as she reaches the

top of her backswing, her sternum is still over

the middle of her stance – something all great

ball-strikers have in common.

As she starts down, we now see a young

player’s move back into the ball with an

incredibly dynamic clearing of the hips, look

how quickly her hips have turned towards the

Charley Hull

SWING SEQUENCE
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The upper body is set

perfectly over the hips

Her sternum is over the

middle of her stance
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target. Despite the aggressiveness of this

move she is able to maintain the club on

plane. Her right heel is off the ground halfway

through the downswing – evidence of this 

really strong move!

Look at the fifth picture in the top row

and you’ll see a textbook extension of the

driver down the line. This shows absolute 

commitment to the shot as well as a classic

release. I also really like the way her shoulders

have stayed in position throughout the swing.

Despite the fact she drives powerfully off her

right side, there is no question of coming up 

and out of this shot.

It is easy to forget that Charley Hull is still

just 19 years old as her game and maturity on 

ANALYSIS by...

■ Barney Puttick is head professional at 

Mid Herts GC

the course are that of someone much older.

With such a solid basic technique to fall

back on, watch out for her continued rise 

within the women’s game.

Hips move quickly

towards the target

Textbook extension of

the driver down the line
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Search GM’s YouTube channel for more swing analyses
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TOUR INSIDER

Lee Westwood

How to practise
The nine-time Ryder Cupper explains how working on the basics in practice 

will help you develop a more consistent and repeatable golf swing

ithout doubt, the most
common faults I see among 
amateur golfers come
at address. They don’t
pay enough attention to

stance, posture or alignment and this has a
knock-on effect on the swing itself. Other
than that, the main fault would be not
knowing how far you hit the ball. These two
are actually related because it is difficult to
know how far you hit each club when you
have inconsistencies at set-up. I strike the
ball pretty consistently every time, so I know
within two or three yards how far a 7-iron
is going to go, for instance. But if you’re not
consistent at set-up, it’s going to be more
difficult, so this is what you should work on 
in practice...

Setting your stance
When I set up on the range I’m working
first of all on my balance, feeling where it is
in my feet at address. Most of your weight
should go down through your laces as you
stand over the ball. The best way to set your
posture and find the right balance is to stand
upright with your feet just less than shoulder 
width apart. Now place the shaft of your
wedge across your hips. Then lean your
upper body forward so your weight moves
over your toes, before flexing your knees.
This brings your weight back over the balls
of your feet. From here, let your arms hang
under your shoulders. That’s the ideal set-up
with good balance. You should feel like a
goalkeeper ready to save a penalty. The golf
swing is such a fast movement, you need to
be both balanced and alive. As the clubs get
longer, I tend to make my stance a bit wider,
but wouldn’t try to hit the ball any harder.

Checking your alignment
Obviously, it’s important to aim in the right
direction, yet strangely, most people don’t!  

Generally I will lay a club or alignment stick
down on the ground. However, I don’t place
it on either the ball-to-target line or the line
of my feet, but rather parallel to those two
lines halfway between them. The alignment
stick will then be beneath my shoulders and
I can set my body and the clubface parallel
to that. Remember it is everything – feet,
hips, knees, elbows – that needs to be
parallel, and that’s why it is so important to
check. If you have any kinks in your set-up
(your shoulders might be closed or your
hips might be open), you’ll have to make
compensations in your swing to strike the
ball. My hips can get slightly open every now
and again, and that’s why I need to check.

Fine-tuning your swing
I try to make sure that the clubhead is the
first thing that moves away from the ball
in my takeaway. This is a simple move but
one that people will often get wrong. If the
clubhead moves first, it should start the
club working on a good path. Then, as I
turn to the top of the backswing, I resist my
upper body rotation with my legs. From the
top of the backswing I’m then looking to
initiate the downswing with my left knee.
This creates a whiplash effect with the club,
which generates lag on the way back down.
From here, you should be looking to simply
rotate through the ball and on into a smooth
follow-through, with your right shoulder
aiming towards the target in the finish.

Judging distances
Coming up short or hitting the ball long –
these are the things that really wreck your
scoring. If you start missing greens, you’ve
got to get it up and down. So it really is
worth getting a real understanding for how
far you hit the ball. When you get to a certain
level where your ball-striking is consistent,
you should head to the range and hit ten
balls with your 7-iron. Measure the five
middle ones and you’ll get a good idea as to 
how far you hit that club. 

Shot-making
You can move the ball in your stance to
change the trajectory of your flight. So to hit
a punch, for example, you should move the
ball back in your stance. Importantly, when
you do this you’ll not only be reducing the
loft but also striking the ball more from the
inside of your swing arc (imagine the arc of
your swing going around you). So you have
to expect the ball to draw a bit, and I always
aim a fraction right to allow for that. But
from there I make exactly the same swing. 

Driver set-up
With a driver, I widen my stance and move
the ball forward because I’m trying to hit
it on the up. That’s about all that changes
really. I tee it up quite high with my driver
because of the launch characteristics I’m
after. It goes further when I launch it at about
10.5˚. That’s the optimum launch angle for
me with regards to carry and roll. My driver
carries about 290 yards and rolls out to 315.
The other thing I try to do is keep moving at
address. It’s a good idea not to stand there
too long before starting the swing as this can
create tension in your arms.

W

“You should feel like
a goalkeeper ready 
to save a penalty.
You need to be both
balanced and alive”

Search GM’s YouTube channel for more tour tips
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■ Lee Westwood is a FootJoy ambassador

who has won 23 times on the European Tour
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What’s in my bag
Driver: Ping G30 LS Tec 10.5˚

Fairway wood: Ping G30 14.5˚

Hybrid: Ping G25 20˚

Irons 4-PW: Ping i

Wedges: Ping i 50 ,̊53 ,̊60˚

Putter: Ping Ketsch Mid 34in

Ball: Titleist Pro V1x

Shoe: FJ Icon Black

Glove: FJ StaSof



D
uring the first round of the USPGA at
Whistling Straits, Zach Johnson’s tee shot
at the second hole ended up in a fairway
bunker. He was not sure if an object behind

his ball was a stone or a lump of sand, and whether
he was permitted to remove it, so he called a referee.

When your ball is in a hazard (i.e. bunker or water
hazard) you are not allowed to touch the ground
in that hazard with your hand or club, nor may
you touch or move a loose impediment lying in or
touching the hazard (Rule 13-4). Loose impediments 
are defined as natural objects like stones, leaves
and twigs; however, it is increasingly common to
find that stones in bunkers have been declared to be
movable obstructions in the Local Rules (as was the
case at Whistling Straits), in which case they may be 
moved without penalty (Rule 24-1).

The referee advised that if Johnson touched the
object, and it was a lump of sand, he would be
penalised two strokes for touching the sand without
permission. Johnson decided to play the ball as it lay.

He enlisted the help of another referee later on
after his ball came to rest in a lateral water hazard.
The point where the ball last crossed into the water
hazard was close to a bunker, with only a narrow
strip of grass separating them. One of Johnson’s
options was to drop a ball, with a one-stroke penalty,
within two club-lengths of the point where it last
crossed the margin, not nearer the hole (Rule 26-1c).
Under that option, Johnson could have attempted
to drop a ball on the grass. If it rolled into the water 
hazard or the bunker, he would have needed to
re-drop the ball (without penalty). However, if he
dropped and the ball struck the bunker and stayed 
there, it would have been in play.

Johnson didn’t want to take the risk of a ‘fried
egg’ lie in the bunker, and playing from the narrow
strip of grass wasn’t a particularly appealing shot.
He therefore decided to take his medicine and walk a
considerable distance to drop back on a line, keeping
the point where the ball last crossed the margin of 
the hazard in line with the hole (Rule 26-1b).

General Rules 
essentials
■ Make sure you know and

understand the definitions –

these are the foundations of 

the Rules

■ Always make sure that you

check the Local Rules before 

each round of golf

■ Know the situations when

you are required to re-drop a 

ball (Rule 20-2c)

In association with the

Zach Johnson called on Rules officials twice in the first round of the

USPGA at Whistling Straits. Kevin Barker explains what happened...

Know the Rules
Get it right on the course more often with our monthly R&A masterclass

Zach Johnson in a spot of bother

at the USPGA Championship
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T H E  R U L E S

Q

I was playing in a medal recently

and one of the players hit his ball

to the side of the green near the

next tee box. While walking to the

area, his trolley ran over the ball of a fellow

competitor who had hit a similar shot. The

players moving off from the next tee noticed

this and told him what he had done. The ball

was then replaced – it had moved about two 

inches. Would this be a penalty or not?

Ian_Bristol, GM website forum

A

In stroke play, there is no penalty

when your ball is moved by a

fellow competitor, and the ball

must be replaced (Rule 18-4). In

match play, if your ball is moved by your

opponent (or his caddie or his equipment)

during a search, there is no penalty and the

ball must be replaced. However, if it is moved 

by your opponent (or his caddie or his

equipment) at any time other than during a

search, that person would incur a one-stroke

penalty and the ball would also need to be 

replaced (Rule 18-3).

Kevin Barker

R&A assistant director - Rules

Q

I recently played a round with a

friend who has an adjustable

driver. After several ‘extreme

draws’, someone in our group 

jokingly suggested he should get his wrench 

out. I briefly commented that you’re not

allowed to adjust a club during a round. My 

friend then said he thought you were, 

Each month, the readers whose queries are

featured will receive a copy of The R&A’s

Golf Rules in Action DVD, which covers the

fundamental Rules of golf by showing actual

incidents that have occurred during play at 

the highest levels of the game. 

What do the Rules say about running over another player’s

ball with a trolley and tweaking your driver mid-round…

 Your rules queries resolved

provided the number of adjustments didn’t

take you beyond the 14-club limit (i.e. if you 

have 12 clubs, you’re permitted two

adjustments in the round). I was sure this was 

wrong, and Rule 4-2a seems pretty

unambiguous, but I just want to double-check 

before I correct him.

cliveb, GM website forum

A

You were quite correct. During a

stipulated round, the playing

characteristics of a club must not 

be purposely changed by

adjustment, or by any other means. In stroke

play, the penalty for making the adjustment, 

but not making a stroke with the club

concerned, is two strokes for each hole

(maximum penalty of four strokes per round); 

in match play, the state of the match is

adjusted by deducting one hole for each hole 

at which a breach occurred (maximum

deduction of two holes per round). Any clubs

carried in breach of this Rule (Rule 4-2a) must 

be declared out of play immediately upon

discovery. If you make a stroke with a club

adjusted mid-round you are disqualified (both 

match and stroke play).  

Kevin Barker

R&A assistant director - Rules
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in play, it’s not okay

Always be vigilant

on the golf course



Golf’s Rules can seem a bit of a minefield, but while you don’t need to be an expert, a sound

knowledge of how the Rules deal with the most commonly occurring situations is essential

 The Rules every golfer should know

Building a stance (Rule 13-3)
There are a number of things you can and

can’t do in bunkers. One of the things that

perhaps comes more sharply into focus in

bunkers than elsewhere on the course is the

topic of ‘building your stance’, and what you

can and can’t do as you try to get yourself in 

position to play your next stroke.

Rule 13-3 states: “A player is entitled to

place his feet firmly in taking a stance, but

he must not build a stance.” This Rule applies

anywhere on course, but the most obvious

example is when your ball has come to rest up

a steep bunker face, and getting in position to

play your next shot will be decidedly tricky.

South Korean Sun-Ju Ahn found out the

hard way about this Rule during the 2014

Ricoh Women’s British Open at Royal Birkdale,

when she was adjudged to have crossed the

line between taking her stance fairly and

building a stance when playing from a bunker 

on the 18th hole in the third round.

It was to prove a very costly mistake, too,

for Ahn went on to finish 9th in the event,

even with the two-stroke penalty she incurred

for digging in excessively with her left foot.

Without that costly penalty, she would have

finished in outright 5th position and almost 

doubled her prize cheque!

The boundary lines between legality and

illegality, especially in bunkers, can sometimes 

seem a little blurred. That was clearly the

case with Ahn, who was blissfully unaware

she was even close to breaking a Rule at

the time. We’ve all visited bunkers where

getting any stance at the ball, let alone a

fair one, poses a huge challenge, so it is

perhaps understandable that our desire to

extricate ourselves might sometimes blind our 

judgment as to what is and isn’t fair.

Rule 13-3 clarifies things rather well,

and phrases like “digging in excessively”

and “pushing down” help indicate when

we’ve crossed the line between taking a fair 

stance and manufacturing one. So while

a certain amount of digging in with your

feet is permissible, if you overdo it or start

pulling sand down with your foot purely

to make yourself a significantly more level

platform from which to play, then you have

unfortunately strayed beyond what is deemed

acceptable. Such actions would constitute a

breach of Rule 13-3 and you would be subject

to a two-stroke penalty in stroke play or loss 

of hole in match play.

So next time you find yourself in an

awkward spot in a bunker, make doubly sure

you don’t do anything that might take you

beyond the permissible realms of taking a

fair stance into the rule-breaking domain of

building a stance. However awkward it might

make your next shot, you are not entitled to a

perfectly level stance if you find your ball on

a slope, and adapting to the circumstances in

which you find yourself is all part and parcel 

of the game’s great challenge.

Sun-Ju Ahn was adjudged

to have built a stance at Birkdale
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In a match, Jezz assesses his stroke from a greenside

bunker by digging in with his feet and simulating a

swing without a club. He then selects his 56˚ wedge, digs in 

with his feet at the same place and hits his ball to six feet.

A. Jezz loses the hole for testing the condition of the sand.

B. Jezz loses the hole for building a stance.

C. There is no penalty.

In stroke play, Fergus holes a short putt one-handed 

while holding the fl agstick in his other hand.

A. There is no penalty.

B. Fergus is penalised two strokes.

C. Fergus is disqualifi ed.

1

3

Jezz and Fergus are playing an individual stroke play

competition and the Local Rule permitting distance

measuring devices is in operation. Fergus uses his DMD to 

provide Jezz with the distance from his ball to the hole.

A. Fergus is penalised two strokes.

B. Jezz is penalised two strokes.

C. There is no penalty to either player.

Fergus plays from in front of the tee markers when

starting play on the 2nd hole in a match with Jezz.

A. Fergus loses the hole.

B. Jezz may immediately ask Fergus to cancel the stroke and play 

from within the teeing ground with no penalty.

C. Jezz may immediately ask Fergus to cancel the stroke and play 

from within the teeing ground with a two-stroke penalty.

2

4

Quiz answers: 1. C – There is no penalty (Decision 13-4/24). You are allowed to place your feet firmly in taking your stance, even when you have no club in your hand. 2. C – There is no penalty to either player

(Decision 8-1/2). Information regarding distance is public information and not advice. 3. A – There is no penalty (Decision 17-1/5). Provided the flagstick has been removed from the hole, the ball does not strike 

the flagstick and Fergus does not lean on the flagstick to steady himself, there is no penalty. 4. B – In match play there is no penalty if you play from outside the teeing ground, but your opponent may 

immediately require you to cancel the stroke and play a ball from within the teeing ground (Rule 11-4).

How do you rate your grasp of the Rules? Try our quiz, then check

your answers at the bottom of the page to see how you’ve scored

 Test your knowledge
In association with the
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THE MISTAKEN VALUE

OF YOUR GOLF BAG – 

WHAT’S IT WORTH?
Golf Monthly got

together with Golf Care

to tackle some of the

common misconceptions 

about golf insurance

G
olfers frequently underestimate how

much their golf equipment is worth.

Or more accurately how much it 

would cost to replace.

When you add everything together,

including your bag, GPS, shoes, waterproofs

etc you’re more likely to be carrying around

thousands of pounds worth of equipment.

And that’s worth insuring for the cost of a 

sleeve of balls a year.

Recently Golf Monthly asked a couple of

its readers to itemise their golf equipment

and then estimate what it was worth. Mike

reckoned his gear, which included his electric

trolley, GPS, sunglasses, waterproofs and

shoes, was worth £2,000, whereas Steve

valued his gear to only be worth £1,250.

Golf Monthly then asked Golf Care

Managing Director John Woosey to establish 

the true value of these two readers’ golf

equipment. The respective answers were

‘more than £3,200’ and ‘more than £2,150’. So

both readers had believed their equipment

to be worth about 60% of its true value. They 

are not alone in this.

Your home insurance may not 
cover your clubs
Another thing golfers tend to be mistaken

about is the belief that their household

insurance cover automatically applies to

their golf clubs. This is in fact an extremely

common misconception. Household policies

normally only cover the clubs when they are

at home, not if they are stolen from a golf 

club terrace or the back of your car.

A third factor overlooked by golfers is

the emotional attachment they have to their

clubs, or maybe just one particular club. We

all have our favourite bits of golf kit, whether 

it’s that putter which works for us, or that

trusty go-to club which we have had for

ages, but which is no longer manufactured.

Finding the right replacement clubs would not

necessarily be quick or easy.

Golf insurance replaces your
clubs on a ‘new for old’ basis
Golf Care’s golf club replacement cover is

on a ‘new for old’ basis for items purchased

new and up to three-years-old, subject to

satisfactory proof of ownership. Items which

are older than three years or not purchased

new are replaced on the indemnity value

of the equipment at the time of loss or

damage. You also have the option to extend

the standard cover to be for the life of your 

equipment. So, in the event of a claim,

you would receive new equipment at your

original purchase price, regardless of its age.

You can either provide a copy of the original

receipt or show bank statements to prove

the cost of the clubs and when they were 

originally purchased.

Cover for a wide range of things
Last year Golf Care paid out on more than

1,000 claims. These ranged from the theft of

clubs from cars to one client’s wayward shot

which broke the GPS of one of the players in

another group, to a player who accidentally

set off his motorised trolley on a journey

which only ended when it tumbled into a lake.

More enjoyable claims, especially from the

point of view of those who were making them,

were for making a hole-in-one, a feat of skill

which is covered automatically with all Golf

Care policies, with the ace maker receiving

either £150 or £200 depending on which of 

the four types of cover was taken out.

Special Offer for GM Readers
Golf Care is offering GM readers a special

offer which includes 30% off the standard

price of an individual policy, three free

rounds of golf, three free Srixon AD333 balls

and a limited edition poker chip ball marker

for just £22.99 a year. Call 0800 158 5515 or 

visit www.golfcare.co.uk/GMA15

GM PROMOTION

Bernard Gallacher,

Golf Care Ambassador



NEW GEAR

At a glance
■ 716 AP1 irons average 50% more

tungsten for higher MOI than 714 model

■ AP2 is 5.5% more forgiving than 714 AP2

E
very two years Titleist fans get excited

about the launch of its new irons range,

and 2015 will be no different thanks to

the unveiling of five irons and two hybrids.

The new 716 AP1 and AP2 models will

be the most popular among amateurs,

and are headlined by an interesting use of

high-density tungsten that makes them

significantly more forgiving. With the

AP1, this sees an average of 50% more

tungsten used compared with the 714 AP1

they replace, which helps increase moment

of inertia (MOI) for better performance

on heel and toe strikes. The AP1, which

is aimed at mid-handicap golfers, also 

features a deep 360° undercut that

increases the launch and the unsupported

face area, helping the faces spring faster at 

impact for longer distance.

The undercut design also saves weight,

which is then used to create a lower centre

of gravity (CG) that further improves how

easily they launch. They launch so well in

fact, that Titleist had to alter the lofts to

keep the gaps even between clubs, with

three degree gaps between the 3- and

7-iron and four degree gaps between 7-PW.

The forgiving AP1 (£93 steel and £107

graphite per iron) is joined by the more

compact and workable 716 AP2 (£117 steel

and £133 graphite per iron), which features

25% more tungsten compared with the 714 

AP2 irons.

This again lowers the CG and, alongside

an advanced co-forging process, helps 

concentrate weight low and to the

perimeter for an average MOI 5.5% more 

forgiving than the older model.

Robot testing versus the 714 AP2 also

revealed the new model is faster on both

centre and off-centre strikes for more 

consistent distance hitting.

Pre-worn leading edges on the AP2 also

aid smoother turf interaction, while evenly 

gapped lofts and lengths also feature.

A range of shaft options across both

models include the AP2’s True Temper

Dynamic Gold AMT, where each shaft is 3g

heavier from 112g (4-iron) up to 130g (PW)

to give you extra distance in the long irons

and extra control in the short irons.

Titleist

716 AP1 and AP2 irons

Edited by Joel Tadman

Golf Monthly’s knowledgeable test team brings you all the latest developments

from the world of equipment, plus comprehensive product tests and reviews

➜

High-density tungsten is used in

both models to lower the centre of 

gravity and boost forgiveness
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Titleist

716 CB and MB irons

816 H1 and H2 hybrids

Titleist 

At a glance
■ New CB model is

still workable, but

now as forgiving as 

714 AP2

■ Both the CB and

MB will retail per

iron at £117 (s) and 

£133 (g)

Y
ou’ll struggle to find a

better-looking pair of irons

launched this year than

Titleist’s new 716 CB and MB,

which will be filtering their way

into low-handicappers bags up 

and down the country.

The forged CB model is

the more forgiving of the

two, and thanks to the

positioning of new high-

density tungsten low

and at the perimeter,

its moment of inertia

(MOI) is now similar

to the 714 AP2, with

a massive 12.3% gain

in MOI, and therefore

forgiveness, on the 714

CB model it replaces.

Its advance

co-forging

process

ensures

workab

and fee

unaffect

with the

‘pre-worn

leading edge

helping it move

through the turf more smo

The cavity back CB mod

joined by the stunning new

a muscle-back design for t

confident ball striker.

Forged from a soft 1025

carbon steel, the blade features

a new high-muscle design

that positions the centre of

gravity behind the impact

zone for better shot feedback.

It also features a ‘pre-worn’

leading edge, while a thinner

and less rounded toe section,

– a popular part of the Titleist

Forged 680 irons – returns.

Both CB and MB models will

retail at £117 per iron (steel) and 

£133 (graphite).

At a glance
■ New hybrids launch higher

and offer better playability 

versus 915 models

■ Both 816 hybrids will retail 

at £205

T
itleist has also

added two

new hybrids 

to its range

with the 816

H1 and 816

H2 (£205).

It has made

some key

advancements

compared with last

year’s 915 hybrids, which

include a higher launch, better

playability and new shapes that

combine to deliver the same 

speed and low spin.

The increased playability

comes from ‘pre-worn’ edges

either side of the Active Recoil

Channel (ARC), which helps stop 

dirt gathering in the channel.

An increased number of

lofts – 19, 21, 23, 25 and 27° in

the H1, and 19, 21, 23 and

25° in the H2 – also

aid various set-up

and gapping

preferences

along with a

new SureFit

Tour hosel,

which is able to

offer one degree 

loft adjustability.

Head-to-head, the 816 H1

is larger and launches higher,

while the H2 is more compact

for iron-like control and better 

turf interaction.

As with the 915

hybrids, the ARC and

thin face increase

distance, while the

MOI aids forgiveness.
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FootJoy

716 T-MB utility iron

Titleist

At a glance
■ High-density 

tungsten

increases this

driving iron’s

forgiveness

■ The T-MB will

retail at £169 (s)

and £189 (g)

I
t has traditionally

been an option

previously reserved for

confident ball strikers and links

golfers alike, but the addition

of high density tungsten to the

T-MB might mean that that is 

about to change. 

Like most of the

new 716 line-up,

this utility or

driving iron uses

an increased

amount of

tungsten to

boost its MOI by

6.8% compared

with the 712U

model it replaces,

making it more forgiving.

Its high-strength steel face is

also now thinner, so it can spring

more effectively for faster ball

speeds and longer distance.

The profile and blade length

is similar to that of the AP2 for 

a better player look at

address, while the ‘pre-

worn’ leading edge and

trailing edge chamber 

help it to move

through the turf

more effectively.

A hollow body

also helps move

the centre of gravity

lower and deeper

to aid forgiveness

and create a higher

launch leading to

longer carries.

The T-MB will retail

at £169 (steel) and

£189 (graphite).

At a glance
■ FootJoy introduces new

garments to tackle the colder 

and wetter weather

■ Current apparel also

given a makeover with 

new colourways

J
ust as the leaves

are starting to fall,

FootJoy’s autumn/

winter performance apparel 

collection has landed,

introducing some new

designs and fabrics

across outer-, mid- and 

base-layers.

The star of the

show is the new

DryJoys Select rain

suit (£295 jacket

and £200 trousers),

which FootJoy is calling its

most technologically advanced 

waterproofs ever.

These offer FootJoy’s greatest

waterproof protection, able to

withstand extremely heavy rain,

yet remain incredibly lightweight 

and breathable.

FootJoy’s DryJoys Tour XP

line has also been updated

(£200 jacket, £185 rain shirt and

£165 trousers) with a new StaDry

Collar that has been shaped and 

heightened to keep rain out 

more efficiently.

The DryJoys Tour XP

garments also join the HydroLite

suit in featuring new patterns

and colourways, with both

providing protection from heavy 

rain yet still providing a full 

range of motion.

The Thermal Fleece jacket

(£120) is another new addition, 

featuring strategically placed

fleece-insulated panels and

a finish that sheds light rain,

while the new Performance

Wind Shell (£90) offers the

functionality of a wind jacket 

with the feel of knitwear.

Further additions include the

Berkeley and Jupiter Collection 

polos (£45-£55), which

introduce new styles and more

vibrant colours, and the new

ProDry Performance Seamless 

Base Layer (£55), which uses

a seamless construction for

increased comfort, with body-

mapping technology making 

it breathable.

The Essential Collection has

also been extended, with more

Stretch Pique and Stretch Lisle

polos, Merino and Lambswool

mid-layers, as well as a greater

choice of options in the Chill-

Out pullover.

2015 autumn/winter apparel
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Cobra

King Forged CB, MB and Tec irons

Cobra

At a glance
■ Cobra teamed up with

aerospace companies to

research revolutionary materials

■ New King LTD driver will be the

lowest CG driver on the market

C
obra went to extreme 

lengths to gain a

technological advantage

with its new drivers and fairway,

with a research trip aboard the

International Space Station.

The results see Cobra introduce

Spaceports on the soles of the

King LTD driver, Pro driver and

fairway wood, which significantly

lower the centre of gravity (CG)

for faster ball speeds, higher

launch angles and lower spin.

The new Spaceport offers a

visual window inside the head,

and lowers the CG by saving

28g thanks to the aerospace-

grade aluminium weight and 

translucent port design.

The Spaceport is locked in

place by new Spiralock thread 

technology,

which ensures

components withstand

high vibrations and

loads without moving.

The design is more

compact than a typical sole

screw, which saves weight to 

lower the CG further.

Other technologies include a

crown made from a TeXtreme

carbon composite, an aerospace

material that is 20% lighter than

standard carbon fibre, as well as

a face with next generation E9 

zoning that removes 10g.

There will also be a King LTD

Pro driver that spins less, plus a

King LTD fairway wood, which

shares the technologies found in

the drivers. All three will feature

Cobra’s MyFly hosel for easy loft 

and face angle

adjustment, while

they’ll also all be fitted

with Aldila Rogue Black

shafts and Lamkin UTX grips.

The clubs go on sale on

October 15, with the drivers

retailing at £349 and the fairway 

wood at £229.

At a glance
■ King Forged CB and MB (£749

4-PW) offer tour levels of feel 

and workability

■ King Forged Tec (£699 4-PW)

provides extra distance as well 

as more forgiveness

T
hey won’t grab the

headlines like the space-

age drivers, but Cobra’s

three new irons are bound to

find their own set of admirers.

Designed to offer feel, control

and workability, the King Forged

CB (4-6) and MB (7-PW) combo

set were created with Cobra’s 

tour players in mind.

They feature a five-step

forging process that yields a

more precise shape and weight

tolerance, while a tungsten toe

weight moves the centre of 

gravity (CG) directly behind

the sweet spot to heighten feel 

and workability.

They also utilise CNC-milled

faces and grooves, a technique

usually reserved for wedges,

to eke out more spin and

trajectory control. They come in

a Diamonised Black Metal finish

that Cobra says is more durable 

than a black PVD finish.

Joining the CB and MB irons

will be the King Forged Tec

model, designed for better

players who want the safety net 

of forgiveness.

The nickel chrome-plated

irons are also forged, but use a

high-strength steel forged face 

insert that springs more to

boost distance. They maintain

the feel low handicappers

like thanks to a thermoplastic 

urethane insert behind the

impact zone that dampens

vibrations, but use tungsten heel 

and toe weighting to reduce

unwanted twisting on off-centre 

hits to add forgiveness.

The 4-PW sets come with

KBS Tour C-Taper (CB/MB)

and KBS Tour C-Taper Lite

(Forged Tec) shafts and Lamkin

UTX grips, with other KBS and

True Temper models offered 

at no upcharge. 

King LTD drivers 
and fairway
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Galvin Green

Gore-Tex Tips waterproofs

Under Armour

At a glance
■ Under Armour launches two

Gore-Tex jackets and a pair of 

matching trousers

■ The jackets will retail at £250

and £230, with the trousers 

retailing at £215

H
ot on the heels of Jordan

Spieth’s double-Major

winning season, Under

Armour has launched its 

autumn/winter apparel, 

including its first

three-layer full-

stretch Gore-Tex 

rain suit.

Its main fabric 

innovation,

found in both

the new Gore-

Tex Tips jackets and

trousers, sees the use of

a three-layer bonded material 

that delivers a durable,

smooth outside and

a soft, brushed

interior, which

keeps them 100%

waterproof and

very breathable.

Under Armour

also says its 10%

stretch fabrication,

which is applied across

the whole suit, will give golfers

25% more stretch than other

Gore-Tex golf rainwear, helping

you maintain your power when 

wearing extra layers.

An adjustable hem and cuffs

in both the jackets will also help 

keep the cold at bay.

The Gore-Tex Tips trousers

are designed to fit like regular

trousers, and feature a soft,

adjustable waistband, side and

back pockets and long leg zips

for increased breathability.

The full-zip jacket (£250) is

available in three colours, and

also comes in a half-zip version

(£230), while the matching

trousers will retail at £215.

Ryder Cup waterproofs
At a glance
■ Galvin Green selected to

provide the 2016 and 2018 Team 

Europe waterproofs

■ Three different fabrics

are currently going through 

rigorous testing

G
alvin Green has been

selected to supply the

official Team Europe

waterproofs for the 2016 and 

2018 Ryder Cups.

The high-performance brand

won the rights and will take

on the role for the first time,

providing waterproofs for the

dozen team members as well as

the captain, vice captains and

caddies at Hazeltine National

in Minnesota next year, before

doing the same at Le Golf

National near Paris in 2018.

Up to three different

fabrics are currently under

consideration for the all-

important Ryder Cup rain suits,

with samples of each currently 

being tested by Gore-Tex

technicians in Scotland, which

includes at least 50 hours of

exhaustive testing in different

playing conditions, including

simulated heavy downpours in 

a rain chamber.

The results will then be

scrutinised to determine the

best option for producing

prototypes that are expected to

be ready for testing one year out 

from the event.

Galvin Green will also retain

the licence for producing a

Ryder Cup collection for club

golfers, which is scheduled to be

launched before the 2018 event.
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Use of a stronger material 

means the faces of the i irons 

can be made thinner, increasing 

ball speed and forgiveness

A deeper, more concealed Custom 

Tuning Port aligns closer behind 

the impact area for a better feel

T E S T E D

Ping 

i irons £112 per club
Search ‘Ping i irons review’ on the GM YouTube channel



Aesthetics

1
Address View Behind the ball, Ping’s i

irons look flawless, maintaining elements

of Ping’s customary shape. They look slightly

larger and have marginally more offset than

the s55 with the rounded top line making

them appear thinner than they are. The

brushed satin finish oozes class.

2
Shelf Appeal The i25 had a broad appeal

but the i iron widens this even further

thanks to the extra workability and distance

without sacrificing forgiveness. The look from

the back is clean and simple, a deliberate ploy

from Ping, that does the job well.

Components

3
Shaft While Ping’s own CFS (Control, Feel,

Stability) shaft comes as standard and will

suffice for most, golfers have the option of

four after-market models with no upcharge,

including Nippon, Dynamic Gold and Project

X. This enhances Ping’s reputation as one of

the best when it comes to custom fitting and

helping golfers find their perfect set.

Technology

4
Construction Ping has positioned the

Custom Tuning Port (CTP) lower and

deeper in the clubhead to improve the feel

and forgiveness. The sensation you experience

at impact is certainly a solid and powerful

one but with a hint of softness not far short

of that experienced in the s55.

5
Head Design With the amount of offset

reducing as the irons get shorter, the

confidence of the game-improver is preserved

while better players still get that shot-making

property in the scoring clubs. The additional

bounce helps the club glide through the turf.

Replacing
The Ping i irons replace 

the i25 model

Specs tested
4-PW, Dynamic Gold X100 

SL shafts, yellow dot

Nike

Vapor Pro Combo £699.99

These irons combine a soft

feel, stability and shot-

making through Modern

Muscle technology and

RZN insert cavities.

Titleist 

716 AP2 £117 per club 

These co-forged irons 

use tungsten heel and toe 

weights to optimise the 

CG position through the 

set and boost forgiveness.

Mizuno  

MP-25 £115 per club

Use of Boron technology

allows Mizuno to create

a hotter face and more

forgiveness but in a

compact, players iron.

Up Against Three more to add to your test list...

10 Point Test Report
Tester: Golf Monthly technical editor Joel Tadman 

6 
Weighting Use of a new, stronger 

material means Ping has made the 

faces thinner, saving 4g of weight that can 

be positioned more toward the edges for 

increased forgiveness. This has been offset 

by a change in the hosel geometry, which 

makes the irons more workable.

Performance

7 
Forgiveness To have forgiveness as one 

of the predominant qualities in a relatively 

compact package is a testament to the design. 

Poor strikes often found the green when the 

bunker short seemed a more likely destination. 

The offset and tungsten toe weights in the 

3-7 irons makes them surprisingly easy to hit 

accurately and consistently. 

8 
Distance The lofts have been 

strengthened by one degree and the 

shafts lengthened by a quarter-of-an-inch to 

account for the new launch technology in the 

heads leading to more distance over the i25. 

In testing, we encountered a three- to fi ve-

yard gain through the bag on average.

9 
Flight The stopping power on the 

greens remains just as effective as its 

predecessor and the trajectory through the 

set is strong and repeatable. The long- to 

mid-irons are workable too, a performance 

characteristic that will please the shot-maker.

10 
Impact Sound and Feel Using the 

same 431 steel found in the Glide 

wedges contributes to the softer feel you 

experience. Well-struck shots feel pure, close 

to that of a muscle back, without the ball 

travelling unwanted distances, which you can 

sometimes experience with cast irons geared 

predominantly towards out-and-out distance. 
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SHAFT OPTIONS

12 models available

with no upcharge

LOFT OPTIONS

9°, 10.5° and 13.5°

T E S T E D

Callaway

Great Big Bertha driver £369

Key technology

A light, fast and stable chassis generates more

clubhead speed through aerodynamics and

a wide range of weight classes to suit every

swing type, from 295g to 325g, thanks to

the 12 stock shaft options. Next generation

R-MOTO technology makes the driver more

forgiving and leads to faster ball speeds on

different strike points across the face. The

10g sliding weight first seen on the 2013 Big

Bertha driver has also been included, helping 

golfers alter their ball flight and control

dispersion while maintaining forgiveness. 

Will suit Players of different skill levels who

require distance and forgiveness in equal 

measure off the tee.

GM verdict

Callaway has certainly justified the return

of the popular Great Big Bertha driver with

this new model for 2015. The first thing that

strikes you is the sole cosmetics – almost

futuristic in design they offer bundles of shelf

appeal. The matte-black crown and silver

face is a classy combination that will help

golfers align the clubface. It feels lightweight 

and easy to swing, thanks to a reduction in

head and shaft weight, offering a consistent

flight from start to finish on well-struck shots.

The feel at impact is fast and powerful and

the sliding weight is a simple and effective

way of negating or reducing tendencies and

maximising distance and accuracy in the

process. Distance-wise it’s up there with the

rest and the extra draw bias capability, aided

by the option of an upright lie angle, will be

welcomed by those who miss to the right.

The length of the stock shafts and light feel

in the head may reduce accuracy for some.

Callaway’s Optifit hosel

lets you choose from eight

different settings to tune

loft, lie, and face angle 

Search for more reviews on GM’s YouTube channel
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SHAFT OPTIONS

Nippon NS Pro 950GH steel,

Miyazaki Jinsoku graphite

SET OPTIONS

5-PW

Srixon

Z 155 irons £499 steel

Key technology

Action Mass technology combines a larger

and more forgiving head that is hotter off

the face with a lightweight, high balance

point shaft to increase stability and offer

more speed at impact. The same Tour V.T.

Sole design seen on Srixon’s better-player

Z-Series irons comprises increased leading-

edge bounce and less trailing-edge bounce

to reduce turf interaction time by 43 per cent.

Use of a high strength steel in the faces of the

3-7 irons leads to minimal loss of ball speed 

on heel and toe strikes.

Will suit Mid- to high-handicappers who

want to hit their iron shots further and 

demand maximum forgiveness.

GM verdict

The oversize look of the Z 155 irons will

boost the confidence of its target golfer who

requires a club that looks inviting to hit at

address and offers distance and forgiveness

aplenty. The finish has a premium shine to it

and the irons look sleek from the back, too.

The stock Nippon NS Pro 950GH shaft weighs

under 100g, which means you can really feel 

the weight of the head. This was a feeling

we enjoyed as it raised the awareness of the

clubhead and it seemed like swing speed

could be increased without any extra effort.

The heads themselves also felt stable through

the hit as a result. They certainly have a more

pronounced sole design compared to most

irons on the market and the turf interaction

was clean and brisk as a result, helping reduce

the effect of those marginally heavy strikes.

Long shaft lengths may reduce control

of the clubface. The long irons lack the

traditional shaping of other Z-Series models.  

T E S T E D

Srixon’s Action Mass technology

places more weight in the head for

more distance and forgiveness

Search for more reviews on GM’s YouTube channel
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SHAFT OPTIONS

Dynamic Gold Wedge steel,

Orochi Wedge fl ex graphite

LOFT OPTIONS

49-62° in various bounces

T E S T E D

Mizuno

S5 wedges £110

Key technology

A larger midsize profile is less intimidating

when faced with shots from poor lies while

a slightly rounded leading edge allows it

to be opened or closed while still aligned

to your target. Quad Cut grooves are wider

and shallower in the 54-62° models for more

spin on chips and pitches, and deeper and

narrower in the 49-53° heads for control and

workability on full and longer pitch shots.

Mizuno’s Grain Flow Forging creates a better

feel and consistency. It comes in both White 

Satin and a new Blue IP fi nish. 

Will suit Golfers seeking a more confidence-

inspiring look at address with their wedges. 

GM verdict

The larger profile at address is noticeable

without appearing overly chunky. It actually

inspired greater confidence as more of the

face was visible on those tricky open-faced

shots where you’re imparting more of a

glancing blow. The extra size seemed to

make finesse chips from poor lies easier to

play, helped by the sole grind that balances

versatility and playability on different lengths 

of shot. The top line is still relatively thin,

appealing to good players. We preferred the

more traditional satin finish, although the

blue looks great in the bag and doesn’t take

too long to get used to. The performance

was especially impressive from the rough and

sand, offering exceptional spin from strike

points across the face. The flight on pitch

shots was strong and consistent, with obvious

check on the second bounce and the soft feel 

synonymous with Mizuno’s forged irons.

The blue finish wears off relatively quickly,

reducing the appeal of its look in the bag.

The S5 wedge is available in

two finishes, left- or right-

handed and in 25 different loft

and bounce combinations

Search for more reviews on GM’s YouTube channel
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SIZE OPTIONS

S-XXXL

COLOURWAYS

Midnight Blue (featured),

Summer Sky, Gunmetal 

and Racing Green

Galvin Green

Dixon Insula pullover £110 

Key technology

The warming Insula pullover is a very light and

flexible garment with excellent breathability. 

The soft and stretchy material insulates

body heat while ensuring breathability,

releasing moisture and excess heat, while also

maintaining freedom of movement during the

swing. The fabric has built-in air chambers

which are warmed by body heat and provide

extremely effective and long-lasting thermal

insulation. The sporty design is available in

several colours and is the perfect intermediate 

layer when warmth is needed.

Will suit Serious golfers willing to invest in

top-quality performance garments to keep

them warm and look good on the course.

GM verdict

As soon as you take the Dixon Insula

pullover out of the packet, you’re immediately

struck by the softness of the material. It slides

over a polo shirt with ease and fits perfectly,

offering both a roomy and a snug fit in all the

appropriate places. As well as being very soft, 

the material is extremely stretchy, leaving

your swing completely unimpaired, which is 

helped by the elasticated cuffs. The comfort

and warmth comes from the fleece-like lining

inside as well as the insulating outer fabric,

but without causing you to build up a sweat.

To top it all off, the design and use of colour

gives it a contemporary, stylish look making

you the envy of your playing partners. Plus,

with the different colours on offer it can be

matched with almost any outfit. It really is the

ideal mid-layer option for a chilly, breezy day.

Some concern perhaps over the durability

of the branding on the arm after a few wears 

and washes.

T E S T E D

The soft and stretchy material

insulates body heat while releasing 

moisture and excess heat

Search for more reviews on GM’s YouTube channel
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A matter of inches
Joel Tadman explains the impact of shaft lengths in drivers 

Gear Talk

get a lot of interaction on

the Golf Monthly forum

from members inquisitive

over the distance gains we

see on reader-fitting days,

questioning where exactly the distance

comes from. Many, erring on the cynical side,

pinpoint an increase in shaft length as the

predominant cause of the extra yardage.

Others enquire as to why the shafts in tour

players’ drivers are shorter than those offered 

at retail to amateur golfers.

Before I attempt to answer these valid

questions, let’s provide some context. The

maximum shaft length allowed by the Rules  

of Golf for competition is 48 inches and

common thinking suggests the longer the

shaft, the more clubhead speed you can

create. This is backed up by the fact former

World Long Drive champion Joe Miller uses 

a 50in shaft. So if a longer shaft equals

more distance, why doesn’t everyone use a 

maximum length 48in driver?

The answer comes down to control. In

reality, the average length of a driver used

on tour is 44.5in while the average shaft

length found in drivers on the shop shelves 

is around 45.5in. There is an optimum

driver shaft length with which golfers will

achieve maximum clubhead speed and it

will vary from player to player. The length of

stock shafts in drivers only re-enforces the 

importance of a custom fitting.

Driving distance leader on the PGA Tour

in 2014, Bubba Watson, plays with a 44.5in

shaft, while Tiger Woods played a 43.5in 

shaft for many years.

These players have

above-average swing

speeds and therefore do

not need the distance an

extra inch in their shaft would

provide. They prioritise accuracy and control

when configuring their driver set-ups. Ample

distance comes naturally to them whereas for 

us comparable hackers, it does not.

So would the average 18-handicap golfer

benefit from having a shorter driver shaft 

fitted? Well, yes and no.

There’s no doubt that the majority of

golfers would experience an increase in club

speed in a 45.5in driver compared with a

44.5in driver and the testing that I have

done backs up this theory. But for many,  

the trade-off is too severe.

For every half-inch of mishit on the

clubface, you’ll lose five per cent of distance. 

So if a longer driver is too long for you

to control, you’ll hit off-centre hits more

frequently, often resulting in a drop in

distance and accuracy rather than a rise. 

I use a Ping G30 LS Tec with a Tour stiff

shaft, which comes in at 45.25in – half an inch 

shorter than the standard shaft offered in

the G30. This immediately infers that better

players with faster, ‘tour-like’ swing speeds

prefer the control of a shorter shaft and I for

one agree. From all the club testing I do, when

I come back to my Ping G30 I always find in

contrast it feels easier to control the clubface,

promotes better timing and helps me find the

centre of the face more often and I feel like I 

don’t lose out on distance as a result.

Finding the centre of the face is

the biggest ingredient to more

distance. You could put a 47in

shaft in your driver and your

swing speed might increase

by 5mph, but if you struggle 

to control the clubhead

and frequently mis-strike

the ball in the heel and toe,

that extra club speed won’t

necessarily translate into the

ball speed needed to achieve 

more distance.

The only way to find out the best

shaft length for your game is to hit shots

on a launch monitor and discover your club

speed, ball speed, distance and dispersion

with different lengths of shaft. If your swing

speed increases with a longer shaft, but the

ball speed remains unchanged, then the extra

clubhead speed is useless and you’re giving 

up accuracy for no reason.

But before you march into your pro shop

and demand the assistant lops an inch off the

shaft in your current driver, remember that

when you shorten any club you will reduce

its swing weight and change the overall

feel. So it’s not quite as simple as chopping

it down. An experienced club-maker or

a professional will be able to build in the

requisite compensations into your clubs if you

do decide to change the length of your driver.

Every golfer is unique. Those with already

fast swing-speeds are more likely to enjoy the

control benefits of shorter shafts while higher

handicappers with slower swing-speeds may

be better off with the distance a longer shaft

offers. It’s a balance and golfers prioritise

areas of performance differently. Think about

your own strengths and weaknesses and test

out different lengths under the watchful eye 

of a pro before deciding. 

I

■ Joel Tadman is Golf Monthly technical editor P
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Bubba Watson uses a 44.5-inch driver

shaft, shorter than most on the shelves

“You may swing a
longer driver faster, 
but if your ball
speed is unchanged 
it’s useless”
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G E A R  F O C U S

The Motocaddy S7

Remote shows just how

far trolleys have come

in the last decade

Whether you prefer push or electric, fuss-free or

feature-packed, you’ll find something to consider 

among these 18 models…

ast your mind back less than a

decade and your image would

have taken something of a hit

if you’d been seen walking

the fairways with a trolley

doing all the hard work for you. But fast-

forward to today and it seems we cannot 

live without them.

In our health-conscious, gadget-obsessed

generation, the chance to avoid back or knee

injuries and show off a few boys’ toys means 

using a trolley is a win-win scenario.

Throw into the mix an industry-wide

overhaul of frame styling, from thick and

clunky to sleek and shiny, and it’s easy to

see why most up-and-coming amateur 

golfers now use one.

So if you’re thinking about joining them, 

here are some things to consider.

First, you’ll need to choose between a

push trolley and an electric model that

runs off either a rechargeable lithium 

or lead acid battery.

C

We’ve featured seven push trolleys, and

they’re great to use if you want something

you can leave in your car or garage between

rounds with nothing to worry about. They

tend to be lighter and cheaper, and also fold 

away smaller than most electric trolleys.

Electric models require a little more effort

between rounds, but reduce your energy

expenditure while you’re on the course,

especially if you play on uneven terrain. They

tend to be heavier and more expensive, but

do offer a lot more features, especially at

the higher price points. These include USB

charging ports, GPS cradles, colour screens,

battery meters, shot-measuring capabilities 

and even remote-control steering.

If you opt for an electric model, you’ll also

have to decide between a lead acid or lithium

battery. Lead acid batteries are cheaper to

buy, but are also larger, much heavier and

don’t last as long as their more expensive

lithium counterparts, so lithium batteries

normally equate to a lower cost per round.

What will I need to consider?
Q Push or electric: If you play on a flat course

or don’t play that often, you may be better

off saving a few hundred pounds and going 

for a push model.

Q Storage: Push trolleys usually fold down

much more compactly, so consider your

boot size or where you’ll store it at home 

before parting with your cash.

Q Battery: Lithium batteries are lighter,

charge more quickly and have a much longer

lifespan, but usually add £100-£150 to the

initial purchase cost. So think carefully about 

your long-term trolley needs.

TROLLEYS
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Motocaddy / M1 Lite
£149.99
■ GM says: This popular push trolley is

compact and stylish, utilising a twin-tube

frame and triple-hinge that help it fold down

extremely small. Oversize wheels help it run

smoothly, while the foot brake is a good

touch. Its removable insulated food and drink

pouch also adds to the value and leaves extra

room in your golf bag for your accessories.

Stewart Golf / R1 Push
£199
■ GM says: This is robust, yet still the best-

looking push model here. Its folding system

has no external components, allowing it to

fold smaller while keeping dirt and dust away

from the mechanism so it lasts longer. The

foot brake easily secures the trolley, and the

storage space available below the handle is

impressive, including a hidden ball section. 

PowaKaddy / Twinline 4
£129.99
■ GM says: This 7kg push trolley is incredibly 

easy to set up, with its height-adjustable

telescopic handle aiding both on-course

usability and how quickly and compactly it

folds down. Three large wheels make it easy

to push and steer, particularly when combined

with the comfy handle. The accessory station 

is also well designed and easy to access.

Stewart Golf / X9 Follow
£1,499
■ GM says: This pricey option is also the

most sophisticated in this showcase. A unique

Bluetooth design lets it follow you around the

course, turning when you turn, stopping when

you stop, and removing your need to steer it

with a remote control, although this is still an

option. Its four wheels also generate excellent 

levels of grip that aid the precise steering.

Big Max / IQ+
£189
■ GM says: Designed to fold and unfold in

one movement, this push trolley features a

brake on the handle and an accessory station

with a scorecard holder and the scope to add

a GPS and umbrella holder. We also liked

the mesh pocket underneath the accessory

station, while the colour-pop detailing on the 

wheels adds a stylish modern touch.

GoKart / Automatic
£299 (lead) £429 (lithium)
■ GM says: The GoKart Automatic is unique

in that there are no buttons or dials to adjust

the speed. You simply hold the handle and

walk, with the trolley automatically adjusting

the motor’s speed to match your pace. While

there are no digital features, the scorecard

cover is great for rainy days, while the tee 

and ball holder aids quick access.

GolferPal / EasyPal
£229
■ GM says: Many won’t have heard of

GolferPal, but you’ll know the EasyPal push

trolley if you see it thanks to its unique battery-

powered folding and unfolding mechanism

that means the trolley looks after itself.

Available in black and white colour options, it

also has a large storage compartment, a ball

holder, a drinks holder and folds up very small.

Axglo / Flip n’ Go
£149
■ GM says: This simple-to-use four-wheel

push model has been designed to ensure even

weight distribution, and therefore stability,

on uneven terrain. The minimalist design has

a two-step open and close function, while a

hand-activated brake lever increases control.

Its storage console also provides the space to 

house drinks, balls and other accessories.

PowerBug / Push 2.0
£99
■ GM says: This lightweight push design

borrows features from PowerBug’s electric

models, such as its lightweight aircraft-grade

aluminium frame that means it weighs just

4.8kg. An insulated zip-up bag below the

chassis houses drinks, while its easily activated

foot brake adds stability. The easy-roll Sports 

Wheels take any strain out of pushing.
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PowaKaddy / FW3
£329-£549
■ GM says: PowaKaddy made a big step

forward in styling with the new Freeway

range, as you can see with this entry-level

option. It offers a whisper-quiet motor and

simple Plug ‘n’ Play battery system, but

without certain features that bump the price

up on the FW5 and FW7. Simplicity is its

strong point as it’s easy to put up and down.

PowaKaddy / FW5
£389-£599
■ GM says: The FW5’s advances on the FW3

include a Digital Power Gauge and Battery

Fuel Indicator plus an integrated USB point

for charging devices. It also makes the most

of an Automatic Distance Function that can

send the trolley 15, 30 or 45 yards ahead. As

on all PowaKaddy models, the lithium option

comes with a fi ve-year battery guarantee.

PowaKaddy / FW7
£449-£649
■ GM says: The leading PowaKaddy model

combines great engineering with superb

digital functionality. Features include the

chance to send it on down the fairway, a

speed display, a clock, a battery meter and a

shot-measuring capacity. A security pin keeps 

it safe from thieves, while the low-profile

chassis and wheels ensure a smoother ride. 

Hill Billy
£259 (lead) and £359 (lithium)
■ GM says: The least expensive electric

model in this showcase, but it doesn’t show it

because its costs are cut not on spec, but by

selling directly to users, rather than through

golf shops. Its price and simple design will suit

first-time trolley owners, with a slot-in battery

tray and fool-proof speed dial complementing 

the soft touch, height-adjustable handle.

Motocaddy / S1 Pro
£349.99 (lead) £499.99 (lithium)
■ GM says: This fantastic and popular model

is Motocaddy’s easy-to-use, no-thrills electric

option. Its QUIKFOLD mechanism makes it

easy to put up and down, while its features

include a USB charging port and the ability to

send it 45m down the fairway. We also like

the EASILOCK base, which uses a pin-and-hole

system to rid you of unwanted bag rotation.

EZiCaddy / EZi-5
£349 (lead) and £449 (lithium)
■ GM says: This sits nicely between the

more expensive gadget-laden options and

the no-thrills models. A wire-free battery

makes set-up simple, and the digital display

shows your speed, a clock, a round timer and

a battery gauge. It can also be sent three

different distances down the fairway and has

a height-adjustable handle for added comfort.

Motocaddy / M3 Pro
£449.99 (lead) £599.99 (lithium)
■ GM says: One of our favourites as it is

feature-packed and compact, folding down

about 40% smaller than traditional electric

trolleys. It has an integrated accessory station,

a USB charging port and an adjustable handle.

The full-colour screen’s read-outs include

speed setting, distance measurer, clock,

battery meter and lost ball and round timers.

PowerBug / Ultra V
£350 (lead) and £599 (lithium)
■ GM says: PowerBug’s revolutionary UV

sensor is a first in the trolley market. Other

features include a clock, a lost ball and round 

timer and a distance-measuring feature.

Its frame is built from an aircraft-grade

aluminium that makes it light and robust,

while the industry-leading five-year warranty

on both trolley and lithium battery add value.

Motocaddy / S7 Remote
£799.99 (lithium)
■ GM says: Motocaddy’s first remote-control 

model uses pressure-point control. Two

motors deliver precision steering and a

rear mini wheel ensures stability, while a tilt

function compensates for side slopes. Pause-

and-resume functions return it to your walking

pace automatically, and you can easily switch

to manual control to navigate narrow paths.
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Ladybank

hink of Fife and golf, and
its of St Andrews, the Old
Course, and the legion of
other fine links tests that
make this historic county

such an irresistible draw for golfing
travellers from across the globe.

Given that it is surrounded by water on
three sides, it is understandable that Fife
should be most readily associated with
links golf, but there is much non-coastal

terrain too within its boundaries, and several 
good inland golfing tests.

The most famous and highly regarded of 
these is Ladybank, a delightful, easy-walking 
heathland layout set in secluded woodland 
ten miles west of the Auld Grey Toon. The 
original Old Tom Morris six-holer grew 
to nine in 1910, and finally 18 in the early 
1960s, with today’s test far more about 
accuracy and position in amongst the pines, 
silver birch and heather, than brute force.

That said, after a relatively gentle opener, 
length will certainly help on the long par-5 
2nd, though it must be tempered with the 
demands of a tight drive between out of 
bounds on the right and trees down the left.

A series of more modest-length holes then 
follows, including the first par 3, before you 
reach another front-nine star in the par-5 
7th. This excellent three-shotter matches  
the 2nd for length, but serves up a thought-
provoking double dogleg that could see you 

T

PLAY IT
The best places to play and stay in the UK and abroad

Edited by Jeremy Ellwood
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ADDRESS / Ladybank

Golf Club, Annsmuir,

Ladybank,

Fife, KY15 7RA

T / 01337 830814

W / ladybankgolf.co.uk

STATS / par 71,

6,580 yards

GF / £60wd per round,

£89wd per day; £70we

per round

needing to work the ball both ways before 
the safety of the green.

The course continues in the same vein 
– never oppressively tight, yet constantly 
keeping you on your toes tactically, with the 
occasional longer test ensuring that a degree 
of considered attack may sometimes be the 
order of the day. The sharp dogleg-left 16th 
may not be the place to throw caution to the 
wind, though, unless you possess a slinging 
hook or high soft-landing drive.

Among the many merits of Fife’s 
undisputed inland star are its delightful 
setting, its glorious springy turf, its 
inherently fair test and the gentle nature 
of the walk over an essentially fl at golfi ng 
canvas. That can be a real asset if you have 
endured the odd buffeting or two around 
Fife’s golfi ng coast, so next time you’re 
in the ‘Kingdom’, add Ladybank to the 
schedule for something splendidly different 
to Fife ’s stock golfi ng fare.

The 370-yard 1st hole
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Local Knowledge

South Staffordshire
Stats: par 71, 6,512 yards

W: southstaffordshiregolfclub.co.uk

GF: £43 per round Mon-Fri only

South Staffordshire at Tettenhall close to
Wolverhampton was originally laid out
by Harry Vardon, with tweaks over the
years from Harry Colt, James Braid and
Donald Steel. I got to find out about both
the history and the most recent changes
from the current pro, 1993 Ryder Cupper
Peter Baker, who showed me round.

Things started promisingly for me
with a birdie on a par-5 opener that
sweeps down and round to the left, but
got tougher as the round progressed in a
four-club wind. Peter pointed out what
Steel had done to the bunkering and
green complexes as we went round.

The Stroke Index 1 status of the
480-yard par-5 5th got me wondering,

but it all made sense when I got to the
tee, for the fairway pinches in at driving
distance, and anything out of position
will make it an instant three-shotter or
more, despite its modest length.

The 6th is then a delightful little par
3 through an avenue of trees where
Peter showed me exactly how to do it by
knocking it stiff.

The 11th is another short but sweet
par 3 into the far corner, after which the
course really bared its teeth the day we
played, with two 444-yarders into the
wind on 12 and 14. Needless to say, I
couldn’t get near either.

The 17th is then a significantly shorter
par 4 playing gently round and up to a
devilishly tricky green. “The members
never give putts here,” was Peter’s parting
advice! That said, the greens were the best
I had putted on all year, with Peter telling
me they still weren’t quite at their peak!

Brocton Hall
Stats: par 69, 6,064 yards

W: broctonhall.com

GF: £43wd per round, £50we per round

Founded in 1894, Brocton Hall moved
to the edge of Cannock Chase in 1923.
This delightful, beautifully presented
and well-tended parkland setting, with
water, rhododendrons and mature
trees framing the holes, gave Harry
Vardon a perfect canvas to create a
wonderful variety of holes… albeit
there are no par 5s. The 3rd is a short,
but well-protected par 3, while the
short par-4 4th asks how aggressive
you dare be on its tight drive. The 6th
is a brute of a par 4 at 474 yards. The
9th is a very pretty, decent-length par
3 with water to the left, while the back
nine closes with an inviting short par
4 back to the grand clubhouse.

Stay
Whiston Hall Hotel, nr Cheadle

T: 01538 266260

W: whistonhall.co.uk

Whiston Hall is a beautifully appointed 

country house-style hotel with nine 

spacious, comfortable rooms in the 

village of Whiston in the Staffordshire 

Moorlands close to Alton Towers. 

The restaurant serves breakfasts and 

evening meals daily (other than on 

Tuesday evenings), and offers an 

excellent Sunday lunch menu. The 

hotel is a blend of the old and the 

new, with the Victorian mansion house 

providing a grand exterior, behind 

which lies a contemporarily furnished 

restaurant, bar and reception area. 

Staffordshire
Delightful countryside plays host to some imaginative layouts

A golfer’s guide to…
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Enville
Stats: Highgate: par 72, 6,703 yards

W: envillegolfclub.co.uk

GF: £45 per round, £65 per day Mon-Fri

Enville started as a nine-holer in 1935 
before growing into Staffordshire’s 
finest 36-hole complex in the 1980s. 
Both the Highgate and Lodge courses 
weave through splendid heathland. 
The Highgate starts with a scorable 
par 5 then bites back with a singularly 
stout 214-yarder and two mischievous 
doglegs where you can choose 
between caution and aggression. The  
tremendous par-5 9th sweeps up and 
round to the green, while the 10th is 
another par 5 demanding precision off 
the tee. The 16th edges the 2nd by a 
yard and offers water to contend with, 
while 17 and 18 dogleg different ways 
to test your flight-shaping skills.

Beau Desert
Stats: par 70, 6,247 yards

W: bdgc.co.uk

GF: £70wd per round Mon-Thurs,

£75 Fri, £80 Sat-Sun

Beau Desert, one of Staffordshire’s
finest, is a tranquil heathland layout
in the Cannock Forest created by W
Herbert Fowler in 1911. The 1st can be
unsettling, for although only a short
par 4, a wide gully just beyond the tee
spells disaster for an early top. Indeed,
although not long, the course defends
itself throughout via plateau greens
and fairways that often take driver out
of your hands. Several greens serve
up testing putts should you err above
the hole, and mostly they are a decent
size, especially on the 18th, one of just
two par 5s. It may be just 6,247 yards,
but you will be fully tested here.

Eat
The Red Lion, Bobbington

W: redlioninn.co.uk

The Red Lion, five minutes from Enville 

GC is run by keen golfers, who will be 

happy to assist with any golfing breaks. 

The menu offers a wide range, from 

the more adventurous chicken and 

Wenlock Edge Farm chorizo pasta, to 

the classic golfers’ gammon, egg and 

chips finished off with sticky toffee 

pudding and butterscotch sauce.

Visit
Churnet Valley Railway, nr Leek

W: churnetvalleyrailway.co.uk

This railway operates steam trains on a 

5½ mile restored line between Froghall 

and Leek Brook Junction through an 

area known as Little Switzerland. The 

line closed in the 1960s, and the first 

services on the restored section ran in 

1996. Trains run throughout the year, 

with a full calendar of special events 

and lunch, tea or supper specials.

Whiston Hall
Stats: par 72, 5,807 yards

W: whistonhall.co.uk

GF: £10 per round Mon-Thurs,  

£15 per round Fri-Sun

The opening seven holes enjoy 
a beautiful outlook over rolling 
moorland and drystone walls. One or 
two of these holes are a little quirky – 
the almost-beyond-90  ̊dogleg on the 
3rd, for example – but after you cross 
the disused railway to the 8th, the 
course takes on a different, more open 
character. The 8th and 9th are both 
strong par 5s – the latter with  
a lake to negotiate – while the 13th  
is a good short par 4, doglegging left 
late over a stream. Quirkiness returns 
on the short par-4 18th, a sharp 
dogleg right from a tee on the old 
railway embankment.

1 / South Staffordshire

2 / Brocton Hall    

3 / Enville   

4 / Whiston Hall    

5 / Beau Desert
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Excellent golf open to all

at Worthing Golf Club



B E  C E E R F U L

Rob Smith argues that if you love playing golf, 
there really is no such thing as a bad course…

n the June issue of Golf Monthly,
Jeremy Ellwood and I went head-
to-head arguing the case for and
against a handful of entries in our
2015/16 Top 100 Courses rankings.
We were keen to demonstrate that

no matter how fair and objective we have
made the process over the years, there are
times when one man’s meat is another
man’s poison. Subsequent reader feedback
sided varyingly with Jeremy and me… and
about different courses. Case proven!

Arguing against a top-drawer course is
always going to be difficult. To play any

of those in the Top 100 or Next 100 is a
privilege, and each is exceptional in its
own way. There are many more courses
that we would love to celebrate in our
rankings, but the laws of mathematics
make this impossible. Throughout the UK
and Ireland, we are awash with the most
wonderful and varied golf, and there are
substantially more enjoyable courses than
anyone could play in a lifetime. With more
than 840 under my ever-expanding belt,
I’ve concluded that while some layouts are
better than others, there’s no such thing as
a bad golf course!

C O U R S E S

I
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When it comes to playing, I would say
that I am very much ‘glass half full’. I suffer
regular teasing from my colleagues when
I willingly pay to play the kind of course
that only its mother could love. But I do so
because I am an enthusiast and I genuinely
believe there is entertainment and challenge
to be enjoyed wherever you tee it up. Three
years ago I visited a course, off duty, with
a friend. As we played the closing hole, a
remarkably dull par 3 with the backdrop of
some depressingly unsightly farm buildings,
we came up with a concept for a new
category of course.

For reasons of propriety I have changed
the first word of the title, but you will get the
gist when I say that it was ‘Poor Courses With
One Great Hole’. This
came about as we had
just played the 17th, a
delightful short par 4
with a drive between
two substantial oaks,
then a pitch over a
lovely, natural pond
to a green surrounded
by leafy and attractive
woodland. Looking
back, I can picture
blurry snapshots of
the course elsewhere,
but no matter how
underwhelming or
unimaginative it was,
there is no question
that I enjoyed playing
my round there.

There are various
perennial themes that
tend to divide opinion
about courses, such
as ‘old versus new’,
‘links versus inland’
or ‘accessibility versus
exclusivity’. I would
argue that these should
simply be preferences, that we should keep
an open mind, that any golf is better than no
golf and that we should be willing to give just
about anywhere a go.

Old versus new
There are traditionalists who argue that
you cannot build a modern classic. In the
construction boom of the 1980s, they may
have been right, but times have changed.
Three prime examples spring to mind north
of the border: Kingsbarns, Castle Stuart
and Trump International Golf Links. All
operate largely as pay and play, and none
of them are cheap. But they are all glorious,
thrilling, different and really should be on
the enthusiast’s must-play list. Two have
already hosted a European Tour event, and it
now seems it will not be long before Trump
International joins the party.

The Castle Course at St Andrews is one
of those Marmite courses that has some
traditionalists choking on their Kummel, but
I really enjoy it. Most people say that Old
Head is only remarkable for its setting, but
I think there are some fabulous holes. If the
weather is good, it is as exciting a round of
golf as you will find anywhere in the UK and
Ireland. Inland, we have Close House, which
is tremendous fun and very welcoming, and
Rockliffe Hall, with its demanding course,
which is a true test of golf. These are, of
course, all big-money developments, with
our recessionary times meaning not many
budget courses have opened in the last few
years. While not all are to everyone’s taste,
I would be more than happy to play any of

them again as I am
also a firm believer
that you usually get
more out of a course
in subsequent visits.

A more obvious
comparison of ‘old
versus new’ comes
when you look at
clubs which have
been lucky enough
to add a second
course. Sometimes,
such as at Close
House, St Mellion and
Headfort in Ireland,
they are a significant
improvement on
what was already
there. Occasionally
it is borderline, like
Ballyliffin, where the
Glashedy and the
Old are both quite
lovely. Elsewhere,
they offer something
quite different from
what has gone before
and take the pressure

off rounds on the older course. Burhill,
Gleneagles, Gog Magog and Mannings Heath
spring to mind as clubs where the more
recent additions provide a contrast to their
older siblings. Just as in life, variety is very
much the spice of golf, and to have quite
dissimilar neighbours is a luxury.

Many of our very best old and established
courses have moved with the times via
substantial upgrades. Mainly, as at Muirfield
and Royal Lytham & St Annes, things have
been done sympathetically and resulted
in gems that are even more polished. On
occasion, such as with the West course at
Wentworth, they have resulted in a hybrid
that doesn’t work for all parties, and it will
be absolutely fascinating to monitor the
proposed changes at Turnberry and Royal
Portrush, which has returned to the Open
Championship roster. Some, such as the two
glorious courses at Sunningdale, have hardly
changed at all.

Links versus inland
The strongest roots of golf lie in our many
world-class links courses, and it is therefore
not surprising that these number so heavily
in our rankings. However, you can see why
those who have not been lucky enough
to experience them often struggle to
appreciate their beauty. On television they
can appear relatively flat and featureless;
they are exposed to the vagaries of wind and
unpredictable bounce – and they are often
extremely difficult.

Play just one, however, and you will
understand that it is quite simply a different
game – wild, raw, elemental and addictive.
How could anyone not enjoy playing at any
of our Open venues, especially at the Home
of Golf, St Andrews? The list is endless,
with glorious Royal links such as those at
Aberdeen, Dornoch and Porthcawl, and
less celebrated classics such as Conwy,
Dunstanburgh Castle, Enniscrone, Narin &
Portnoo and many more.

It is almost impossible to compare a
parkland or heathland course with a links.
So different are they, that it would be like

“Any golf is better
than no golf, and we
should be willing
to give just about
anywhere a go”
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Ballyliffin’s Old course

The spectacular Old Head

Heathland marvels like Sunningdale...



balancing red and white wine. The most 
sensible approach would seem to be to treat 
each for what it is and simply get on and 
enjoy them. For every magnificent links 
course there is a Sunningdale, a Walton 
Heath, a Notts or a Hankley Common.
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Accessibility versus exclusivity
This is understandably more controversial, 
but I should say that I played a number of 
private clubs, such as Loch Lomond, before I 
worked in golf. Where there’s a will, there’s a 
fairway, and perseverance and patience often 
eventually pay dividends. Some of our most 
celebrated courses are arguably exclusive 
in other ways – their steep green fees or the 
difficulty of booking. But we aren’t talking 
about the kind of money that is required for 
mortgages or holidays, and saving up for a 
treat creates anticipation and excitement. 

The reward is usually the chance to play 
a very special course at your own pace. On 
the other hand, just because somewhere 
offers a modest green fee or is extremely 
welcoming, it doesn’t mean it isn’t worthy. 
There is excellent golf open to all at courses 
throughout these shores, from Alnmouth to 
Cradoc, Dooks to Fortrose & Rosemarkie, 
Kington to Penrith and Tain to Worthing.

On reflection, when it comes to golf, I am 
not so much ‘glass half full’ as ‘glass very 
full’. I’d encourage anyone who loves golf to 
keep an open mind and sample as many of 
the UK and Ireland’s wonderful courses as 
possible. By all means pick out some of the 
more illustrious championship courses, but 
never forget that we have a lavish treasure 
chest of hidden gems. Tee it up at the seaside 
but make sure you experience parkland, 
heathland and downland.

I am not saying it’s wrong to have 
favourites, or some courses you’d happily 
never visit again, but I honestly believe every 
course has something of merit. If you love 
golf, you’ll be able to find meat on the barest 
of bones. If a course has just one really fine 
hole, or at some point offers one stunning 
vista, it is surely worth a game. Keep an open 
mind, as the UK and Ireland boast around 
3,000 golfing reasons to be cheerful!

C O U R S E S

... there’s a public Cradoc
For every private Loch Lomond...

... are complemented by links gems like Enniscrone
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The more I practise…
Bill Elliott

■ Bill Elliott is Golf Monthly’s editor at large

and Golf Ambassador for Prostate Cancer UK

Our editor-at-large travels up to play in the Pro Am of the Prostate Cancer UK Senior 

Scottish Open but strong winds and fragile confidence combine to bring mixed results...
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o admirable Archerfield in 
Scotland via a wonderful 
evensong at Lincoln 
Cathedral is not a trip I 
thought I might undertake 

but that’s what I did as I made my way to 
the inaugural Prostate Cancer UK Senior 
Scottish Open last month.

Lincoln shouldn’t have figured but I 
find myself married to a woman who 
is hell-bent (heaven-bent?) on visiting 
every cathedral in Britain. So it seemed 
logical to take a detour to Lincoln on the 
everlasting A1 towards Archerfield and 
a brilliant golf facility that lies between 
Gullane and North Berwick.

Turns out that the cathedral
is exquisite in its medieval
combination of simplicity and
grandeur and that evensong with
a guest choir from Streatham was
wonderfully tranquil even for an
atheist like me. Next day I set off
for Archerfield with rather more
optimism than earlier had been
the case.

As my regular reader will know
– and more of him (because it turns out
it is a him) later – what passes as my golf
game these days is even more tattered
than has been the case as I stumble
towards confusion and the wrinkly
uncertainty of old age.

I thought it was bad enough when
I developed a slow, arcing backswing
before lurching forward like a dog
snatching at a bone but when (in
mid-April) I added a shank to my
repertoire I achingly realised that, while
the end may not yet be in sight, I was
definitely heading towards something
big, hard and insurmountable.

However, with a place playing alongside
a professional for a couple of days at
Archerfield on the cards I threw myself
into a series of intensive practice sessions

before firing up the car and heading north. 
In total, these sessions added up to at least 
an hour and a half and while this may not 
be what Rory and the other chaps call 
intensive, it is bordering on the obsessive 
where I come from.

Most golfers I know don’t practise 
and even those who say they do actually 
only go down to the driving range to idly 
mishit a dozen balls or so before heading 
to the bar for a pint. The more astute of 
them miss out the mishitting bit. Fact 
is, practice for the average golfer is the 
perfect excuse for getting out of the house 
and closer to a pub. 

Sometimes a little can add up to a lot.
By the end of this practice routine I was
hitting the ball a bit better, the shank
thing had retreated to a now-and-then
threat rather than the terminal disease it
had appeared and my confidence, if not
soaring, was at least somewhere towards
the surface of my consciousness.

This confidence thing is vital for all
of us and my fragile version was given a
huge boost when I arrived at Archerfield
(next door to Muirfield if that helps you
pinpoint it) and found that my pro was
Brian Marchbank.

I’ve known Brian from long ago
when he was a pugnacious player on
the European Tour. He learned his craft
from his dad Ian who was head pro at
Gleneagles for many years and Brian

enjoyed a stellar amateur career that 
included a Walker Cup berth.

So far so good. The problem came 
when play began on a windy Thursday 
morning. I say windy but really this was 
a gale, an ugly thing that blew in off the 
Firth of Forth and swiftly dismantled 
my swing. The experts have told me 
for many years that the way to combat 
a fierce breeze is to swing ever slower. 
Smoothness is the answer but while this 
is evidentially provable there is no human 
logic to it and so, like most of us, the 
more severe the wind blows the harder 
and faster I swing. It was embarrassingly 

disastrous if entirely predictable.
But so what. The great thing is 

the week was a success, awareness 
of prostate cancer was improved 
a bit and the Senior Tour intend 
repeating their association with the 
charity again next year. Hooray.

Hooray too to my reader who, 
it turns out, is called Gordon 
Simpson. This charming bloke 
is Scottish and was caddying for 
another of my playing partners, 

former England goalkeeper Ray Clemence. 
In between hurricane strength gusts, 

Gordon explained that he reads this 
column and has done so for years. In fact 
he has been a GM subscriber for more 
than 30 years and has every copy carefully 
filed away. That’s dedication. Mr Simpson, 
I salute you sir. In print. File away.

PS: Part 128 in my series Why Tiger 
Woods Remains The Most Compelling 
Golfer Of His Time... I refer you to recent 
statistics issued by the TV ratings people 
in America following Tiger’s tilt at the 
Wyndham Championship. Because he 
was in contention the weekend audience 
more than doubled. You may step down.

“Most golfers only go down 
to the range to idly mishit 
a dozen balls or so before 

heading to the bar. The 
more astute of them miss 

out the mishitting bit”
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T
he popularity of golf is expanding 

worldwide. There are now an

estimated 80 million golfers and

nearly 40,000 courses across the

globe. Golf tourism continues to

grow: a survey of UK golfers found

that half take at least one golfing holiday a year.

The ingenuity of course designers and

builders means that high-quality courses

continue to pop up in unlikely settings. Some 

places that once would never have been

expected to have a golf course now often boast 

some fine tracks.

For example, in the UAE golf was once a

question of placing a mat down over a lump

of sand, and hitting the ball further down a

pegged-off area of sand (‘the fairway’) towards

a ‘green’ (which was in fact brown as it was 

sand with oil rolled into it). Now it is host to

some superb courses as well as the finale of the 

European Tour, aka The Race to Dubai.

In these pages we have explored some of

the more unusual golfing venues, such as the

Austrian Alps or midnight golf on the 68th

parallel of northern latitude, while also visiting 

some of the more traditional destinations.

If you are planning a golfing trip for next 

year, whether you fancy the popular or

the obscure – parkland, links, desert, cliff-

top, downland, upland or inland – we have

suggestions for you to consider, together with 

the essential info on each destination.

Happy golfi ng to you wherever it may be!

David Taylor Editor, Golf Monthly Travel
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L O N G  H A U L

Following 
the stars

The UAE has established itself as a key European Tour destination with  

the early-season Desert Swing and then the finale to the Race to Dubai

E
stablished in December 
1971, the United Arab 
Emirates is a country 
formed by the federation 
of seven emirates –Abu 
Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, 

Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah, 
and Umm al-Quwain. Each 
emirate is governed by an absolute 
monarch who jointly form the 
Federal Supreme Council.

Using their oil money, these 
emirates have expanded their 
economies by developing a 
tourist industry in which golf 
has played a key role. Abu Dhabi 
is the largest emirate and capital 
city and offers some good golf 
opportunities, but Dubai was the 
earliest to develop and promote a 
local golf industry.

Dubai
The Race to Dubai is the European 
Tour’s year-long competition 
involving 48 tournaments and 27 
countries for this season. 

The particular bit of Dubai that 
the golfers are racing towards, and 
which 60 of them will eventually 
reach, is the Earth course at 
Jumeirah Golf Estates. This is 
the venue for the season-closing 

World Tour Championship, 
which last year attracted 55,000 
spectators. The Earth course 
was built specifically for the 
European Tour finale and has 
some generously wide fairways 
and large, flamboyantly sloping 
greens. The designer, Greg 
Norman, is proudest of the closing 
four holes, which he calls ‘the 
most challenging mile in golf’. The 
final hole has a creek weaving its 
way down the entire length, with 
players having to choose which 
side of it to aim for.

Although the pros play the 
course from its tips at 7,706 yards, 
a range of teeing options means 
that the challenge can be taken 
on from more modest distances – 
from 5,400 yards and upwards.

8  |  golfmonthlysubs.co.uk/subscribe

“The designer, Greg 
Norman, is proudest of 
the closing four holes, 
which he calls ‘the most 
challenging mile in golf’” 
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15th on the Earth course 

at Jumeirah Golf Estates



The Fire course at Jumeirah Golf
Estates is also a Greg Norman design.
It runs over undulating terrain and
has a links feel to it and is attractive
with its wispy grasses and reddish
scrub areas contrasting with the
perfectly manicured fairways.

Emirates GC had the first all-grass
championship golf course in the
Middle East when it opened in 1988. 
It first hosted the Dubai Desert
Classic the following year and its
Majlis course has been used for 24
out of the 26 Dubai Desert Classics
held thus far. The course was laid out
among sand dunes a dozen miles
from the city centre. Lakes adorn
the design and provide some tight
challenges at times, such as on the
7th, a par 3 over water, and the 18th,
where the approach to the long, thin 
green is over another lake.

The club has two courses, the
second of which is now called the
Faldo after a redesign by Sir Nick.
The original name was Wadi after
the valley that runs the length of the
course. Its other noticeable features are
dramatic bunkering and the 14 lakes.

The two years that the Dubai
Desert Classic went away from the
Majlis course were 1999 and 2000, 

when the Dubai Creek Golf and Yacht
Club staged the tournament instead.
The course here is much praised, not
least for its two closing par 4s on 17
and 18, which hug the creek on the
left, with palm trees and bunkers to 
the right of the fairway.

At the Els Club you can get an
international flavour as South African 
Ernie Els created a ‘desert links’
influenced by courses he has admired
around the globe. The predominant 
influences are the British links 

courses but the bunkering takes its
cue from Royal Melbourne and the
green complexes are inspired by those
at Pinehurst No. 2 in North Carolina. 

This is one of six courses in
the UAE managed by Troon Golf,
ensuring superb conditioning of
fairways and greens and a smooth 
off-course experience as well.

The Address Montgomerie,
another Troon facility, was created
by Desmond Muirhead and Colin
Montgomerie. It covers 265 acres, 49 

The Address Montgomerie Faldo course at Emirates GC

Fire course at Jumeirah

10 | golfmonthlysubs.co.uk/subscribe
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Abu Dhabi GC

L O N G  H A U L

of which are man-made lakes. The
18th is 656 yards from the tips with
water left and right for the drive, 
second shot and approach.

The Track, Meydan Golf is a floodlit
nine-hole pay-and-play golf course at
Dubai racecourse and is open daily
from 6.30am to 11pm. With six lakes,
water flanks many of the holes, and
the final two holes dogleg around it.
Five tee positions on each hole mean
that a round can be played over 7,412 
yards down to 5,508 yards.

Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi GC has hosted the
Abu Dhabi Championship on the
European Tour since 2006. In the
2012 event, the par-3 12th, which is
played over water to a green flanked
by bunkers to the right and rear, saw
three holes-in-one – by Sergio Garcia
and José Manuel Lara (both in round
one) and Graeme McDowell (round
four). This was only the third time in
European Tour history that the same
hole has been aced three or more
times in the same tournament.

As well as its championship course, 
Abu Dhabi has a 3,299-yard nine
holer which is more forgiving. 

Yas Links has received rave reviews 
since it opened in 2010. This Kyle
Phillips design was constructed using
nearly two million cubic metres of
dredged sand. The feel and look is that
of a classic links and eight of the holes 
hug the coastline.

Saadiyat Beach is a Gary Player
design with some beautiful holes,
particularly the par 3s at 6 and 17
which both run along the beach. But
the 322-yard 10th is the signature 

The Track, Meydan Golf

Yas Links
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“This Kyle
Phillips design
was constructed 
using nearly
two million
cubic metres of
dredged sand”

Saadiyat Beach
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The 9th brown at Sharjah Wanderers

L O N G  H A U L

Where to play
Abu Dhabi

W: adgolfclub.com

GF: 475-945AED

The Address Montgomerie

W: themontgomerie.com

GF: 400-925AED

Al Ain Equestrian, Shooting and 

Golf Club

W: aesgc.com

GF: 340AED-450AED

Al Zorah

W: alzorah.ae

The Els Club Dubai

W: elsclubdubai.com

GF: 795AED-995AED

Emirates

W: dubaigolf.com

GF: Majlis: 500-1,200AED;  

Faldo: 400-695AED

Jumeirah Golf Estates

W: jumeirahgolfestatesclub.com

GF: From 395AED

Saadiyat Beach

W: sbgolfclub.ae

GF: 475-945AED

Sharjah Golf and Shooting Club 

W: golfandshootingshj.com

GF: 125AED-175AED (9); 200AED-

250AED (18)

Sharjah Wanderers Golf Club

W: sharjahgolf.com

GF: 50AED

The Track, Meydan Golf 

W: meydangolf.com

GF: 175-325AED (9) 300-650AED (18) 

Yas Links

W: yaslinks.com

GF: 599-899AED

Where to Stay
The Address Montgomerie

W: themontgomerie.com

One and Only Royal Mirage

W: royalmirage.oneandonlyresorts.com

Park Hyatt Dubai

W: dubai.park.hyatt.com

Yas Viceroy

W: viceroyhotelsandresorts.com

hole, with deep bunkers around the
two-tiered green. Large areas of sand,
along with superb views, dominate
this layout. Golfers have been known 
to spot a passing dolphin.

Al Ain is known as the Garden
City due to its greenery, and is the
second largest city in Abu Dhabi. Al
Ain Equestrian, Shooting and Golf
Club was opened in 2007, as a nine-
holer, giving the Garden City its first
grass golf course. It was extended to
18 holes in 2009, with water hazards
coming in to play on 11 holes. At
the same time a separate nine-hole
par-3 course was also built. In 2012
floodlights were installed on the back 
nine of the 18-hole course.

Sharjah
To experience how golf used to be
played in the region, head to Sharjah
Wanderers. The putting surfaces are
rolled sand covered in oil. Half of
the fairways on the 18-hole course
are turfed, half are sand. The course
is a walk-only one and spikes are
not permitted so as to protect the
‘browns’. All shots from the fairways
must be played from an Astroturf
mat, which can be obtained from the 

clubhouse which is open daily except 
Sundays from 11am to 6pm.

Sharjah Golf and Shooting Club
has a nine-hole floodlit course with
between five and seven tee options on
every hole, and with water in play on 
half a dozen of its holes. 

Ajman
Just along the coast about 45 minutes
from the Dubai International Airport
is where the Al Zorah golf complex
is being built. The course has been
designed by Nicklaus Design to flow
around two large lakes, with wide
fairways a feature of the layout. There 
will also be a nine-hole academy
course here. A variety of styles of golf
villa are being constructed with views
across the courses. The facility will be 
operated by Troon Golf. ■

ESSENTIALS

Putting at Sharjah Wanderers

Night golf at Abu Dhabi GC
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“This is how golf used to be
played in the region, with
browns rather than greens. 
The putting surfaces are
rolled sand covered in oil”

Top: One and

Only Royal Mirage

Above: The Address

Montgomerie

The Yas Viceroy Hotel



 
 

CALL OUR SPECIALISTS

028 9023 2112
enquiries@chakatravel.com

www.chakatravel.com

travel

5* Shangri-la’s Le Touessrok
12 nights B&B, Free daily golf on the ‘unique’ golf island

Incl. flights & transfers 

5* Heritage Awali
12 nights All Inclusive with unlimited golf
Incl. flights & transfers

MAURITIUS  

MAURITIUS

from £2,175 PP

from £1,995 PP

MAURITIUS

ESCORTED TOURS GOLF TOURNAMENTS

from £1,695 PP

5* Belle Mare Plage
12 nights Half Board
Or 12 nights All Inclusive from £2,235 PP

Unlimited Golf on 2 courses, incl. flights & transfers

Join us on one of our popular escorted

tours. Suitable for golfers and

non-golfers alike, our PGA pro

will be your guide throughout.

South Africa,
Mauritius, Greece,
Turkey & and beyond...

PGA PRO GUIDES WITH TUITION

5* Marriott Marco Island
1 week B&B with 4 dinners & 4 rounds of golf

Incl. flights & transfers + $200 resort credit pp

FLORIDA USA from £1,730 PP

MEXICO from £1,875 PP

5* Moon Palace Resort
2 weeks all inclusive
Unlimited golf on 2 courses
Incl. flights & transfers

11th - 25th September 2016 - From £2,395 pp

MAURITIUS MIXED PAIRS 2016

Includes:

Ť Return flights with golf club carriage 

Ť Five tournament rounds of golf

Ť Unlimited green fees

Ť Stay 12 nights at Belle Mare Plage

Ť TaylorMade Adidas golf travel pack

TO SEE OUR RANGE OF ESCORTED TOURS AND GOLF TOURNAMENTS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Cape Town & Fancourt
10 nights B&B with 6 rounds of golf on 6 different courses

Incl. flights & hire car

SOUTH AFRICA from £2,195 PP

* BOOK 2016 TOURNAMENT 
   AT THIS YEAR’S PRICE *



With over 25 years of golfing tradition, Dubai Golf manages two of the most internationally

renowned and established golf clubs in the region – Emirates Golf Club and the Dubai

Creek Golf & Yacht Club. In addition to world-class golf courses, these clubs boast luxurious

clubhouses, a wide choice of restaurants and award-winning golf academies, and also offer

some of the most spectacular locations for golf, events and entertainment in the world...

Full of Eastern Promise
DUBAI GOLF

Emirates Golf Club
Emirates Golf Club boasts two of the
city’s finest must-play courses – The
Majlis and The Faldo. Both these
layouts combine the natural rolling
desert terrain with a serious test of golf.
The Emirates Golf Club also offers a
nine-hole par-3 course, golf academy
and a variety of superb restaurants.

The Majlis Course
The par 72, 7,301-yard Majlis course
plays host to both the European Tour-
sanctioned Dubai Desert Classic and
the Dubai Ladies Masters. The men’s
tournament has welcomed some of
the world’s best golfers over its 26-year
history and past winners include Ernie
Els, Tiger Woods, Rory McIlroy and
Severiano Ballesteros.

The Majlis was the first grass course
in the Middle East when it opened
in 1988. One of its most challenging
holes is the par-4 dogleg 8th. Stroke
index three and playing a full 434
yards, it runs uphill and requires a
long, well-directed drive to leave a
reasonable second shot to its small,
undulating green where the dreaded
three-putt is always a threat. The Majlis
has developed a reputation worldwide
as a testing layout for even the best

golfers. This ‘desert miracle’ features
hundred of indigenous species of flora
and fauna, beautifully complemented
be meandering fairways and seven
freshwater and saltwater lakes.

The Faldo Course
Emirates Golf Club’s second course
was opened in 1996 and was christened
The Wadi, the Arabic word for valley. In
2005, it was redesigned by Nick Faldo
and re-opened as the Faldo Course
in 2006. Faldo’s trademark tees and
bunkers combine with the naturally
rugged terrain to create a unique
golfing experience over its 7,348 yards.
In 2010, the Faldo course became the
only 18-hole championship course in
the UAE to be fully floodlit, offering
golf until midnight.

In addition to the championship
courses, Emirates Golf Club

Top: Dubai Creek

18th green

Below: The Majlis

GM PROMOTION



incorporates the Dubai Golf Academy
run in association with Peter
Cowen,with two driving ranges, two
short-game areas and putting greens
and a nine-hole par-3 course. The
Academy is staffed by fully qualified
PGA professionals who offer one-hour
individual lessons and group clinics.

The club also offers world-class
recreational opportunities at Fit
Lab, which offers a state-of-the-art
gymnasium, tennis, squash, and padel
tennis courts, fitness studio and resort-
style swimming pool. A host of dining
options are also available from all-day
dining in the Spike Bar to fine dining
French cuisine at Le Classique.

Dubai Creek Golf
& Yacht Club
Voted one of the world’s ‘Top 100
Must-Play Golf Courses’, Dubai Creek
Golf & Yacht Club is a golfer’s paradise
in the heart of the city. The resort
incorporates an 18-hole championship
course, a nine-hole par-3 course,
golf academy, seven restaurants, the
225-bedroom Park Hyatt Dubai,
92 residential executive villas and a
121-berth marina.

Dubai Creek Course
The par-71, 6,967-yard layout is a
memorable journey from first to
last. The manicured fairways are
undulating, demarcated by mounds,
date and palm trees, and water. Apart
from the creek, in play on four holes,
several lakes add to the beauty and
difficulty of the course. Multiple tees
ensure golfers of all standards can
enjoy their day. The premium is on
accuracy, especially on the approach
shots as most of the greens are multi-
tiered with subtle burrows.

The Dubai Creek Course sets up
for a thrilling finale with its two par-4
closing holes. The 17th and 18th have
the creek guarding the entire left side
of the fairway. While the 17th can be
conquered with some smart play, the
18th requires two well-struck shots
to find the multi-tiered green, which
is guarded at the front and right by a
body of water.

Managed by qualified PGA
Professionals, the Dubai Creek Golf
Academy boasts excellent facilities.
A comprehensive range of tuition
services are available whilst the floodlit
par-3 course is ideal for beginners to

To reserve your round at any of Dubai

Golf’s courses please call +971 4 380 1234,

email golfbooking@dubaigolf.com or visit

www.dubaigolf.com

Top: Emirates

clubhouse

Above: Dubai

Creek’s 17th hole

Right: The Faldo’s

6th hole

test their skills and for experienced
players to improve their short game.
The 18-hole Pearl Putting course was
introduced in 2013 and is perfect for all
ages and all levels of golfers to enjoy a
fun golfing experience.



A
t the northern
tip of the United
Arab Emirates,
Ras al-Khaimah
has a more relaxed
and laid-back feel

than the bustling metropolis of
Dubai, just an hour to the south.
Only 250,000 people live in the
emirate and there’s little traffic
or pollution. It is famed for its
sprawling, white sandy beaches,
fertile plains and the striking 
Hajar Mountains.

It may not be such a well-
known golfing destination
as neighbours Dubai and
Abu Dhabi, but in Al Hamra 
Golf Club, Ras
al-Khaimah
possesses a
golfing facility of
exceptional quality.

Set around four
beautiful, inter-
connected lagoons
that merge with the Arabian
Gulf, the course at Al Hamra
is a Peter Harradine creation.
The famous Swiss architect is
a specialist when it comes to
desert courses and he has been
responsible for the design of
some of the very best layouts in
the gulf, including those at Abu
Dhabi and Doha Golf Clubs. 

The course at Al Hamra is a
testing championship track that
can be stretched to 7,325 yards
for the very best players, and
those with a masochistic streak.
But, a variety of teeing options
means the layout is playable for
golfers of most abilities – from
the red tees it measures less than 
6,000 yards.

The original plan was for the
course to be built on the salt
flats bordering the Arabian Gulf,
but five million cubic metres
of sand were shifted to reshape
the terrain and create changes
in elevation as the course flows 
around the lagoons.

There are some wonderful
holes to negotiate at Al Hamra,
particularly those hugging the
water. The 3rd is a stunning
par-5 where you must carry a
section of lagoon to reach the
putting surface. The 10th, 11th
and 12th holes are known as Al
Hamra’s ‘Amen Corner’ where
the wet stuff is a constant threat.

Nine of the holes are lit up at
night by state-of-the-art, zero-
pollution lamps – a nice option
when the temperature rises.
Other facilities include a floodlit
driving range, a nine-hole par-3 
course and a golf academy
staffed by PGA professionals.

There are also a selection
of fine restaurants – Lagoon’s
Sports Bar is considered the
‘19th hole’ for the course, and
the Belgian Beer Café is also well
worth a visit – watch out for the 
strong ones though!

Al Hamra Golf Club has
associations with a number
of hotels close to the course,

making this an
excellent play-and-
stay destination. The
Hilton Al Hamra
Beach & Golf Resort
has its own private
beach and is set
alongside the course. 

Overlooking the track, the
Waldorf Astoria has 346 opulent
rooms and suites, many with
great views of the Arabian Gulf 
or the Hajar Mountains.

Off course there’s a great
selection of activities to try,
including tennis, a range of
water sports, horse riding and  
desert safaris.

If you’re planning a holiday
to the United Arab Emirates
then including Ras al-Khaimah
will add an extra dimension to
your trip. Just a short drive from 
Dubai it delivers a beautiful
coastline with stunning views
inland, excellent hotels and
one of the country’s finest golf
courses: that’s quite a package! ■

The floodlit 2nd The 3rd The 14th

The 15th

How to get there
Emirates (emirates.com) flies to

Dubai from London, Birmingham,

Manchester, Newcastle, Glasgow

and Dublin. Flight time is roughly 

seven hours.

Where to play
Al Hamra Golf Club

W: alhamragolf.com

T: +971 7 244 7474

GF: from £45 per round

Where to stay
Waldorf Astoria Ras 

al-Khaimah

W: waldorfastoria3.hilton.com

T: +971 7 203 5555

Hilton Al Hamra Beach & Golf 

Resort

W: www3.hilton.com

T: +971 7 244 6666

ESSENTIALS

L O N G  H A U L

If you’re planning a trip to the UAE, include Ras al-Khaimah

and one of the country’s finest courses at Al Hamra Golf Club

A golfing oasis

“A variety of teeing options 
means it is playable for
golfers of most abilities”
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Mauritius luxury coupled with some superb golf makes the Paradis Hotel & Golf Club on the

Le Morne peninsula in the south west of the island the perfect place to relax

A TASTE OF

Any golfer would dream of waking
up with the sun reflecting off the
lagoon outside their suite, while
looking forward to enjoying breakfast
overlooking the sea before teeing
off at one of the best courses in
Mauritius. Yet this need not remain a
dream, as that is what is available at
the Paradis Hotel & Golf Club on the
Le Morne peninsula on the southwest
coast of Mauritius.

The peninsula is home to two
Beachcomber resorts, the Paradis
Hotel & Golf Club and the Dinarobin
Hotel Golf & Spa, which are sister
resorts that share facilities. Paradis’
own championship course is designed
by David Dutton as a stern yet fair
test set amongst some spectacular
scenery. The course winds its way
around the peninsula utilising the

contours of the land to produce
undulating greens as well as some
spectacular water features. The layout
is 6,451 yards from the back tees with
the Le Morne Mountain offering a
magnificent backdrop to a number
of holes. The back nine is where the
majority of the trouble lies. Five of
the holes include water and doglegs,
causing regular problems for wayward
strikers. The closing stretch of holes
remains breathtaking and will live
long in the memory of any golfer.

What else?
However, this is not the only course
in the area and, under preferential
agreements, Golf du Chateau in
Bel Ombre and the Tamarina Golf
Estate and Beach Club are available
at reduced rates to residents at the

Paradis and Dinarobin resorts. Golf
is but one of the sporting activities
available to residents. The resort owns
the largest sports centre in Mauritius
where guests can keep fitness levels
up in the weights and cardio rooms,
pilates studio or aerobics area.
Outside are six floodlit tennis courts
with additional tennis academy,
mountain biking, volleyball and
bocce ball at your fingertips. If that
wasn’t enough, watersports take place
on the spectacular lagoon surrounded
by two miles of beautiful beaches.

For those with no inclination to
be active, there are two top-quality
Clarins Spas on offer. The Dinarobin
Hotel Golf & Spa has an Ayurvedic
centre specialising in Asian themed
treatments, while a yoga centre offers
more conventional fitness routines.

GM PROMOTION

PARADISE



The 286 rooms at the Paradis Hotel
& Golf Club include luxurious
sea-facing suites, and 12 Executive
Villas and one Presidential Villa
offer the height of luxurious living,
and the butler in the villas enables
you to really put your feet up! Every
room has air-conditioning, satellite
television and Wi-Fi.

The cool, contemporary chic
ambience of Dinarobin makes it
perfect for unwinding. This stylish
five-star luxury all-suite resort with
a magnificent spa sits behind the
majestic Le Morne Mountain.

Renowned for its cuisine and the
most elegant spa in Mauritius, this
hotel is for those who seek the highest

Reader offer
Book for 2016 by 30 November 2015 and save a

superb 20% on accommodation costs.

Seven nights at Paradis Hotel & Golf Club

sharing a Deluxe Room on a bed-and-breakfast

basis including Economy Class flights with Air

Mauritius and private hotel transfers from £1,379

per person sharing.

Additionally, travel between 18 April and 30

September 2016 and you will enjoy free green fees.

Getting to Mauritius
Fly Air Mauritius and begin your magical Mauritius

experience as soon as you step on the plane. Direct

flights to Mauritius depart from London Heathrow

three times a week.

Booking
To book your holiday, call leading Mauritius specialist

Beachcomber on 01483 445618 or log onto

W: beachcombertours.co.uk

ESSENTIALS

quality in leisure travel. The hotel has
an adults-only selection of suites for
those looking for peace and quiet.

The pools in the tropical gardens
are a superb way to revel in the
stunning scenery and fabulous
weather and a sundowner cocktail in
the exclusive lounge at Le Mahogany
Bar is an ideal end to a day. The
restaurants at Paradis and Dinarobin
are of the highest quality. Paradis
includes Le Palma, an international
restaurant serving fine cuisine with
some tables set right on the beach.

Fresh seafood is plentiful; the
smoked marlin is a favourite at the
Blue Marlin restaurant. La Ravanne
is a unique gastronomic experience;
as you arrive by boat you can take
advantage of the romantic set-up with
views of the lagoon. Wherever you
go, the friendly staff will ensure you’ll
take full advantage of everything
Paradis has to offer.

Le Morne Mountain overlooks the resort

A Deluxe Beachfront Room at Paradis Hotel

La Ravanne Restaurant



L O N G  H A U L

A stunning finish: La Cana’s 

17th and 18th holes

T
he one thing you are 
guaranteed in the 
Dominican Republic, apart 
from the warm, friendly 
welcome from the locals, 
is sun. Yes, it rains, but 

mainly in the evening, and if it does 
rain while you’re playing, it will
normally blow over in less than ten
minutes while staying warm. Average
winter temperatures from October
to May are around 30ºC. High season
here runs from January to May and
if your negotiating skills are good
you could bag yourself a few bargain
rounds on some great courses.

Dominican delights
James Mason discovers a plethora of top-notch tracks as he journeys to one of golf’s

 best-kept island secrets in the Caribbean Sea... 

Depending on your budget, you 
can get deals for a week from as 
little as £550. If you want to spend 
more, you can rent anything from an 
apartment to a villa at resorts like the 
stunning Cap Cana. Alternatively, you 
can go to one of the many tourist-
type locales on a pay-and-play basis.

Teeth of the Dog
PB Dye’s Teeth of the Dog has always 
been on my must-play list, and with 
the new road from Punta Cana, Casa 
de Campo is now only a 45-minute 
drive from some of the island’s main 
resort areas.

It’s easy to eulogise about the 
holes that run along the Caribbean 
Sea, where the waves almost splash 
at your feet, owing to greens that sit 
right on the water.

What I will say is that Dye has 
produced a beautiful course in a 
wonderful location – in my mind, 
the layout rightly deserves its place 
in the list of the world’s top 100 
golf courses. And with two other 
spectacular tracks – The Links and 
Dye Fore – on the property, it is 
certainly worth spending a couple 
of nights, if not more, at the Casa de 
Campo resort.

Main: Teeth of the 

Dog’s 7th

Above: Punta 

Espada’s 2nd

All risk and reward at

Corales’ 18th hole
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Where to play
Teeth of the Dog

W: casadecampo.do

Dye Fore  

W: casadecampo.do

The Links

W: casadecampo.do

Punta Espada 

W: capcana.com

The Lakes

W: barcelopalacedeluxe.com

La Cana

W: puntacana.com

Corales

W: puntacana.com

Punta Blanca

W: punta-blanca.com

Where to stay
Casa de Campo resort

W: casadecampo.do

Barcelo Palace Deluxe

W: barcelopalacedeluxe.com

Where to eat
The Beach Club by Le Cirque

W: casadecampo.com

La Casita

W: casadecampo.com

Playa Blanco

W: puntacana.com

Things to do
Hard Rock Cafe

W: hardrockcafe.com

Punta Espada
“I believe Cap Cana will offer one
of the finer golf experiences in the
Caribbean, and perhaps the world.”
Jack Nicklaus spoke those words
when the resort was first opened.
Having played the Punta Espada
course twice now, I have to say you
will certainly enjoy teeing it up here.

Why? Not only for its setting
with its wonderful views of the
Caribbean Sea – which comes into
play on several holes – but also for
the conditioning of the course. Every
little detail has been taken care of, just
so you have the perfect round of golf.

The Lakes
I was looking forward to playing The 
Lakes course as I had heard so much 
about PB Dye’s redesign. And, judging 
by the amount of work that had 
been put into the new Barcelo Palace 
Deluxe resort, things looked hopeful.

I first visited the Dominican 
Republic back in late 2008 to write 
about it for Golf Monthly, but you 
didn’t see a course review of The 
Lakes. Although I could see the track 
had bags of potential, at the time that 
was all it possessed. 

PB Dye has done a great job, and 
the course has come a long way since 
I last played here. Now, there’s even 
better news for Barcelo Palace guests 
– you can play the course for free. 
That’s a real bargain.

La Cana
La Cana golf course is now 15 years 
old, with four holes on the beach and 
two finishing holes that run right 
along the ocean front. When I say  
on the beach, if you don’t look where 
you’re placing your feet during your 
set-up on the tee, you could touch 
sand – it’s that close. 

This was the second time that  
I had played here and the course has 
matured beautifully since my last 
visit. The changes have added 
 to what was already a challenging  
test in a beautiful setting. I can’t  
wait to go back and I know you  
will feel the same as you look back 
down the 18th fairway from the 
clubhouse bar.  

Corales
Driving through the Punta Cana 
estate takes me back to when I was 
here in 2008. I was taken around 
the Tom Fazio-designed course, but 
at that time the grass had just been 
seeded. Those memories trigger my 
excitement as we turn up the road.

As I walk off the 18th green after 
my epic battle on the last three holes, 
known as the ‘The Devil’s Elbow’, I 
reflect on the 17th, which runs along 
the Caribbean Sea, and the risk-
reward 18th – a great finishing hole. 

Corales has everything, and on a 
day like today, with some of the low 
yellow-flowering bushes and overcast 
skies, you really could be playing a 
links course in Scotland when you 
take on the Caribbean sea holes. Well, 
apart from the manicuring of the 
course and the warm breeze, instead 
of the biting cold of the North Sea! It’s 
a must-play course, and there really 
isn’t a weak hole on the track. ■  

ESSENTIALS

La Casita

Aerial view of  

The Lakes course

The 15th hole on Casa de 

Campo’s Links course

The 5th hole at Barcelo’s Lakes course

The 4th, 5th and 6th holes at  

Casa de Campo’s Dye Fore Course

An oasis in the sand at 

Punta Espada’s 10th hole

Barcelo Palace Deluxe



13th at Muthaiga Golf Club

L O N G  H A U L

9th and 18th greens at

Windsor Golf & Country Club

D
espite being a fan of golf 
in Africa’s extremes, 
north and south, I had 
never before visited 
one of its more central 
countries. It was 

therefore a thrill to head to Kenya 
for a few days based in and around 
its bustling capital, Nairobi, where
the two-hour time difference means
jet-lag is not an issue.

Its name is derived from the Maasai
for ‘cool water’, and at more than
5,500ft above sea level, the altitude
offers slightly fresher air despite the
proximity to the equator. It serves as
an excellent hub for safari visitors,
and offers surprisingly good golf.

Walk On The Wild Side
Kenya is packed with sights, tastes, flora and fauna unlike any other golfing destination. 

Rob Smith thoroughly enjoys a few days in and around Nairobi

My first port of call was the award-
winning Windsor Golf and Country 
Club which is also an elegant hotel 
comprising a cluster of Victorian-
style buildings. I was impressed by 
both the quality and conditioning of 
the design which runs through gently 
undulating woodland bordered by 
coffee plantations.

Beginning with a tough par 4 with
a green protected by water and trees,
there is also great variety later with
doglegs left and right, attractive and
strategic bunkering, and a supremely
tough signature hole at 14 which
calls for a fearless approach over
the river. I also thoroughly enjoyed
the unobtrusive presence of Sykes’

monkeys on some fairways and in 
the rough, and a post-round lunch by 
the pool was the perfect way to cool 
down after a round.

Seve Ballesteros and Ian Woosnam 
both won the Kenya Open at the 
colonial and historic Muthaiga Club 
which boasts an enjoyable course 
with two quite different nines either
side of a road. Not far from Windsor,
the course has been regularly
upgraded over the years and it twists
and turns through the tallest trees
with water hazards a regular feature.
The greens were excellent, and I loved
the par-3 13th which is played over
a lake that has a sailing boat moored
to one side. There was also a real

Sykes’ monkeys 

watching play at 

Windsor Golf & 

Country Club
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Getting there
Nairobi is around eight and a half hours 

by air from London, and there are 

direct flights with both British Airways 

(ba.com) and Kenya Airways (kenya-

airways.com). Other options include a 

brief stop or transfer at airports such as 

Schipol/Amsterdam.

Where to play
Great Rift Valley

W: heritage-eastafrica.com/golf-resort

GF: £19wd, £25we

Muthaiga Golf Club

W: muthaigagolfclub.com

GF: £31wd, £38we

Sigona Golf Club

W: sigonagolf.com

GF: £16wd, £19we

Vipingo Ridge

W: vipingoridge.com

GF: £33

Windsor Golf & Country Club

W: windsorgolfresort.com

GF: £47wd, £63we, discounts for  

hotel guests

Where to Stay
Nairobi has hotels to suit all budgets 

and tastes. To the north, the lovely 

Great Rift Valley Lodge & Golf Resort 

(heritage-eastafrica.com) has a variety 

of golfing and safari packages. For more 

information, see magicalkenya.com

clubby and convivial atmosphere
off the course, as was the case at
the upmarket Karen Golf Club in
the south-western suburbs which is
named after Karen Blixen, author of
Out of Africa.

Heading out of Nairobi on our
drive up towards the Great Rift Valley,
we stopped off at a pretty course
offering embarrassingly cheap golf.
Sigona is another club with history,
designed by the eccentric but brilliant
Tom Simpson, and although it is in
the suburbs, you feel like you are in
the middle of nowhere. There are
some narrow drives and tough angles
with the pick of the best being the 7th
which doglegs uphill and to the left.
The drive at the next has to be the
tightest in Africa, and I was pleased
with my handful of pars, especially
at the par 5s either side of the turn. A 
refreshing Tusker beer or two back on 
the veranda by the clubhouse capped 
an excellent morning.

The Great Rift Valley runs an 
astonishing 6,000km down the 
eastern side of Africa to Mozambique, 
and my introduction to it centred 
on the superb game and golf resort 
of the same name just to the north 
of Lake Naivasha. You approach via 

a lengthy track glimpsing warthogs 
and wildebeest along the way, and the 
charming accommodation is dotted 
throughout the spacious grounds. Up 
at 7,000ft, the course offers superb 
views of the lake and surrounding 
mountains. There are several really 
good holes such as 9 and 17, but 
whilst others are less distinct, this 
becomes a non-issue when you are 
playing in paradise. I have never 
before had to wait for a zebra to move 
out of my line of play, or enjoyed 
seeing such an array of birdlife which 
included black-headed oriole and 
Fischer’s lovebirds. A superb al fresco 
banquet under the stars on our final 
night at the resort was yet another 
highlight of the trip.

En route back to Nairobi, we had 
time for a three-hour canoe safari 
on Lake Naivasha which included 
a stroll round Crescent Island and 
the chance to look at the elegant 
giraffes, eye-to-kneecap. On the 
water, I was excited to see many 
species for the first time including 
African fish eagles, marabou storks 
and pied woodpeckers. The absolute 
highlight, however, was an encounter 
with a pod of hippopotami, the most 
dangerous animal in Africa. Our 
guide took us as close as possible, an 
experience that I will treasure forever.

Although my schedule didn’t allow 
me to fly down to Mombasa, there 
are also some very good courses on 
the coast, particularly Nyali and the 
excellent Vipingo Ridge. There are 
other pockets of golf throughout 
this beautiful, lush country, and in 
my brief time in and around Nairobi 
I was captivated by all that I saw. I 
encountered the warmest welcome 
wherever I went and thoroughly 
enjoyed the golf, the scenery, the 
food and the wildlife. For any golfer 
looking for somewhere different 
with fabulous weather, the most 
reasonable prices and the bonus of 
a variety of safari options, I cannot 
recommend it more. ■  

ESSENTIALS

Great Rift Valley Lodge & Golf Resort

Zebras enjoying

lunch by the 3rd at

Great Rift Valley

11th at Muthaiga

Sigona

Great Rift Valley Resort and Golf Club

A pod of hippopotami



Enjoy the mystery of Marrakech with five-star service and golf at Royal Palm Marrakech

ROYAL APPOINTMENT
Morocco was once the Wild West
of the Arab world, where even the
language was barely intelligible
to Arabs from further east. Most
of it has been tamed now, but one
place still retains the flavour of a
frontier outpost – Marrakech, the
“red city”, where north and south,
Arab and Berber, Mediterranean
and Sahara, collide in an explosion
of colours, sounds, odours and
exotic joie de vivre.

The main square, the Djemaa
el-Fna, is part circus, part theatre,
part restaurant and part dentist’s
waiting room, as stalls offering
cheap extractions jostle with the
belly dancers, snake charmers,
acrobats and barbecues. In the
labyrinthine souks you can

haggle over the price of anything
from a brass ashtray to a freshly
carved lute. The only snag with
Marrakech is that the sounds,
the smells, the intoxicating
unfamiliarity, can be quite
overwhelming to the newcomer.
A retreat that’s quiet, relaxed and
luxurious is essential.

Fresh air, green vistas and
distant mountains add to
the appeal. Which is why
Beachcomber Hotels opened
Royal Palm Marrakech, a purpose-
built, five-star-plus hotel in a
green oasis seven miles from the
city. It’s just 15 minutes by road
– the hotel’s shuttle service runs
throughout the day – but a world
away in terms of pace.

Exclusive
Royal Palm Marrakech boasts
a superb par-72 course. Dotted
with lakes and trees, it’s on the
doorstep of the hotel and forms
an integral part of the green vistas
enjoyed by all the accommodation
– so you’ll appreciate it even if
you’re a non-golfer.

No effort has been spared to
make this one of the region’s
finest golf courses, from hiring
top designer Cabell B Robinson to
employing a quality of turf that’s
unique in Morocco.

As Royal Palm’s course is
exclusively reserved for hotel
guests and members of the on-site
country club, you should never
have trouble getting a round. The

GM PROMOTION



course is 7,726 yards from the
tips – there are five tee options
– and has views to the Atlas
Mountains from all of the holes.
The challenging par-3 7th and the
spectacular 15th are just two of
the highlights. On site there is an
extensive practice area complete
with pitching, putting and driving
areas as well as a friendly team on
hand for coaching. Green fees for
hotel guests are around £38.

Aside from the wonderful
course, Royal Palm Marrakech
offers one of the most exclusive
addresses in Marrakech. The hotel
isn’t large by modern standards
with 135 suites and villas ranging
in size from the cosily domestic
to the positively presidential.
Families and older guests are
accommodated with ease thanks
to the flexible layout.

The design deliberately reflects
Arab and Berber influences,
from the low-rise, square-
cut exteriors to the interiors
with their decorative wooden
moucharabiehs (lattice screens),
traditional Moroccan rugs in

colourful geometric patterns
and hand-made furnishings
designed by local craftsmen.
Pools and ponds abound, while
shady terraces and enclosed
gardens offer privacy without
being cramped. But at the same
time all the suites and villas have
been cleverly arranged to enjoy
soothing views of the landscaped
grounds and the soaring Atlas
Mountains beyond. This trick
of neatly integrating intimate
perspectives and panoramic views
is a hallmark of Beachcomber.

Three restaurants offer gourmet
cuisine, and there is a Clarins
Spa, a sports centre complete
with heated pool, fitness room
and facilities for squash, tennis,
table tennis, pilates and kinesis,
as well as free children’s club for
3 to 12-year-olds and a 2,000sqm
heated main swimming pool.

The hotel quite rightly comes
at a premium but if you are looking
for an indulgent, luxurious
golf break offering the best of
Marrakech then you can find it
in the Royal Palm Marrakech.

The par-3 7th as seen from the 8th fairway

■ Book for 2016 by 30 November 2015 and save

a superb 20% on accommodation costs.

■ Three nights on a bed-and-breakfast basis,

including Economy Class flights with British

Airways and private hotel transfers from £738

per person sharing.

To book please call Beachcomber

on 01483 445618 or log on to

W: beachcombertours.co.uk

READER OFFER



11th at Lora Bay

L O N G  H A U L

9th at Angus Glen

S
tepping off the plane in 
Toronto, Canada, seems 
just like arriving in most 
US cities. It isn’t until you 
start to interact with the 
people that you notice 

the differences – mannerisms, the 
sense of humour and just that really 
friendly homely feeling; a Britishness 
but without our stuffy, reserved side.

Home from Home
James Mason enjoys the friendly welcome, high-quality service, captivating vistas, sumptuous 

food and some great golf holes as he journeys around some of Ontario’s finest golf clubs

The Canadians certainly have 
plenty to brag about. It’s as if they 
have taken all the good things about 
Britain and the US and managed to 
dump the rest. 

All the clubs had bag drops, great 
food and drink, friendly staff and a 
warm welcome. The courses, like the 
country itself, offer fantastic variety 
with some amazing views.

Angus Glen
From the elevated back tee, the 18th 
at Angus Glen is a beautiful hole. I 
started at the 10th and, as I made my 
way up to the 1st, I reflected that the 
front nine had a lot to live up to as the 
back nine had been very strong. 

I headed up to what turns out to be 
an excellent opening hole, and found 
the great holes just kept coming. 

There are two strong par 3s, 
especially the 6th from an elevated tee 
over water. The 3rd is a real risk-and-
reward hole cutting off as much or 
as little of the water on the left as you 
dare. All of the holes here are not only 
aesthetically pleasing to the eye, but 
great golf holes as well. 

The Royal Ashburn GC
This club renamed itself as ‘The Royal’ 
after HRH Prince Andrew visited in  
1999. The course opens with a run of 
three great scoring holes. The par-3 
7th can require anything from an 
9-iron to a 3-iron as it plays uphill to 
a green nearly 50 yards deep. There 
are also two testing par 3s on the back 
nine. Make sure you walk up to the 
very back tee on the 17th – it can play 
nearly 700 yards from back there, and 
it’s certainly not for the faint hearted. P
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5th hole at The Briars

Where to play
Angus Glen

W: angusglen.com

Bay of Quinte

W: bayofquintegolf.com

Black Bear Ridge

W: blackbearridge.ca

The Briars Golf Club

W: briarsgolf.com

Caledon Country Club

W: golfcaledon.com

Lora Bay

W: lorabay.com

The Royal Ashburn GC

W: royalashburngolfclub.com

Where to stay
Hilton - Hampton Inn 

Markham, Ontario

W: hamptoninn3.hilton.com

Nestleton Waters Inn 

W: nestletonwatersinn.com

Marriot Townplace, Belleville 

W: marriott.com

Briars Resort, Jacksons Point

W: briars.ca

Blue Mountain Resort

W: bluemountain.ca

Hockley Valley, Mono 

W: hockley.com

Where to eat
Kelseys

W: kelseys.ca

Jesters Court

W: jesterscourt.ca

Capers

W: capers.ca

Drake Devonshire

W: drakedevonshire.ca

Briars Resort

W: briars.ca

Hockley Valley

W: hockley.com

The Keg

W: kegsteakhouse.com

Bay of Quinte
Bay of Quinte is a really friendly golf
club. It also has some of the best
greens I played on this trip – and just
so you know all putts break towards
the lake. The course will test your
skills but not try to demolish you
– well apart from some of the very
quick green complexes!

It’s a fun course and one you will
enjoy playing no matter which teeing
option you choose to play from.

The par 3s are long apart from
the 140-yard 18th which is played
over water to a very tough green and
provides a great finishing hole.

Black Bear Ridge
As I looked down the fairway from
the elevated tee on a beautiful 1st
hole, I thought it’s no wonder that
Black Bear Ridge is ranked among the
top 50 Canadian courses.

It has everything: great par 3s, risk-
and-reward drivable holes, dramatic 
changes in elevation and it’s also 
pleasing on the eye. 

The clubhouse bar sits just above 
the 225-yard par 3 9th and with a cold 
drink in my hand it looked so easy. I 
tried to forget how I carved my 2-iron 
into the trees on the right. But one 

thing you won’t have to sugar coat 
is how good this course is. You will 
truly love it. But remember to bring 
bug spray because the bugs certainly 
loved me as much as I loved playing 
this track.

The Briars Golf Club
This club was designed in 1922 as a 
nine-holer and extended to 18 holes 
in 1972. It is a great test of strategy, 
with narrow fairways and subtle 
breaks on the greens. I loved the 
way the course sits in the trees, as if 
you’re firing your drives down narrow 
avenues, but it is an optical illusion as 
there is more room than you think.

I enjoyed all the par 3s but the best 
has to be the 5th. But there really isn’t 
a weak hole on The Briars. It may 
only be 6,286 yards from the back 
tees, but it is a treat to play.

Lora Bay
Like many courses on this trip, the 
first hole is played off an elevated tee 
and any course that gets the pulse 
racing in anticipation as this one does 
must have something special about 
it. I can see what Tom Lehman and 
Thomas McBroom looked to achieve 
with the design as I really  
got a feeling of a Surrey heathland 
course in the way the fescue grows 
around the fairway bunkering. 

I am not going to pick out any 
holes as I loved them all and feel it’s 
another course from this week that  
goes down as a must play. 

Caledon Country Club
There are some spectacular views 
on this course, the first of which 
comes on the par-5 4th hole named 
The Pines. Make sure you stand at 
the back of the green and look back 
down the hole once you’ve completed 
it – the view is stunning. There are 
some nice par 3s here but none better 
than the 143-yard 5th that is played 
from an elevated tee through trees 
to the green below – it’s not named 
The Chute for nothing! It’s a beautiful 
little hole.

The 619-yard 14th named The 
Signature – unsubtle hint there – is 
played from an elevated tee with a 
lovely backdrop. 

The designer, Rene Mulyaert, has 
perfectly captured some stunning 
views and if you are in the Toronto 
area you will certainly enjoy a day’s 
golf here. Throw in a couple of great 
golf holes and a nice cold drink at the 
end and it’s another great day you 
weren’t at the office. ■  

ESSENTIALS

Top: The Chute at 

Caledon CC 

Bottom: The 7th at 

Bay of Quinte

2nd at The Royal Ashburn GC

Black Bear Ridge’s 10th  

Hockley Valley

Nestleton Waters Inn



Maremma Toscana
Golf in

Argentario Golf Club Golf  Club Toscana

Not only golf. Play all year long in a great territory

Renzo Piano Rocca

di Frassinello winery

GavorranoMassa Marittima Terme di Saturnia

Maremma Toscana is a

territory where culture,

history, wild nature,

wonderful beaches and the

typical Tuscan landscapes

merge to create a paradise

to be enjoyed all year round

Grosseto

Siena

155
km

180
km

70
km

70
km

Florence

Pisa

Roma

1

2

3

I
n a central position for all the
important tourist and historical
areas of Tuscany and central Italy,
Maremma is known for great
hospitality thanks to wonderful
local wine, oil, processed meats and
traditional cuisine.

While visiting the wineries it’s possible to
buy the local products that you tasted, and
take home the tastes of this beautiful land.

*see “essentials” section on right
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The perfect site for golf:

Three exceptional 18-hole golf courses 

all within 100 km, merged in with wild 

nature, luxury resorts, historical and 

archaeological sites, spas, thermal 

waters, great wineries and the warmth 

of the local people

Excursions
The famous environmental guide 
and fi shing tourism operator Paolo 
Fanciulli will make sure you have an 
unforgettable experience. You can try 
net fi shing in his 12 metre boat. He 
can also take you into natural caves 
on the coast of the Natural Park of 
Maremma in a fi ve metre dinghy and 
at the end of the day you can grill your 
own fi sh and have a fantastic meal 
with organic wine from the Selva di 
San Donato winery.

Supertravel Tour Operator 
organises sports tours, cultural and 
historical excursions to Maremma 
and the most important cities of 
art in central Italy: Rome, Florence, 
Siena and Pisa. All excursions 
are led by local guides and can be 
added to standard packages on 
request. Excursions are available for 
individuals and groups depending on 
the type of service provided, and may 
be selected both when booking or 
upon arrival in Maremma. 

We have a choice of three mountain 
bike itineraries on dirt roads of 
medium diffi culty, ranging in length 
from 15 to 20 km. There are also 
three horse-riding options on offer, 
designed for different standards.

There is also the chance to visit the 
medieval towns of Montemerano 
and Saturnia with a stop for a night 
time dip in the famous 37º thermal 
waterfalls. We also offer a wonderful 
excursion to the Uccellina Park, with 
the chance to see the many animals 
that populate the park, including 
birds, wild boar, deer, maremma cows
and others.

Golf Club Punta Ala

www.golfi ntoscana.com

Sea, history, wines, spas, food, golf and relaxation

Packages from 
€ 680.00

Package per person includes:
O�Seven days with accommodation in 3 star hotel – double 

room with ensuite bathroom

O�Half-board basis

O�Medical insurance

O�Six green fees with golf car (for 2 people)     

Find our complete offer and additional turistic and 

enogastronomic packages at www.golfi ntoscana.com

Where to play

1 
Golf Club Toscana

Il Pelagone Golf Resort

W: golfclubtoscana.com

2 
Golf Club Punta Ala

W: golfpuntaala.it

3
Argentario Golf Club

W: argentariogolfresortspa.it

Where to stay

Argentario Golf 

Resort & Spa

W: argentariogolfresortspa.it

Il Pelagone Golf Resort

W: golfclubtoscana.com

Villa Sant’Anna Toscana

W: santannavillatoscana.com

MAREMMA
TOSCANA
ESSENTIALS
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One in twelve goes free on your next golf break 

plus every golfer receives a free pint

#12thmansagimme

Book online at MarriottGolf.co.uk
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18th at Son Gual

S H O R T  H A U L

P
alma de Mallorca, the 
island’s capital, is one 
of my favourite cities. It 
has all that the tourist 
can want. There are good 
bars and restaurants, 

some glorious architecture – most 
particularly the Gothic cathedral 
standing tall above the Parc de la Mar 
and the Mediterranean Sea – but also 
the history and charm in its quaint 
old back streets which complement 
the modern main thoroughfares 
flanked with large modern stores. 
There is something for everyone here, 
and it is all walkable.

It also makes a good base, such is 
the size of the island and the good 
quality of the local roads, for any 

Island treasures
Roderick Easdale tours the island of Mallorca and discovers a host of golfing 

treats as well as plenty of off-course attractions

golfing visitor. Alternatively, for those 
golfers who wish to stay on site, there 
are several golfing hotels.

One of these is at Bendinat. This is 
a Marmite course: some love it, some 
do not. It has some beautiful holes, 
some dramatic ones and, frankly, 
some intimidating ones. It is a course 
you will remember for ages.

The first time we played here we 
teed off on the 10th. This is a par 
4 which rises steadily, steeply and 
unrelentingly to the tee. We were 
warned that it would be a tough 
introduction to the course. Next time 
I came here I started at the 1st and 
concluded this was an even tougher 
start as the fairway was oh so narrow. 
Mind you, it could have been made 

wider had the greenkeepers been 
of a more generous disposition or 
more enthusiastic with the mower. 
Generally you do have to be very 
straight here. 

Another visual treat is provided at 
Alcanada, away from the capital, on 
the north east coast. This has been 
laid out between the Bay of Alcudia 

“It has some beautiful 
holes, some dramatic 
ones and, frankly, some 
intimidating ones. It is a 
course you will remember”
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and the mountains of the Sierra de 
Lavante, which means that whichever 
direction you are playing in there 
are superb views and backdrops. 
The sea is visible from the majority 
of the holes, but perhaps the best 
view is on 13 from the tee, a straight 
par 5 played from a raised tee down 
towards the sea. 

The 13th and 16th greens are 
beside the sea, and the par-3 14th and 
17th are played with the sea waiting 
to claim a savage hook. The course 
is laid out over fairly flat land – think 
‘gently undulating’ rather than 
anything particularly precipitous – to 
large greens. Before the green the 
main challenges are posed by the 58 
bunkers dotted around the course. 

The aim of the German owners 
of Son Gual was to build the best 
course on the island. This is some 
challenge as the island does not lack 
for good-quality tracks. One way of 
doing this was to raise the standard 
of maintenance beyond what anyone 
could reasonably expect.

Walking to the 1st tee I wondered 
why the club had two practice putting 
greens almost alongside one another. 
Then I realised the second one was in 
fact the 1st tee. 

The greens are large, with subtle 
breaks and borrows and set within 
carefully crafted run-off areas. Good 
holes abound, such as the 15th, the 
only par 3 on the second nine and 
played over a sprawling bunker to 

a raised green. The typically huge 
tee offers a view of the old Palacio 
behind the green and a panorama 
across the whole course. Another 
major attraction of this club is the 
sumptuous food in the clubhouse.  

When I first played Poniente it 
was on the same press trip I first 
encountered Bendinat and we were 
being whizzed around to get a taste 
of several courses so only had time 
for nine holes on most of them. At 
Poniente we played the back nine as 
the 10th is the hole that the club is 
proudest about. Others also praise 
it highly including six-time Spanish 
champion Jose Pepe Gancedo who 
described it as “one of the best par 4s 
that I have played”. 

15th at Alcanada

9th at Pollensa
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S H O R T  H A U L

Where to play
Alcanada

W: golf-alcanada.com

GF: €100-€130

Bendinat

W: realgolfbendinat.com

GF: €91-€96

Son Gual

W: son-gual.com/golf-mallorca

GF: €100-€130

Son Muntaner

W: sonmuntanergolf.com

GF: €106-€138

Pollensa

W: golfpollensa.com

GF: €40-€45 (9 holes);  

€60-€65 (18 holes)

Poniente

W: ponientegolf.com

GF: €95

Where to stay
Hotel Bendinat

W: hotelbendinat.es

Sheraton Mallorca Arabella 

Golf Hotel

W: sheratonmallorcagolfhotel.com

It is an almost 90-degree dogleg
to the right and on the inside of the
dogleg is reed-fringed water. If you
fire too long and straight off the tee,
bunkers and out of bounds await.
Water reappears later on the hole,
on the right hand side of the green as
you approach. A stone tower to the
left of the fairway, just over 100 yards
out from the green, adds to the visual 
appeal of it all.

On another visit I played all 18
holes and discovered a hole there
which I prefer to the 10th. This is
the short par-4 8th which tumbles
away from the tee past a large hill
to a tucked-away green set against a
spectacular backdrop of countryside 
and mountains.

It follows another hole which also
lingers in the memory, although very
different in character. The 7th is a
dogleg with very tight fairways lined
with trees and bunkers on the inside
and outside of the almost 90-degree
turn. This means there is little in the 
way of landing area.

Up until the 7th the layout perhaps
takes its time to get into its stride,
with some fairly flat, mainly straight
opening holes – perfectly enjoyable
to play but nothing outstanding – but
the wait is worth it. The 9th also has a
backdrop to relish. It is an uphill par 3
over water. But as the water is in front
of the tee not green, this adds scenery 
rather than challenge.  

If Poniente’s 8th is my favourite
hole on the island of those I have
played, Pollensa is probably my
favourite course. In the north,
and only nine holes, it tends to
get overlooked by many of those
planning golfing trips here. But it
is only three-quarters of an hour
from the capital. It is a layout of
great charm – holiday golf at its best
as it is challenging without being
overpowering. The par-3 4th across
the edge of a lake and over a rockery 
stands out in my memory.

Son Muntaner’s signature hole is
stroke index 18. The 346-yard 14th
is the most gentle of doglegs. A large
tree in the middle of the fairway, a
lake guarding the front of the green
and a waterfall behind the green make 
for a particularly scenic hole.

The front nine has a pair of fine
par 3s. The 5th is a long par 3 played
uphill and over a bunker to a green 
carved out of the slope.

The 7th is a short par 3, from a tee
perched high up, to a green 45 yards
deep. To the left is extensive and
thick shrubbery, to the right the land
falls away sharply. The pin was at the
front when we played, but even so it
didn’t look a particularly intimidating
hole, yet none of the four of us hit the
green. Remarking on this afterwards
on the terrace, one of the party on the
next table leant forward and confided,
“none of the four of us did either!” ■ 

ESSENTIALS

Top: Son Gual

Bottom: Alcanada

The Sheraton Mallorca

Arabella Golf Hotel

7th at Son Muntaner 

14th at Bendinat Poniente
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The IBEROSTAR hotels in Costa Adeje in Tenerife provide the perfect base for golfers with

seven golf courses in the surrounding area and special packages for players

SHINING STAR
Hotel IBEROSTAR Anthelia
The Hotel IBEROSTAR Anthelia is an
oasis in Costa Adeje, Tenerife, which
offers a complete range of luxury
services for couples, families and
business clients. It nestles between
the smart Duque and Fanabe beaches,
with easy access to both via the
adjacent promenade.

The hotel has a SPA Sensations Thai
Zen Space and thermal Wellness centre
to relax in as well as spacious gardens,
swimming pools a splendid restaurant
service and five-star rooms and suites.

The wide variety of activities
include special golfing packages. The
hotel can also arrange classes with the
golf schools with lessons conducted
in Spanish, English and German. It
also puts on a complete schedule of
daytime activities for all ages with

sporting activities and gym facilities
as well as evening entertainment.

Fine dining takes place in the
hotel’s four restaurants; the Buffet
Zeus and the three à la carte eateries:
Barbacoa, Portofino and Poseidon.

There are two grades of
accommodation, with the Salomé
area set aside as a VIP zone. Here
guests can enjoy breakfast on the
Mirador Terrace, and the suites
come with free access to the SPA
Sensations Thai Zen Space – which
offers massage and specialist beauty
treatments (prices on application) –
while guests can enjoy many more
exclusive services and advantages in
the Salomé Sea View Suites.

Although the Salomé area is for
those aged 16 and above, the hotel
more than caters for children with

clubs for different age groups, an
infants’ play park, babysitting services
and family rooms and packages.

The IBEROSTAR Grand Hotel
Anthelia also has an All-Inclusive
Premium category so there is an
accommodation plan for everyone.

All of the 15 suites (13 of which
are duplex ones) were redesigned
last September with modern and
minimalist design. All rooms have
jacuzzis and some have an adjoining
private terrace. All the suites have a
personalised butler service.

IBEROSTAR Grand

Hotel El Mirador

Although in the same IBEROSTAR
chain as its near neighbour Hotel
IBEROSTAR Anthelia, IBEROSTAR
Grand Hotel El Mirador is quite

GM PROMOTION



different and will appeal to guests
who are looking for something a little
more unusual and individual.

The hotel is ‘adult only’, and its
palatial architecture makes you feel as
though you are staying in a Spanish
castle. Situated next to the Duque
beach, the 120 suites are housed in
a six-storey building with the vast
majority offering views out to sea
over to the island of La Gomera.

The building is full of character and
makes you feel as if you are stepping
back in time. The stonework and
airiness of the main bar and reception
area set the tone for this most stylish
of five-star resorts.

In the suites, the beds have
canopies and there are separate
dressing rooms throughout. A butler
service is available to book trips or
sporting activities. There is a VIP
area with 11 suites offering a private
swimming pool and all manner of

exclusive extras. The hotel also prides
itself on both the standard and variety
of its dining, with three main choices;
the El Mirador Restaurant, the à la
carte Pergola Restaurant and the
themed restaurant, El Cenador, which
combines traditional Canarian cuisine
and innovative flair.

As well as its special golf packages,
the hotel can also arrange sailing, jet
skiing, beach volleyball, mountain
biking, windsurfing, fishing, scuba
diving and horse riding.

The outstanding quality and
excellence offered by the IBEROSTAR
Grand Hotel El Mirador has earned
it five-star Grand Luxury status – the
highest hotel rating.

The IBEROSTAR Grand Hotel
El Mirador offers guests a tranquil
oasis nestling on the shores of the
Atlantic. The hotel has 120 suites and
junior suites with spacious terraces
and a butler service, a spectacular

swimming pool and sun terrace,
as well as two restaurants serving
cuisine of the highest quality.

The hotel also offers a luxury VIP
area, La Balconada, which includes a
sun terrace, swimming pool, private
gardens and other services including
a sheet and pillow menu and free
access to the hotel’s SPA Sensations.
W: iberostar.com

IBEROSTAR Grand Hotel El Mirador

Luxury, comfort and great views at Hotel IBEROSTAR Anthelia

The hotels are happy to make all

your golfing arrangements for you

Hotel IBEROSTAR Anthelia



Tecina

S H O R T  H A U L

T
enerife offers excellent
conditions for golf, with a
collection of fine courses
complemented by good
weather. In particular, it is
great in the summer, when

you are greeted by empty courses and
welcoming temperatures – warm but 
not scorching.

This last point may surprise UK
travellers, and it is to the regret of
the local tourist providers that the
majority of Brits wrongly believe
Tenerife is too hot for golf in July
and August. The average maximum
temperature throughout the year in 

Island of
opportunity
Roderick Easdale makes a summer visit to Tenerife and is met by 

perfect golfing temperatures and near-empty courses 

Tenerife is 23°C and in the summer
months of June, July and August
it is about 27°C. As we had gentle
breezes wherever we played, golfing
conditions were excellent. There are
also some good deals to be had in 
these quiet golfing months.

These breezes were strongest at
Golf del Sur, which has an engaging
ruggedness which you also find at the
best links courses. This is not a links
layout however, despite one of the
three nine-hole courses being called
the Links. There are 27 holes here,
including one of the island’s iconic 
holes, the 2nd on the South. 

It is 214 yards off the whites, 197
from the yellows, played to a green
complex surrounded by a large black
sand waste bunker. All the sand in the
bunkers at Golf del Sur is the natural
local black volcanic variety, not the
golden sands found at other clubs.

Another of the island’s iconic holes
is at Amarilla. Its 5th hole is only 126
yards long but you have to hit over
the ocean to reach the green. As well
as the 18-hole course there is also a
nine-hole pitch-and-putt layout here.

Abama is a quietly dramatic layout
with some fun holes and undulating, 
elevated greens set in interesting P
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green complexes. Although it is clear
from the tee what to do, sometimes
this is not so with the second shot,
so a buggy is handy, not just to cope
with the undulating terrain but to go 
on scouting manoeuvres. 

The par-5 left-turning dogleg
10th makes full use of the elevation
changes here as it tumbles downhill
from the tee past lakes and waterfalls
on the left and bunkers on the right.
Although water is in theory in play on
10 holes, it is not often threatening.

Abama has the most expensive
green fee on Tenerife, so do explore
deals through hotels which have
special golf rates with the course
or stay at the resort itself. The five-
star Ritz-Carlton Abama Hotel has
321 rooms and 148 villas set in the
subtropical gardens. The hotel has
12 restaurants and bars, including 

Martín Berasategui’s MB restaurant,
with two Michelin stars, and the
Japanese-fusion restaurant Kabuki, 
with one Michelin star.

An alternative to the hotel is the
Abama Terraces – one-, two- and
three-bedroom apartments which
are privately owned, but are let
out and managed by the hotel. The
apartments are so named because
each has a private open terrace with
views over the subtropical gardens to 
the ocean.

Terraces also feature at Costa
Adeje. These provided the solution to
a mystery which confronted us when

“To the regret of local
tourist providers, the
majority of Brits wrongly
believe Tenerife is too hot
for golf in July and August”
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Getting there
Monarch (www.monarch.co.uk) flies

from Birmingham, East Midlands, Leeds

Bradford, London Gatwick, London

Luton and Manchester airports.

Where to play
Abama

W: abamahotelresort.com

GF: €200; €120 (guests)

Amarilla

W: amarillagolf.es

GF: €78-€87

Costa Adeje

W: golfcostaadeje.com

GF: €96

Golf del Sur

W: golfdelsur.es

GF: €72-€87

Tecina

W: tecinagolf.com

GF: €61-€100

Where to Stay
Abama

W: abamahotelresort.com

Abama Terraces

W: abamahotelresort.com

Jardin Tropical

W: jardin-tropical.com

Sheraton La Caleta Resort & Spa

W: sheratonlacaleta.com

we arrived at the course – what were
all these signs telling us, it seemed,
not to drive a buggy down a staircase?
It turned out this was a depiction of
a terrace as some of the holes here
feature these as a legacy to the land’s
former use as a banana plantation.

The main course has six par 3s and 
six par 5s, and the 5th is a simply-
constructed glorious par 3 played
up a steep hill over vegetation. The
next hole is a par 4 played to a green
only seven yards deep. The back nine
greens are more undulating than the
front nine ones, and the 11th hole has
a two-tier green and the 14th a three-
tier one.

As well as the 6,844-yard main
course there is a 2,431-yard nine holer
where several water hazards make it a 
fine test of accuracy.

About a mile from Golf Costa
Adeje is Sheraton La Caleta Resort &
Spa. Nestled between the sea and the
mountains, it has 284 rooms and 20
suites, all with private terraces. The
resort has four-and-a-half acres of 

subtropical gardens, a saltwater pool
and two freshwater pools. The hotel 
offers special golf packages.

The five-star Jardin Tropical hotel
also has special deals for golfers at
all the courses on Tenerife and La
Gomera. Its Las Rocas restaurant,
which specialises in fresh fish,
seafood and rice with other
traditional dishes from the Canary
Islands, is perched above a cliff with 

fantastic views looking out across the 
Atlantic Ocean.

Playing at Tecina on the island of La
Gomera, a 45-minute ferry trip from
Tenerife, is almost worth it for the
drive from the ferry along twisting
roads through some spectacular
volcanic landscape. The journey to
the course is probably about half an
hour when taken sedately – our driver
was far from sedate so please excuse 
my vagueness. Just to say, I still
enjoyed the view despite being swung
from side to side, so that view must 
have been pretty darn good!

It may seem that it would be hard
to match those views, but the course
at Tecina does so. Indeed, it possibly 
even exceeds them. It vies with
Thracian Cliffs as the most beautiful
place I have played golf abroad. What
Tecina has over Thracian Cliffs is the
variety in the views. Looking away
from the course in one direction you
see the volcanic landscape, to the
other the sea. The course itself is, my
partner on the day remarked, like
playing through a botanical garden.

The layout is set on the side of a
hill. You buggy up to the top and then 
descend back to the clubhouse in 
slalom fashion. ■

ESSENTIALS

Abama 

Jardin Tropical

4th at Abama

Amarilla

“In one direction you see
the volcanic landscape,
to the other the sea. The 
course itself is like a 
botanical garden”

Costa Adeje
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Let us mingle utter tranquility with five-star indulgence.

Let us live in your heart as a place beyond even your most luxurious dreams.

Let us be the special haven you come back to again and again.

Let us introduce your kids to a world of exploration.

© 2015 The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company



11th and 3rd holes on the PGA 

Catalunya’s Stadium course

S H O R T  H A U L

1st hole at Golf Club Peralada 

with the Pyrenees as a backdrop

B
rava in Spanish or Catalan 
translates roughly – 
which is quite appropriate 
– as ‘rugged’ or ‘wild’. 
But the only wilderness 
you’ll find on the five 

courses I played on this particular 
tour of Spain’s north-east Catalan 
region is the rough when you miss the 
fairways. Even the downpour that I 
experienced on the front nine of PGA 
Catalunya’s Stadium course was of 
the warm kind and not the north east 
of England type. 

With the tranquil environment 
that greets you once you arrive at 
the various golf courses, and with 
the backdrop of the Pyrenees adding 
to the majestic feel of this region of 
Spain, it’s a simply wonderful place  
to play golf. It is also a great place  
for the foodie as mouthwatering  
dishes are accompanied by some
beautiful wines.

Throw in the sun-kissed fairways, 
a rich culture and people who know 
how to enjoy life, and Costa Brava 
not only becomes a perfect golfing 
destination but a fantastic region to 
host the 2022 Ryder Cup matches. 
Once you have visited this region you 

Rugged charm
James Mason travels to the Costa Brava in Spain and discovers a 

region he believes would make a fantastic Ryder Cup host for 2022 

will understand why I feel they have a 
very strong case to bring the biannual 
tournament between Europe and the 
United States here.

Golf Club Peralada
You can’t help but look in awe at 
the mountains of Pyrenees, which 
dominate the horizon here. This 
really is a beautiful place to play 
golf, and after a quick warm-up on 
Peralada’s range, it’s a short walk to 
both the 1st and 10th tees.

The course meanders through 
olive, cork and pine trees and is the 
perfect opener for a golf trip to the 
Costa Brava. The back nine closes 

with a long par 3 over water to a green 
protected with bunkers front left and 
right and out-of-bounds on the right. 
It’s a great finishing hole and the 
banking around the green could make 
for the perfect amphitheatre for a 
touring group of golfers. Alternatively 
there is the patio left of the 18th tee 
and in front of the bar from which to 
soak up the drama. 

Club Golf d’Aro
This course was designed by Ramon 
Espinosa and opened for play in 
1992. It nestles in the forest-covered 
Gavarres Mountains, a range that 
follows the Catalan coast. If you come 

5th hole on PGA 

Catalunya’s  

Tour course
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Where to play
Golf Club Peralada

W: golfperalada.com

GF: From ¤60

Club Golf d’Aro

W: golfdaro.com

GF: From ¤75

PGA Catalunya Resort

W: pgacatalunya.com

GF: From ¤65

Lumine Golf Club:

W: lumine.com

GF: ¤60-¤95

Golf Girona

W: golfgirona.com

GF: ¤58-¤83

Where to Stay
Barcelona

Barceló Sants Hotel

W: barcelo.com

Costa Daurada

Monica Hotel

W: hotelmonica.com

Sitges

Calipolis Sitges Hotel

W: hotelcalipolis.com

Girona

Gran Ultònia Hotel

W: hotelsultoniagirona.com

Peralada

Hotel Peralada Wine Spa & Golf

W: golfperalada.com

Santa Cristina d’Aro

Sallés Hotel Mas Tapiolas

W: hotelmastapiolas.es

Where to Eat
Girona

Blanc Restaurant

W: hotelciutatdegirona.com

Barcelona

El Mussol Restaurant

W: mussolrestaurant.es

4 Capellans Restaurant

W: barcelonacatedral.com 

to the Costa Brava this is a course
you have to play. With its mixture of
pine, cork and olive trees, not only
are the views spectacular but the
environment is nature at its best.

The back nine is truly an inspiring
run of holes. It will take a lot to beat
this course – there’s not really a weak
hole. Throw in those views and the
Spanish sun kissing the fairways and
greens, and it’s bliss.

Yes, I definitely think you need to 
make the trek to this north-eastern 
outpost of Spain. And after playing 
the Club Golf d’Aro you’ll be glad you 
made the journey.

PGA Catalunya Resort
I was so looking forward to playing 
PGA Catalunya Resort and as I stepped 
on to the 10th tee – we played the back 
nine first – the rain was tipping it down 
but there was no way I was going 
to give this chance up. It was only a 
month before the Open de Espana and 
the course was immaculate. 

Even in the rain it looks great and  
I am sure you will love it when you 
get here and the sun is high in the sky.  
I really enjoyed the run home from 
here and they are all great golf holes. 

Placement is at a premium here as I 
think it should be, but I think you are 
going to love playing the 18th with 
its stadium-like green. You can even  
wave to the imaginary crowd in some 
of the apartments that look down on 
to the green on the right-hand side!

Lumine Golf Club: 
Hills Course
Apart from some stunning views 
of the sea and the rollercoaster at 
Portaventura Park that also dominates 
the skyline, the tree-lined course 
itself offer some visual delights with 
plenty of white pine, olive and carob 
trees. But the Hills pièce de résistance 
comes on the 13th and 17th holes 
as both these greens sit in a rock 
amphitheatre. They look spectacular 
and really frame the second shot. 

You can’t help but relish the Hills 
course as the design makes the most 
of the land it sits on and the fairways 
seem to just nestle down so from the 
tees you can see everything before 
you. All the par 3s are great holes, 
again from elevated tees and with not 
a weak hole among them. 

But one of my favourite holes was 
the 543-yard par-5 11th, which gently 
doglegs to the right and downhill and 
has the backdrop of the rollercoaster 
towering over the white pine and olive 
trees – it’s a beautifully designed hole.

Putting out on the 18th and 
wanting to play a course again is 
always a good sign and I have to say 
I would be more than happy to play 
the Hills several more times. I was just 
gutted I didn’t have time to go on that 
rollercoaster as well.

Golf Girona
As we headed back towards Barcelona 
airport, our party stopped off to play 
the back nine at the FW Hawtree-
designed Golf Girona on the principle 
of, “why waste time in an airport 
terminal when there’s a chance to 
have the sun on your back and a 
fairway underfoot?” 

I am sure when Frederick Hawtree 
finished with his work here, he 
was extremely happy with this 
masterpiece. The 13th has to be 
one of my favourite holes. From an 
elevated tee you play to the fairway 
and are funnelled through trees down 
the right-hand side and a bank on the 
left to a green that has a beautiful lake 
as a backdrop with some old stone 
buildings adding to the aesthetics.

If you do get to play here I think 
you will agree with me it’s the perfect 
end to a great golf tour. ■

ESSENTIALS

Peralada Hotel and 18th hole

13th on Lumine’s 

Hills course

11th on Lunine’s Hills course

18th at Club Girona

4th at Club Golf D’Aro



I
first experienced La Manga
Club some 12 years ago as
an excitable golf-obsessed
teenager. On paper, it was
the perfect destination for
me – a place with sport at

its very core. Even though I’ve
been back every year since 2003,
my enthusiasm for returning
has never waned. Why? It’s
quite simple. The Murcian
resort offers visitors access to
top-notch sport facilities, an
eclectic mix of restaurants, a
range of other leisure pursuits
and more than 300 days of
sunshine a year. That all adds
up to an experience you will
struggle to match anywhere else 
in mainland Europe.

There are three championship-
standard golf courses at La
Manga, and all can stake
legitimate claims to being the
best. The South course – which
staged the Spanish Open five
times during the 1970s – is
probably the most varied layout.
It’s characterised by large green
complexes, numerous water
hazards and well-positioned
barrancas. It’s fairly open off
the tee, too, offering golfers the
chance to be aggressive and hit
plenty of drivers. The two stand-
out holes are probably the 4th 

– a long par 5 with a beautiful
water feature fronting the raised 
green – and the par-4 11th,
where long-iron approaches are
played over a lake to a shallow
three-tiered putting surface.

The North course is similar in
character, but slightly shorter.
It’s the most popular of the
La Manga layouts in terms of
rounds played and is peppered
with memorable holes. The
par-4 18th, where approaches
are played over a barranca to a
sprawling green that sits in the
shadow of the five-star Principe
Felipe Hotel, is probably my
favourite, ahead of the short 3rd,
which presents a treacherous
tee shot from a raised tee with
trouble both left and right.

My favourite of the courses
is the West, which is situated
just outside the complex.
It’s the hardest of the three
tracks by a distance, but it’s a
wonderfully secluded and scenic
test routed through undulating 
pine-scented woodland.
It’s an exacting layout for a
mid-handicapper, with some
long carries and a number
of narrow tee shots, but you
can’t help but be taken aback
by the quality and variation of
the holes. It’s not dissimilar in 

character to Valderrama, and as
someone who’s been fortunate 
enough to play there too, I
can tell you that’s high praise
indeed. I could single many
of the holes out for extended
praise but the 18th lingers most
in the memory. Drives are hit
from a tee way above the level
of the fairway, which presents
gorgeous panoramic vistas out 
to the Mar Menor.

In addition to the three
courses, La Manga has some of
the best practice facilities in the
country, courtesy of a recent
€1m redevelopment. Part of that
was the introduction of a David
Leadbetter Academy – the first
such facility in mainland Spain.
Elsewhere, the well-maintained
pitch-and-putt course is popular.

Away from the golf course,
La Manga is also the winter
training base of the Lawn
Tennis Association, while some
of Europe’s top teams use the
football centre for training
trips. The resort also boasts an
enticing collection of restaurants 
and live music.

The Principe Felipe Hotel
is popular, especially with the
number of golfing package deals 
increasing all the time. It’s a
luxurious and well-appointed 

option, but by no means the
only one. The Las Lomas
apartments are popular with
golfers, and groups can also hire
one of the private on-site villas.

La Manga Club has been going
strong for 43 years, and it’s hard
to see that changing. It’s one
of Europe’s best destinations
for those who like to play golf,
relax and enjoy themselves in
the evening. Sound enticing? If it 
doesn’t, nothing will. ■

North 4th West 12th North 16th

How to get there
A number of airlines fly direct to

Murcia San Javier – a 20-minute

drive away – from all over the

country, but there are more routes 

to Alicante, an hour away.

Where to play
La Manga

W: lamangaclub.com

GF: from €175 (considerable

discounts for hotel and club guests)

Stats: South – par 72, 7,107 yards 

North – par 71, 6,291 yards

West – par 72, 6,310 yards

Where to stay
Principe Felipe Hotel

W: lamangaclub.com

ESSENTIALS

S H O R T  H A U L

La Manga Club continues to enjoy pride of place as one of Europe’s stand-out

golf and leisure destinations, according to long-standing visitor Nick Bonfield

The complete package
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NEVER ENDING 

SPORTS

LA MANGA CLUB IS A UNIQUE PLACE ON SPAIN’S FAMOUS MEDITERRANEAN 

COAST TO PLAY GOLF.

If there is one sport which distinguishes this exclusive 1,400-acre tourist, residential and sports

resort, it is golf. La Manga Club features three outstanding 18-hole championship courses

and wonderful practice facilities that are among the best in Europe, as well as a new David

Leadbetter Golf Academy (the only one in mainland Spain), a 2,000 m2 spa and fitness centre

and an exclusive beach cove… and to top it all, one of the best climates in Europe. It is not by

chance that La Manga Club has been named ‘Best Golf Resort in Spain’ by readers of leading UK 

golf magazine Today’s Golfer for the last four years.

The result, never ending happiness… Discover it at www.lamangaclub.com

NEVER ENDING
SPORTS & LEISURE



4th hole on Palmares’ Lagos course 

S H O R T  H A U L

Golden coast
The Algarve on the southern coast of Portugal has a lot going for it as a golfing destination, 

including sun, sand and superb courses. Roderick Easdale finds out more

T
he Algarve has been a 
firm favourite for decades 
with golfers who have 
been enticed by the ever-
increasing numbers of 
excellent courses, 125 

miles of golden beaches, an average 
annual temperature of 17.5ºC and the 
3,065 hours of sunshine a year. 

Originally Gramacho had an 
unusual ‘18-hole’ layout – there were 
only nine fairways but many more 
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greens. Rounds were played as two 
loops of the terrain and second time 
around you played from a different 
tee box and often to a different green 
but over the same fairway area. The 
course has since been extended 
and redesigned, but it still retains a 
version of these quirky features.  

Now there are 18 fairways but 
27 greens. On half of the holes the 
club has a choice of which green 
to set up play to. This provides 

potential variety to each round for 
the holidaying golfer based here 
and playing the courses frequently, 
making it an intriguing blend of the 
familiar and unfamiliar.

Palmares has also undergone a 
major redesign from its original 
construction. There was a well-
regarded 18-hole course here but 
this has been torn up and replaced 
by three cracking nine-hole layouts. 
These have been designed by Robert 



S H O R T  H A U L

is the Devil’s Parlour, a par 3 played 
across a chasm of ochre-coloured 
cliffs which  now slots in at number 6, 
having had a spell at 9. This is a truly 
great holiday course – challenging 
enough that no golfer feels insulted 
and not so overpowering that the 
occasional golfers in the party feel out 
of their depth and humiliated. This is 
a surprisingly tough trick to pull off. 

Had the 6th at Pine Cliffs eaten 
its spinach when younger it might 
have grown up to look like the 16th 
on Vale do Lobo’s Royal course. This 
dramatic par 3 is played over two 
chasms between the ochre-coloured 
cliffs. The Royal is one of two 18-hole 
courses here, and is played more 
along the cliff tops, whereas the 
shorter Ocean course sweeps down 
towards the beach.  

The ocean bit of the Ocean course 
at Vale do Lobo comes for a few holes 
on the back nine. After the downhill 

par-5 10th, played over a water hazard 
which runs across the width of the 
fairway, you tee up for a blind shot 
on the 11th. Then crest the hill and a 
glorious seascape meets the eyes.

This is one of three greens set 
beside the sea. The others are the 14th 
and the 15th. The latter is played off 
213 yards from the backs, and 196 
yards from the yellows, and runs 
alongside the beach with plenty 
of sand in play. It is a good hole 
which the setting transforms into a 
wonderful one.

Alto’s 623-yard 16th was once the 
longest hole in Europe. It pays to go 
right on this hole – off the tee so as 
to avoid the lake on the left, and then 
later on as well to set up the best line 
in to the green. This hole has been 
nicknamed both the Giant and Sir 
Henry’s Challenge. 

The later is because the course 
was designed by Sir Henry Cotton. 
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Trent Jones Jr who enthused that he 
only got land as good as this to work 
with once in every ten years. The 
land tumbles away gloriously down 
a hillside towards the sea. Or rather 
towards a railway line. 

On the other side of this line is a 
small tract of flat linksland which 
provides four links holes, two par 
5s and two par 3s, which come at 
2-5 on the Praia nine. But much of 
the remainder of this nine has been 
designed to have the ambience of  
a links – each of the nines has been  
designed and conditioned to appear 
subtly different from the others. 

The Alvor nine is a hilly parkland 
course, with fiendishly contoured 
greens, and the Lagos nine mixes 
parkland with dunesland, and has the 
only two water hazards at Palmares. 

The nine-hole Pine Cliffs has also 
undergone some rejigs to its running 
order over the years. Its famous hole 
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Where to play
Alto

W: pestanagolf.com

Gramacho

W: pestanagolf.com

Palmares

W: onyriapalmares.com

Penina

W: penina.com

Pine Cliffs

W: pinecliffs.com

Silves

W: pestanagolf.com

Vila Sol

W: pestanagolf.com

Vale da Pinta

W: pestanagolf.com

Vale do Lobo

W: valedolobo.com

Where to Stay
Pestana Vila Sol

W: pestana.com

Pestana Alvor Praia

W: pestana.com

Pestana Alvor Park

W: pestana.com

Pestana Viking

W: pestana.com

Pestana Dom João II

W: pestana.com

Pestana Delfim

W: pestana.com

Indeed, it was his final course design, 
although he did not live to see it
realised. His conception was for “a
course for those who like challenge
in their game. The undulating terrain
makes each hole a new challenge,
from mastering the double-dogleg to 
softly putting the tiered greens.”

Sir Henry had brought golf to the
Algarve in 1966, when he designed a
course at Penina on a former paddy 
field and scrubland just outside
the tourist hotspot of Albufeira.
The drainage ditches in the paddies
were made into water hazards and
a quarter of a million trees were
planted. He played here regularly with 
his caddie Pacifico, a donkey.

Oceanico Old Course opened in
1969, making it the second oldest
course in the Algarve. Designed by
Frank Pennink, it is one of the most
beautiful in the region; also one of
the tightest, with its narrow fairways
fringed by umbrella pine trees, and
with only small greens to aim at.

Talking of longevity, Vale da Pinta
has become the established host of
the European Seniors Tour Qualifying
final, where a 72-man field compete
for six tour cards. Perhaps this is
because it is a course that values age
– there are olive trees on it which are
well over a thousand years old. This
layout requires careful placement of
the ball due the tight fairways and 

preponderance of doglegs. A strength
of the course is in the par-3 designs.

Silves gives an early indication
of what it’s about – the opening
drive has to be threaded between
two water hazards. This course has
been described as “a relentless test of
precision”. Laid out at the foot of the
Monchique Mountains, most holes
offer mountain views. Palm trees and
olive groves, and the surrounding
cork and citrus farms provide a
Portuguese flavour to the round.

Vila Sol also has a reputation as
one of the toughest courses in the
Algarve, and it hosted the Portuguese 
Open in the 1990s.

It has three loops of nine holes
which fan out from the central
clubhouse, ranked in order of
difficulty – Prime, Challenge and
Prestige. The last of these might
appeal to those who only want to
experience sand beneath their feet
when relaxing on those 125 miles of
beaches as it has only five bunkers. ■  

ESSENTIALS
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Top: Pestana

Vila Sol

Above: Pestana

Alvor South Beach

“There was a well-regarded 
18-hole course here but
this has been torn up and
replaced by three cracking 
nine-hole layouts”

Alto’s  16th

13th at Silves

Pine Cliffs’ 6th hole

11th at Vale do Lobo’s Ocean course
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14th at Oitavos Dunes

S H O R T  H A U L

Belas

T
he British have much to 
thank the Portuguese for. 
In particular to Catherine 
of Braganza, a Portuguese 
princess who married 
Charles II and who took 

with her to England the Portuguese 
aristocracy’s custom of afternoon 
tea. Catherine’s dowry was free trade
for England with the Portuguese
colonies, 500,000 pounds of gold and
a box of tea.

A traditional 
welcome

Cascais, half an hour west of Lisbon, offers 

an excellent base for some interesting local 

courses, as Roderick Easdale discovered

Tea at that time was a most 
expensive, luxurious item. The 
aristocracy in her new country 
adopted the royal taste for afternoon 
tea. That it was an excellent way of 
displaying one’s porcelain collection 
was one of its attractions.

I was told this story by our host 
after lunch, at Belas Golf Club, the 
comment prompted by my ‘English’ 
habit of ordering a pot of tea. The 
lunch that Sunday had been splendid, 

with a fine selection of desserts which 
is always a winner with me.

Belas is the perfect template for 
a golf club. The vibrant welcoming 
clubhouse, full of families and golfers 
and with abundant good food, is an 
excellent 19th hole to complement 
the 18 that had preceded it.

We teed off on 6, a happy accident 
as this left the best holes to last. After 
the 1st hole, the course takes to the 
hills with the next three sweeping 

Cascais town centre
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Getting there
TAP Portugal flies direct to Lisbon from 

Heathrow, Gatwick and Manchester.

Where to play
Quinta da Marinha

W: quintadamarinha.com

Stats: par 71, 6,420 yards

GF: €95, €52 (guests)

Oitavos Dunes

W: oitavosdunes.com

Stats: par 71, 6,526 yards

GF: €115

Lisbon Sports Club

W: lisbonclub.com

Stats: par 69, 5,805 yards

GF: €61wd, €86we

Belas

W: belasclubedecampo.pt

Stats: par 72, 6,681 yards

GF: €80wd, €95we

Where to Stay
Quinta da Marinha Resort

W: quintadamarinha.com

Oitavos Hotel

W: theoitavos.com

through vegetation-saturated steep 
hillside. The views and isolation are 
glorious. The course then turns back 
towards the residential areas. These 
holes have a different ambiance, 
but the real estate does not intrude 
unduly, and the holes throughout the 
layout are varied and interesting.

Another traditional English custom 
was encountered at Lisbon Sports 
Club, the origins of which are in 
Lisbon Cricket Club founded in 1873 
by British expats working in the local 
railway industry. On display in its 
clubhouse are the first balls hit at the 
club – the first golf ball, (struck by one 
Sir Lancelot, British ambassador) and 
the first tennis and cricket balls. 

Lisbon Sports Club dates from 
1922, making it the second oldest golf 
club in Portugal. The club has been 
in its current home since only 1964. 
Originally nine, then 14 holes, the 
course here was only extended to 18 
holes in 1992.

As you may imagine from this, 
the course is compact. You have to 
be straight but the terrain does not 
gobble balls. Good use is made of 
the land. For example, the 14th is 
a 288-yard dogleg with a stream to 
cross and steep rise to a green tucked 

away to the right – a hole which 
cannot be overpowered despite its 
modest length. 

Four of the six par 3s are from 
elevated tees. One of the two 
exceptions was the attractive par-3 
11th over a wee pond. 

One oddity was the par-5 16th 
which petered out into shrubland and 
mystery 150 yards from the hole. The 
green was way below the fairway and 
off to the left on a late-turning dogleg, 
and invisible from all but a small 
section of the right side of the fairway. 
For three-quarters of our fourball 
it was a case of hit and hope and a 
subsequent lost ball. 

The most popular of the four 
courses we played in terms of number 
of visitor rounds was Quinta da 
Marinha. This reflects its accessibility, 
as the resort has two hotels. The 
course is a decent one, with three 
memorable par 3s: one over water, 
one beside it and one over a chasm.

Oitavos Dunes also has an 
on-course hotel, where we were 
billeted. It is fairly minimalist in style; 
on the stark side could be another 
description. The rooms are spacious 
and open plan. As I sat in my bath, 
enjoying the view over the 18th 
fairway, I could only hope the golfers 
were equally enjoying the view of me 
in my bath.

Oitavos Dunes is another enjoyable 
course, beautiful and open. It is 
sometimes described as a links but, 
although on sandy soil by the coast, 
it is not a true links. There are some 
wide fairways to aim at and also  
some tight holes. My favourite hole 
was the exhilarating 160-yard 14th, 
which played up to the green over a 
chasm which runs diagonally from 
left to right. ■

ESSENTIALS

Quinta da Marinha Resort

Queluz National 

Palace

11th at Lisbon Sports Club
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The King’s course at Gleneagles

Fergus Bisset  settles into a comfortable chair at the 19th, or maybe at the hotel bar,  

and discusses some of the UK’s best stay-and-play venues for the bon viveur golfer

Home

Comforts



Above: PGA

Centenary course

at Gleneagles

Where to stay & play
Gleneagles

W: gleneagles.com

Stats: PGA Centenary – par 72, 7,296

yards; King’s – par 71, 6,790 yards;

Queen’s – par 68, 5,965 yards

Manor House

W: manorashbury.co.uk

Stats: Kigbeare – par 72, 6,528 yards;

Pines – par 72, 6,400 yards;

Beeches – par 69, 5,803 yards;

Oakwood – par 68, 5,502 yards

Prince’s

W: princesgolfclub.co.uk

Stats: Shore – par 36, 3,630 yards;

Dunes – par 36, 3,598 yards;

Himalayas – par 35, 3,417 yards

The Grove

W: thegrove.co.uk

Stats: par 72, 7,152 yards

Trump Turnberry Resort

W: turnberryresort.co.uk

Stats: Ailsa – par 70, 7,217 yards;

Kintyre – par 72, 6,921 yards

Goodwood

W: goodwood.com

Stats: Downs – par 71, 7,104 yards;

Park – par 72, 6,650 yards

Foxhills

W: foxhills.co.uk

Stats: Bernard Hunt – par 73, 6,892

yards; Longcross – par 72, 6,453 yards

The Belfry

W: thebelfry.co.uk

Stats: Brabazon – par 72, 7,118 yards;

PGA National – par 73, 6,737 yards;

Derby – par 69, 6,009 yards

Rudding Park

W: ruddingpark.co.uk

Stats: par 72, 6,883 yards

Fairmont St Andrews

W: standrewsbay.com

Stats: Torrance – par 72, 7,320 yards;

Kittocks – par 72, 7,191 yards

Manor House’s Oakwood course

O
ne of the great things 
about golf is the 
post-round analysis: 
A chance to recount 
and relive the trials 
and triumphs you’ve 

experienced on the links. But too 
often the debrief has to be a little too 
brief. People generally have to dash 
back to their busy lives and drink-
driving laws mean a couple of pints 
can be out of the question anyway. 
What’s the solution? 

It’s simple – book your golf 
somewhere you can stay the night 
afterwards. What better than to finish 
your game and head straight for the 
bar, safe in the knowledge you have 
nothing else to worry about for the 
rest of the day? After describing your 
tales of derring-do on the fairways, 
you can chill out in your room, 
maybe take a swim or a spa treatment 
before a slap-up meal and some even 
more lively golf-based banter into the 
wee small hours. Then, if you’re a real 
glutton for punishment, you can get 
up and do it all again! Here we take a 
look at ten of the very best stay-and-
play golfing destinations in the UK.

Gleneagles
Set in the beautiful Perthshire 
countryside, Gleneagles is one of the 
world’s most iconic hotels. It delivers 
an incredible blend of classical 
elegance and contemporary style.  

Guests can choose from 232 rooms 
and suites, some traditional in their 
finish, others more modern, but all 
offering the highest levels of comfort 
and luxury.

The food here is of the very highest 
standard, whether it be the two 
Michelin-star offering from Andrew 

Fairlie, the legendary Gleneagles 
breakfast, or the tandoor oven in the 
Dormy Clubhouse.

The golf courses at Gleneagles 
offer wonderful variety. The PGA 
Centenary Course played host to the 
2014 Ryder Cup and presents the 
sort of challenge you’d expect from a 
track that has welcomed the game’s 
biggest team event. The King’s is 
widely regarded to be James Braid’s 
masterpiece, rising and falling across 
beautiful Perthshire moorland. 
The Queen’s is a favourite with the 
members – shorter but tricky and 
supremely picturesque. 

Away from the course there’s a 
huge amount for guests to do. There’s 
shooting, fishing, riding, falconry, 
off-road driving, tennis and more. 
The salubrious spa offers therapeutic 
ESPA treatments and is the perfect 
place for post-round relaxation. 

Gleneagles continues to be one 
of the world’s premier luxury 
destinations for golfers.

Manor House
The Manor House Hotel near 
Okehampton in Devon offers an 
extraordinary number of activities for 
the stay-and-play golfer. For starters 
there are no fewer than 90 holes of 
golf to enjoy. There are four 18-hole 
courses in the shape of Kigbeare, 
Pines, Beeches and Oakwood, then 
there’s the nine-hole 2,772-yard  
Ashbury Course and the Willows 
nine-hole par-3 course. 

Set in 600 acres of beautiful 
Devonshire countryside with views 
across Dartmoor, the layouts have 
matured brilliantly. The holes are 
lined with pine trees and hedgerows 
and protected by water hazards and 

ESSENTIALS

The Belfry



Top: 14th on

Foxhills’ Longcross

Above: 17th

on Fairmont St

Andrews’ Torrance 

The Grove

1st on Shore course at Prince’s

carefully placed bunkers. These
tracks provide a great test of golf.

The hotel has 203 en suite
bedrooms. With more than 60
non-golfing activities on offer at
the Manor House, from tennis
to ten-pin bowling, there is truly 
something for everybody.

Princes
In 1932 Prince’s played host to The
Open Championship. Gene Sarazen 
was the winner – the only time
‘The Squire’ lifted the Claret Jug.
Prince’s has regularly been the venue
for significant competitions, most
recently in 2013 when they co-hosted
the Amateur Championship, won by 
Garrick Porteous.

Set on the beautiful Kent coast,
Prince’s is ideal for a day’s golf. In
1985 Peter Alliss opened a new
clubhouse in the centre of three loops 
of nine holes: Shore, Dunes and
Himalayas. Each starts and finishes
within 200 yards of the clubhouse.

The Lodge at Prince’s opened
in May 2012. It offers a superb
standard of accommodation in its
38 bedrooms. All are en suite and all
have great views over the courses or
the Bay of Sandwich. The Brasserie
on the Bay provides an elegant setting 
for dining. All in all, it’s a highly
impressive set-up, making Prince’s a
fabulous stay-and-play destination. 

The Grove
Just a 40-minute drive from central
London, The Grove offers one of
the best inland layouts in the UK
as well as luxurious and opulent
accommodation with accompanying 
first-rate facilities.

With courses such as Kingsbarns
and Dundonald on his résumé, Kyle
Phillips is one of the most talented
golf-course architects in the world
and The Grove provides another 
showcase of his skill.

The course has a traditional feel
and Phillips has made use of the
natural contouring with fairways
stretching attractively across this 
mature swathe of parkland.

Formerly the home of the Earl of
Clarendon, the old house has been
renovated and transformed into a 
luxurious hotel and spa.

Guests can stay in the Mansion
where each of the 26 suites are
individually designed or in the West
Wing where the rooms are sleek, 
stylish and beautifully fitted.

Trump Turnberry Resort
There are some resorts that deliver
a little extra, whether because of
history, scenery, hospitality or sheer
quality of the course or courses. To
find a destination that produces on all
these levels is rare indeed. Turnberry 
fits into this exclusive bracket.
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3rd at Goodwood’s Downs course

Now under the Trump banner, the
resort is moving forward, building on
a 100-year legacy of delighting guests 
from all over the world.

The Ailsa Course at Turnberry has
four times been host to The Open
Championship and works to further
improve this great layout are now
underway. Golfers will also enjoy the
superb second course, the Kintyre,
and the first-rate practice facilities.

The striking Edwardian hotel is also
being upgraded and the resort will be
relaunched next June. It’s an exciting
phase in Turnberry’s rich history.

Goodwood
Set in the fabulous 12,000-acre
Goodwood Estate just north of
Chichester, the Goodwood Park Hotel
has 91 rooms, a swimming pool and
a first-class health club. There is an
abundance of off-course activities at
your disposal. The estate is famous
for its racecourse and for motorsport
but there’s also a flying school, sailing 
and fishing.

There are two golf courses – The
Downs and Park. The former was
originally designed by James Braid
but has been enhanced and upgraded 
with new holes and bunkering.

The latter is a Donald Steel
creation that winds its way around 
Goodwood House.

Foxhills
Just off the M25 to the south of the
M3, Foxhills is only 20 minutes drive 
from Heathrow Airport.

This Surrey club has two 18-hole
layouts – the Bernard Hunt and the
Longcross. There’s also a little nine-
hole par-3 course that’s perfect for
keeping your short game sharp.

Accommodation varies from
standard rooms to luxurious suites.
After winding down in the peaceful
health spa, enjoy elegant dining in the 
Manor restaurant.

Families are made welcome at
Foxhills and there are a number of
activities to keep the children busy
including golf, tennis, swimming and 
a soft play area.

The Belfry
No venue has played host to more
Ryder Cups than The Belfry. The
Brabazon course was the site of four
Ryder Cups between 1985 and 2002.

Visitors to the Belfry can follow in
the footsteps of the Ryder Cup greats,
plus there are two further courses to
explore. The PGA National course is
an excellent layout and it played host 

to the European Seniors Open on
two occasions. Then there’s the
Derby. A slightly easier track, this
one is perfect for beginners, or as a
less strenuous alternative to the two 
championship courses.

The recently refurbished hotel 
provides a high standard of
accommodation. There’s an excellent 
spa plus a variety of great dining
options. Be sure to end the night
by taking a trip to the famous Bel  
Air Nightclub.

Rudding Park
Just three miles south of Harrogate,
the magnificent house at the centre
of the Rudding Park Estate dates from 
the early 19th century.

The estate was purchased by
the Mackaness family in 1972 and
they began turning Rudding Park
into a holiday destination. Now, a
90-bedroom hotel adjoins the house
and there are self-catering lodges to
boot. Since 1995, a championship 

golf course designed by Martin
Hawtree has been in play. It makes
excellent use of the estate’s fabulous 
mature parkland.

Fairmont St Andrews
Set in a 520-acre estate on the coast
outside St Andrews, the Fairmont
boasts two superb golf courses in
the shape of The Torrance and  
The Kittocks.

The Torrance was redesigned and
re-opened in 2009 and has become
one of the must-play tracks in the St
Andrews area with its links feel and 
deep bunkering.

The Kittocks is set over undulating 
terrain and it offers some superb
views out to sea and down towards 
the ‘Auld Grey Toon’.

The 209-bedroom hotel is
extremely comfortable with excellent 
dining options and plenty or
attractive communal areas to relax in.
The hotel also has one of the largest 
health spas in Scotland. ■  

10th on Turnberry’s Ailsa course
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10th hole at GC Schwarzsee

O
ne minute you’re
writing about the
delightful Tyrol region 
of Austria at school; the 
next you’re enjoying 
the spectacular descent 

into Innsbruck, one of Europe’s most 
challenging airports for a pilot as I 
would later discover.

Actually, one minute is just a slight 
exaggeration. It has taken me 40 years 
to finally make it to the region that 

Scaling new heights
Jeremy Ellwood takes a trip up into the Austrian Alps and discovers an 

excellent variety of courses with some breathtaking backdrops

captivated me so much during that 
particular project that I can almost 
still see the maps I drew even now.

Of course, this is ski country, with 
Innsbruck twice hosting the Winter 
Olympics and the world-famous ski 
resort of Kitzbuhel only an hour from 
the airport. That particular sport 
has never done it for me, but one of 
the advantages of golfing in Austria 
is that the summer months are 
actually the low season, so Tyrolean 

accommodation is considerably less 
expensive for golfers than skiers.

My base was the excellent Hotel 
Restaurant Spa Rosengarten in 
Kirchberg, with chef Simon Taxacher 
weaving his culinary magic in a 
contemporary setting, where the 
rooms, restaurant and spa are all 
spot-on. More of his delightful cuisine 
later, but what about the golf?

All four courses I played were 
within 15 minutes of my Kirchberg 

8th and 9th holes at Kitzbuhel

Eichenheim
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How to get there
Fly to Innsbruck from London Gatwick 

with easyJet (www.easyjet.com), or 

Salzburg from several UK airports with  

a variety of carriers. Both are 75 minutes 

from The Rosengarten.

Where to play
Westendorf

W: gc-kitzbueheler-alpen.at

GF: €79 

Eichenheim

W: eichenheim.com

GF: €80-€95 

Kitzbuhel-Schwarzsee

W: gc-kitzbueheler-alpen.at

GF: €88 

Kitzbuhel

W: golfclub-kitzbuehel.at

GF: 9 holes: €48; 18 holes €82

Where to Stay
Hotel Restaurant Rosengarten, 

Kirchberg, Tyrol

This modern Relais & Chateaux hotel 

lies in the beautiful Tyrolean village of 

Kirchberg. Proprietor and renowned 

chef, Simon Taxacher, serves a wonderful 

variety of French Mediterranean cuisine 

in his acclaimed restaurant. Four-night 

Gourmet Golf packages start from 

€815pp + €2 tax per night (five nights 

from €980pp) from mid-May to mid-

October. Next year’s special three-day 

Gourmet Golf tournaments start on 

May 28 and August 27, offering three 

tournament rounds, one non-tournament 

round, three nights’ accommodation with 

breakfast, a players’ five-course dinner 

and more. Prices from €598pp.

W: rosengarten-taxacher.com

base and served up a variety of
challenges, whether firmly rooted on
the valley floor as at Westendorf, or
venturing seemingly halfway up the
mountain at Eichenheim.

Local pro, Walter Partel,
accompanied me on those two
outings and proved an excellent host
who papered over the cracks in my
rusty German. Walter has a golf
school at Westendorf’s splendid new
easy-walking layout, described to me
as heathland by the club manager, 
and as an Alpine links by Walter. He 
explained that even here in a valley 
surrounded by 6,000ft peaks we were 
over 2,500ft up, but thankfully you 
climb no further, other than the short 
sharp incline to the 1st green.

There are scores of excellent 
holes including the par-5 3rd, which 
doglegs late to a well-bunkered green, 
and the pretty par-3 10th. As early as 
the 4th hole, I was getting more than 
a hint of Gleneagles about it, and by 
the time we reached the 18th tee, you 

could really have been right there in 
Perthshire, especially as a good old 
British phone box awaited for any 
post-round snack orders.

Eichenheim was then the polar 
opposite. Some of the early climbs 
were so steep that walking would 
have been madness – it isn’t just the 
ever-present mountain backdrops 
that take your breath away here. The 
1st threads its way through a narrow 
gap between a rock face and trees, 
then you’re up and away, constantly 
climbing until the 5th tee. The 3rd is 
a cracking down-and-up par 5 that 
reminded me of Penha Longa – you’ll 
enjoy more hang time here than you 
can shake a very big stick. The short 
7th was then a delight, with two old 
Tyrolean wood barns flanking the 
fairways. The back nine descends to 
the valley floor and is slightly less 
demanding physically. 

After each of these opening two 
games, I had ample time to sample 
the Rosengarten’s excellent spa 
facilities before dinner, enjoying a 
much-needed back massage and 
spending plenty of time in the steam 
room. The first night’s menu served 
up a delicious carrot and ginger 
soup, followed by pig’s liver and then 
the most exquisite of sorbets. On 
the second night, that second most 
dreaded of festive vegetables, the 
parsnip, formed the key ingredient in 
one of the tastiest soups to ever pass 
my lips. Simon Taxacher certainly 
knows how to cook!

My next golf outing took me to 
Schwarzsee where 12 holes remain 
on the valley floor, starting with a 
succession of doglegs, before you 
cross the river for a more energetic 
homeward run. The par-5 15th 
sweeps round, then up a slope that 
must be more than one in two, to a 
green with one of the steepest tiers 
you’ll ever play. 

Final stop was the gorgeous nine-
holer at Kitzbuhel, where the closing 
salvo on an enjoyably compact course 
serves up back-to-back island greens 
on the 8th and 9th – first on the 
final approach to a long par 5, then a 
closing 145-yarder.

I’m pleased to report that both 
were negotiated successfully, as was 
the tricky take-off from Innsbruck 
airport later that day. By the time we 
were safely above the Alps, I was left 
to reflect on a hugely enjoyable golfing 
trip. Austria can now be added to the 
ever-growing list of places that I would 
love to revisit before passing on to that 
great clubhouse in the sky. ■

ESSENTIALS

Hotel Restaurant Rosengarten

Head chef 

Simon Taxacher

Westendorf: no mobile 

signal, No problem!

The restaurant at The Rosengarten

One of the chef’s creations

A deluxe suite at The Rosengarten



17th hole

S H O R T  H A U L

An Arctic
Adventure
Jeremy Ellwood embarks on a journey to Lofoten Links in Norway, where you can 

enjoy spectacular midnight golf on the 68th parallel of northern latitude
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I
f everything in either life or golf
were easy to achieve without
any great effort, where would
the challenge be? Yes, we all
quite like the idea of jetting off
somewhere warm and sunny

just an hour and a half away to
experience immaculate courses in
glorious weather rarely experienced 
within these shores.

But as TS Eliot once wrote, “The
journey, not the arrival matters,” a
sentiment that almost perfectly sums
up my recent trip to Lofoten Links
in northern Norway. This dramatic
course is managed by Troon Golf and
can be found in the unlikely setting of
the 68th parallel of northern latitude
in the spectacular Lofoten Islands.

I say “almost”, for the “arrival”
most certainly matters here too, and
when you get the perfect marriage
of a journey well worth making with
a destination most assuredly worth
reaching, then surely you have the 
best of both worlds?

A look back at my travel notes
reveals that my alarm went off at
4.00am for a 6.00am flight to Oslo,
which was delayed by an hour and a
half due to fog at the arrival airport. 
This was perhaps a blessing in
disguise, for it reduced my stopover
time ahead of a 13.05 flight north
to Bodø, up and over countless
snowcapped peaks and deep blue
fjords. At 16.48 we took off for the
final half-hour airborne leg of our
journey to Leknes Airport in the
Lofoten Islands, before pulling up at
Lofoten Links an hour after landing.

So was it worth it? Yes, would be
my unreserved answer, for the sight 

that met our eyes was a golf course
like nothing I had ever before seen,
laid out over a golfing canvas like
nothing I had ever before witnessed
– lush green oases weaving through 
dark-coloured rocks and lakes,
wedged between the Arctic Ocean 
and the rugged mountains.

The brainchild of Frode Hov,
nine holes have existed here since
1998, and our trip was to experience
the new nine. Norwegian golfing 

superstar Suzann Pettersen was on
hand to strike the opening blow
on the new 1st hole, before taking
everyone on in a par-3 challenge as the
clock edged towards midnight with no 
hint of bad light stopping play!

What a nerve-jangler that 1st hole
is too – a scaled-down, yet infinitely
more dramatic version of the 1st
at Machrihanish in Kintyre, whose
narrow curving fairway serves up
considerably more scope to despatch
your opening effort into the rocks or
sea, with the cautious lay-up by no 
means a pushover either.

From here you climb to your right
to the raised tee of a simply stunning
par 3 to a green nestling in the deep-
coloured rocks by the shore. The
green doesn’t fall far short of ‘island’ 
status, with a relatively narrow
walkway leading down and up to it. P
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Even though it’s only 140 yards, it
requires maximum concentration, for
anything finding the rocks will lead to
either a very tricky recovery, or some 
interesting ricochets.

The challenge continues apace on
the sharply curving 3rd, where your
approach will probably need to be
fired bravely across the beach unless
you’ve been particularly aggressive –
or lucky – off the tee, while the island 
tee on the 4th is a neat touch.

And so it goes on for hole after
hole. You can’t help but be filled
with admiration for the creativity
and drive that has led to a golf
course being created in this most
unimaginably beautiful, yet at times
hostile, of landscapes. The par-3 6th
tested us well beyond its mid-length
yardage into a strengthening breeze,
while the long 7th seemed to go on
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“You have to admire the
creativity that has led to a
golf course being created
in this most beautiful yet 
hostile of landscapes”

5th hole

6th hole



Getting there
Fly to Oslo from several UK airports

with a variety of carriers, including SAS

Scandinavian Airlines. From here, it is

an hour and a half’s flight north to Bodø

with SAS, then a half-hour hop across to 

Leknes with Widerøe Airlines.

W: flysas.com; wideroe.no

Where to play
Lofoten Links, Hov, Norway

Stats: par 71, 6,593 yards

GF: approx. £45 per round, £82 for

24-hour golf, £116 for three rounds

W: lofotenlinks.no

T: 0047 76 07 20 02

Where to Stay
Scandic Svolvaer Hotel. Svolvar

W: scandichotels.com/svolvaer

Find out more about golf,

accommodation and other activities in

the Lofoten Islands and north Norway

at lofoten.info, nordnorge.com or 

visitnorway.com

For more information on Troon Golf’s

portfolio of courses in Europe and

worldwide, visit troongolf.com

forever as it horseshoed its way round
a lake. All the while, you are treated
to a backdrop of either the ocean or
the mountains, and on a number of 
fortunate occasions, both!

One of the highlights of the trip was
sitting down chatting to Suzann over
a warming coffee on the 17th tee. The
temperature had dropped markedly
as the hour hand moved towards
midnight, but following the ball’s
flight was still no problem. I survived
a few rounds of the par-3 challenge,
where the task was to get inside
Suzann’s tee-shot on this 160-yarder,
before succumbing to a slight thin
that left me devoid of feeling in my
fingertips for a good ten minutes.

As the course beds in fully in the
months ahead, it seems sure to go
from strength to strength and find
its way on to many golfers’ wish
lists simply because of its unique
nature. But to come this far north and
experience only the golf would be the
hallmark of a particularly careless
traveller, so thankfully, our trip also
took in some of the local attractions
and culture in a part of Norway that’s
home to one of the largest Viking 
longhouses ever found.

That 83m longhouse has now
been reconstructed in its entirety as
the centrepiece of the Lofotr Viking 
Museum at Borg. The museum
formed our final port of call ahead
of a journey home in which more
favourable connection times would
lead to a considerably shorter return
leg. Here, locals in period Viking
costume bring the whole experience
to life in an imaginative way, though
more mead was perhaps taken than
was wise, and one can only hope
that footage of our group’s socially
awkward Viking dancing never finds 
its way onto YouTube.

Before that finale, we had
been treated to a guided tour of
Henningsvaer, where the annual
Codstock Music Festival takes place –
a lively event homing in on rock and 

blues. Why the name? Well, cod is
very big round these parts, especially
in its dried form, and among the most
fascinating things we saw on our tour 
were the vast outdoor racks from
which the fish are hung out to dry in 
the cold air and wind.

That evening we enjoyed one the
most exhilarating experiences of my
life – a speedy RIB boat trip along
the coast and inlets, before we finally
pulled up alongside our hotel’s jetty
to make a suitably stylish, albeit
slightly windswept, entrance. Dinner
served up one or two local delicacies
that had never before passed my lips,
and afterwards we strolled around
the harbour for a glass or two of the 
local brew.

As we headed back to Leknes
Airport late the following morning,
I reflected on a whistlestop trip into
which so many new life experiences
had been packed. I would love to
revisit Lofoten Links and the islands
again at some stage in the not too
distant future, and when I do so, it
will be safe in the knowledge that
on the very best of trips, both the
journey and the arrival matter in 
equal measure. ■

ESSENTIALS

14th hole 7th hole

10th hole 2nd hole
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“As the course beds in fully, 
it seems sure to go from
strength to strength and
find its way on to many 
golfers’ wish lists”

Top: The Lofotr

Viking Museum

Bottom: The high-

speed RIB boat trip
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Kulm Hotel golf course

S H O R T  H A U L

Samedan

S
itting in the Cresta Club’s 
President’s Corner in the 
Sunny Bar at the Kulm 
Hotel St Moritz, quaffing 
a rather excellent red, 
I looked up and was 

surprised to see a line of gymnastic 
rings hanging from the ceiling. 

“What are those for?” I asked 
Markus – Cresta Club member 
and organiser of the charity golf 
tournament I’d just participated 
in. “Oh, sometimes we get a little 

The high life
Fergus Bisset mixes with the 

high-fliers in  the Swiss Alps and 

discovers a multitude of activities 

including some great golf

competitive,” he explained. “You  
have to do laps hanging from the 
roof. On the wall there’s a list of the 
top performers.”

I was staggered to see the leading 
score was 150.

“Yeah, he’s a pretty strong guy,” 
said Markus. I decided not to make 
an attempt – these chaps like to 
throw themselves head first down 
a handmade ice slide, travelling at 
speeds of up to 80mph. They’re 
clearly crazy.

St Moritz is famous for winter 
sporting activities and the iconic 
Cresta Run, but it’s also a fabulous 
summer destination with its 
breathtaking scenery, superb cuisine, 
a world-renowned jazz festival and 
a multitude of outdoor activities, 
including golf.

I travelled to St Moritz to sample as 
many of these offerings as possible, 
but primarily I was participating 
in a charity golf event organised by 
Handicap International at Samedan 
Golf Course.

Since 1982 Handicap International 
has worked with vulnerable people 
suffering disabilities in areas of 
poverty, conflict and disaster. 
Currently there are projects in more 
than 60 countries, including Nepal 
after the earthquakes and Laos, a 
country suffering after decades of 

“Elevation changes 
delivered some 
hugely enticing 
shots. It’s like golfing 
on top of the world”
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Getting there
Swiss Air (swiss.com) flies from London 

Heathrow, London City, Birmingham 

and Manchester to Zurich – check out 

their “Golf Traveller” offer.

Swiss Travel System – a transfer ticket 

covers a return train trip from the 

airport to St Moritz – £105 second class, 

£167 first class.

Where to play
Samedan

Stats: par 72, 6,823 yards

W: engadin-golf.ch

GF: From £60 per round

Zuoz-Madulain

Stats: par 72, 6,580 yards

W: engadin-golf.ch

GF: From £52 per round

Where to Stay
Kulm – St Moritz

W: kulm.com

Rates: Summer room rates start from 

£350 – two sharing a double room,  

half-board

Grand Hotel Kronenhof – 

Pontresina

W: kronenhof.com

Rates: Summer room rates start from 

£325 – two sharing a double room, 

half-board

Golf packages are available at both – 

see websites for details

conflict. The golf day raised around 
£25,000 for those very worthy causes.

The course at Samedan is the 
oldest 18-holer in Switzerland, 
established by the British back in 
1893. Surrounded by the incredible 
mountains of the Upper Engadin 
valley, it’s a striking place for golf. At 
an altitude of 1,700 metres, it’s also 
a rather flattering place for golf. The 
ball unquestionably flies a good deal 
further over a mile up and it’s fun to 
pretend launching a pitching wedge 
145 yards is standard practice. 

Set on the valley floor, the course 
is surprisingly flat but it’s well 
protected, predominantly by a 
spider’s web of babbling mountain 
streams that feed the occasional 
larger water hazard with beautiful, 
opaque glacial meltwater. There are 
also amazing, towering pine trees that 
must be negotiated on a number of 
drives and approaches. 

Golf has become one of the great 
attractions in the Engadin and there 
were enthusiasts from all over Europe 
in St Moritz. The town is a real 
melting pot with global high-fliers 
jetting in to enjoy the world-class 
hotels, restaurants and shops, to 
sample the mountain air and perhaps 

a little sport. Just being there is rather 
cool; a glimpse of how the rich and 
famous live.

We were staying in one of the 
very best hotels in Switzerland, not 
just St Moritz – the famous Kulm. 
Established in 1856 by the family 
Badrutt, it delivers the height of 
refined and unostentatious opulence. 
I felt I had stepped back into a bygone 
age of sophistication and elegance. 
Sean Connery’s James Bond could 
walk round a corner at any moment. 
But it’s relaxed: everything is done 
with a smile and a kind word, families 
and dogs are welcome and I can 
confirm parties in the Sunny Bar go 
on into the small hours most nights.

The hotel also has its own nine-
hole golf course clinging to the side 
of the mountain high in the town of 
St Moritz. This is actually the oldest 
golf course in Switzerland, first laid 
out in 1891, again by the Brits. It’s 
a miniature Crans-sur-Sierre, with 
dramatic rises and drops in elevation 
throughout. The longest hole is only 
140 yards, but it’s great fun to play 
and in wonderful condition.

In 2003 a new golf course arrived 
in the Engadin. Zuoz-Madulain is a 
wonderful track that rises and falls 
over stunning terrain. I enjoyed 
the course at Samedan but this was 
perhaps more what I’d expected from 
an alpine layout. Incredible elevation 
changes delivering different vistas and 
a series of hugely enticing shots. It 
feels as though you’re golfing on top 
of the world.

After the ups and downs at Zuoz 
I was feeling a little sore and, with a 
mountain hike scheduled, I decided to 
take action on returning to the Kulm.

As you would expect from a hotel 
of this quality, there’s a superb on-site 
spa with a full range of treatments. A 
sports massage seemed just the ticket. 
After being pummelled within an 
inch of my life, I was ready to ramble. 
Walking up towards the Piz Nair cable 
car through alpine meadows carpeted 
by wild flowers, the sound of cowbells 
ringing across the mountainside, I 
wouldn’t have been surprised to find 
Julie Andrews spinning circles and 
singing at the top of her voice.

St Moritz and the Engadin is a 
special place. When there it feels 
as though you’ve been let in on 
some sort of incredible secret. With 
its mesmerising scenery, fresh 
and clean mountain air, plentiful 
sporting opportunities and obvious 
sophistication, this is somewhere to 
truly experience the high life. ■

ESSENTIALS

The spa at the Kulm Hotel

Top: The Sunny Bar 

at the Kulm Hotel 

Bottom: Aerial view 

of Kulm Hotel and 

golf course

The Kulm Hotel summer entrance



B
ulgaria has become 
an increasingly
popular destination
for holidaymakers
from the UK in
recent years. It’s a

stunningly beautiful country
with incredible beaches on the
Black Sea coast and spectacular
mountains in the interior. It’s
a place rich with culture and
art, beautiful churches and
historic sites dating back over
3,000 years. The country has
worked hard to attract tourists
since the fall of communism
and the construction of golf
courses has been an inevitable
part of that. The striking terrain
of the Black Sea coastline lends
itself perfectly to golf and at
Thracian Cliffs, Gary Player has
created one of the most uniquely 
memorable golf courses
anywhere in the world.

Opened for play in 2011, the
course welcomed the Volvo
World Match Play in 2013. The
players were blown away by the 
new venue.

“This is a phenomenal
golf course. It’s incredible,
breathtaking,” said Brett 

Rumford. “On some holes it just 
makes your feet tingle.”

With no fewer than eight
holes set along the cliff-tops
above the Black Sea, the course
can be a touch daunting, but
if you just focus on enjoying
the setting and the challenge,
rather than playing to handicap, 
you’ll walk off this course
feeling you’ve just experienced
something rather sensational.

The par-3 6th epitomises the
task players face at Thracian
Cliffs. It stretches to over 230
yards and plays from a tee set
high on a cliff to a green some
130ft below. Gary Player is a
man of strong opinions and
his belief that, “You will not
find another golf course like
this anywhere on the planet,” is 
entirely justified.

Guests to the Thracian Cliffs
resort stay in two charming
villages – Marina and Hillside –
where luxurious one-, two- and
three-bedroom suites provide
stylish accommodation. There’s
a selection of restaurants serving
local and international cuisine, a
salubrious spa and state-of-the-
art fitness centre. There are also 

beaches offering an array  
of water sports.

Golfing visitors to this part
of the Bulgarian coast are not
confined to Thracian Cliffs.
There are two further layouts
within striking distance in the
shape of Black Sea Rama and 
The Lighthouse.

The former is another layout 
designed by Gary Player.
Opened in 2008, it’s also set
on the cliffs above the Black
Sea with superb views of Cape 
Kaliakra and Cape Galata.

The course is memorable
from start to finish but the run
for home will really stick in your
mind. Water threatens on the
15th and 16th then the last is
a fabulous par-3 played over a
valley – a very picturesque finish.

The Lighthouse was laid
out by European Golf Design
together with 1991 Masters
champion Ian Woosnam. The
layout has matured well since
opening in 2008 and it’s an
extremely enjoyable track to
play. Slightly more forgiving
than Thracian Cliffs and Black
Sea Rama, the layout has the feel 
of a classic Spanish track.

With three wonderful
courses, beautiful scenery and
excellent hospitality on offer,
the Cape Kaliakra region of
the Bulgarian Black Sea coast
has rightly become one of the
most highly regarded new golf 
destinations in Europe. ■

The Lighthouse Black Sea Rama Thracian Cliffs

Thracian Cliffs

How to get there
The nearest airport to the Cape 

Kaliakra region is Varna.

Wizz Air (wizzair.com) fly direct 

from London Luton.

Where to play
Thracian Cliffs

Stats: par 72, 7,056 yards

W: thraciancliffs.com

Black Sea Rama

Stats: par 72, 7,270 yards

W: blacksearama.com

The Lighthouse

Stats: par 72, 6,748 yards

W: lighthousegolfresort.com

Where to stay
Thracian Cliffs Golf and 

Beach Resort

W: thraciancliffs.com

ESSENTIALS

S H O R T  H A U L

With its incredible scenery, great history

and stunning courses, Bulgaria’s Black

Sea coast is one of the top new European

golfing destinations, says Fergus Bisset

Beautiful 
Bulgaria
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Cruise control
Imagine playing beautiful courses in different countries without

having to change hotel. Well Rob Smith no longer has to imagine  

it. He experienced exactly that aboard the luxury Europa 2

F
or many people, the idea of
a cruise conjures images of
cramped accommodation,
a holiday-camp mentality 
and conveyor-belt
cuisine. My only previous

experience had largely lived down to
these expectations, but spending a
few days aboard the Europa 2 could
not have been more different – an
absolutely first-class experience from 
gangplank to gangplank.

To enjoy the high life, I flew on a
Friday evening in June to Lisbon from 
where the beautiful two-year-old
cruise ship was set to sail. Following a
warm-up round on the very attractive 
and undulating course at Penha
Longa, it was time to board and be
shown to my superbly appointed
cabin by one of the extremely helpful 

and efficient German crew, all of 
whom speak English.

The Europa 2 is essentially a luxury
hotel that floats, offering constantly 
changing vistas and a cooling
breeze on your own private balcony
that is a feature of each of the 251
air-conditioned suites. With the latest
stabilising technology, any chance
of queasiness is kept to a minimum,
which makes it all the easier to enjoy 
the welcoming champagne and
regularly re-stocked minibar.

Following the safety drill, it was
time for a superb welcome dinner in
the Weltmeere Restaurant. A feature
of the Europa 2 is that some of the
formalities such as a strict dress code
and the Captain’s Dinner have been
replaced with a more relaxing and
flexible approach. This means that 

any of the seven distinct and different
gourmet restaurants, or indeed the
room service, can be enjoyed at just
about any time. All of this delicious
and mouth-watering food is included 
in the cruise price. As someone
lucky enough to have travelled and
dined reasonably extensively, I can
say I have never encountered such
consistently fantastic quality and
variety, and all of it in such close
proximity. Indeed, the Europa 2 is
around 740ft long and 80ft wide, but
even when full, it never feels crowded.

After a good night’s sleep, the next
day was spent entirely at sea with a
chance to explore, enjoy the pool and
the roof-top sun areas, as well as a
guided tour of the bridge by the very
welcoming captain. In the afternoon, 
I was very interested in my first 

There is a gym

designed for

golfers’ needs

and an on-board

teaching facility

with two golf pros

Penha Longa 3rd



Trip planner
Rob was a guest of Hapag-Lloyd,

which runs a wide variety of cruises

throughout the year, some of which

include a dedicated golf theme.

Two examples for 2016 from the 

itinerary are:

Magical Moments: Mumbai and the

Persian Gulf – departs March 25

for 13 days, from €5,691 per person,

cruise only. The golf package includes

golf at Muscat/Oman – Muscat Hills,

Doha/Qatar – Doha GC, Abu Dhabi/

UAE – Abu Dhabi GC and The Address

Montgomerie, and can be booked for 

€1,390 per person.

Dolce Vita & Savoir-Vivre from Rome

to Monte Carlo – departs June 9 for

9 days, from €4,551 per person, cruise

only. The golf package includes golf

at Bonifacio/Corsica/France – Golf de

Sperone, Barcelona/Spain – Club de

Golf de Barcelona, St Tropez/France –

Golf de Beauvallon, and can be booked 

for €990, per person.

W: hl-cruises.com

range from classic Italian to modern
Asian cuisine, and it is a delight to
dine al fresco at the Yacht Club at the
rear of the ship, watching the sun set 
over the shimmering ocean.

The following day we enjoyed a
round at El Parador in Malaga, host
of the 2011 Andalucía Open, before
setting sail for Ibiza and Mallorca.

Even as an over-enthusiastic golfer,
it was never a hardship to leave one of
the excellent courses to head back to
the comfort of the Europa 2. With its
spa, cookery classes, entertainment 
programme and even an art
collection which includes works by
Damien Hirst and David Hockney,
there isn’t a moment to be bored.

If you are looking for fine golf,
organised by experts and backed up
with tuition and practice facilities,
box ticked. If you are looking for the
very best in terms of accommodation, 
dining and service, box ticked. If
you are looking for something that
combines adventure and relaxation
in equal measure in a constantly-
changing setting, box ticked. Even
on a regular cruise, golf can easily
be included, and I cannot imagine
a more sophisticated, luxurious or
satisfying way to enjoy the game. ■  

ESSENTIALS

experience of Logical Golf, a range of
gym-based equipment and teaching
aids that promotes both fitness and
golfing muscle memory by guiding
the arms and body in exactly the right
way. It was then time for a personal
lesson with one of the two on-board
golf pros where, at my request, we
concentrated on the mental approach.
Fully equipped with the latest hi-tech
analysis technology, the on-board 
facilities are ideal both for the
beginner and the more experienced 
golfer looking to improve.

Of the 400-plus passengers,
around 30 had opted for the golf
programme and the following
morning we gathered bright and
early for the coach transfer to
Montenmedio up in the hills beyond 
Cádiz. After a warm-up on the
range under the watchful eye of our
pros, this attractive and undulating
course proved to be a proper test
without being too tough on the less
experienced golfer. There are lovely
long-distance views around the
course, and I was thrilled to spot a
young owl weaving through the trees 
as we headed to the 10th tee.

Back on board, it was hard to know
which restaurant to try next. They 

Europa 2 offers

a feeling of comfort,

style and space

wherever you

may be



18th at Modry Las Golf Club

S H O R T  H A U L

W
hen I got the 
last-minute 
nod for a golf 
trip to Poland, 
the almost 
unanimous 

reaction of those I told was, “Poland 
– really?” I suppose that would 
have been my initial reaction too as 
someone for whom Lech Walesa, 
‘Solidarity’ and the demise of Polish 
communism filled the daily news 
bulletins as a young man.

The scary thing is that those news 
bulletins are over 25 years old now, 
since when a democratic Poland has 
been playing catch-up with the rest 
of Europe. Golf has been growing 
steadily, with the Polish Golf Union 

Off the beaten track
Jeremy Ellwood took his maiden Polish voyage to West Pomerania, which served 

up some rather unexpected, and exceptionally good-value, golfing delights

founded in 1993. The country now 
has over 2,500 registered players 
spread among more than 25 clubs.

My Polish golfing debut took me 
to West Pomerania – Poland’s fifth 
largest ‘voivodeship’ – although I’ll 
admit my east European geography 
was not strong enough to know 
exactly where that was. In the north-
west corner, as it transpired, meaning 
my initial thoughts of a three-hour 
flight were well wide of the mark.

In fact, the region, which borders 
Germany and has been under 
Swedish, Prussian and German 
control, is closer than the Costa del 
Sol or the Algarve, with flights from 
Luton into Szczecin – the region’s 
largest city – a mere hour and a half.

All of which meant that we were 
seated around the upstairs dining 
table at Amber Baltic Golf Club, 
less than an hour from Solidarity 
Szczecin-Goleniow Airport, in good 
time for a traditional Polish lunch 
ahead of our round. The distinctive 
white clubhouse had caught our eye 
long before we pulled into the drive. 

“The Polish Golf Union 
was founded in 1993 and 
there are now over 2,500 
registered players spread 
among more than 25 clubs”
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The opener on this lovely course 
within the Wolinski National Park 
demands your full attention, with a 
forest on your right, water on your 
left and a small fairway to aim at 
between two stretches of water, the 
first requiring a 210-yard carry.

The two nines felt very different, 
with water and marshland to contend 
with heading out, before a back nine 
laid out over more open, rolling 
countryside. The 6th is an excellent 
long par 3, complete with meandering 
river, while the 8th is a fun, short 
dogleg that would look at home on 
any UK heathland course. Indeed, the 
9th then reminded me of the 18th 
at Camberley Heath, playing up to a 
sloping plateau green.

The back nine starts with a longer 
reprise of the 1st before moving into 
a string of visually attractive holes 
each with its own challenge, whether 
the intriguing green complex on the 
11th, or the club choice dilemma on 
the tempting short downhill 14th. 
Over drinks in a delightful Baltic 
beachfront bar in Miedzyzdroje that 
night, we reflected that if the rest of 
our Polish itinerary was as good, we 
were in for a treat.

Next day, our first port of call 
was Kamien Country Club – a new 
course mature beyond its modest two 
years, where the opener is perhaps 
even trickier than at Amber Baltic. 
It’s a short dogleg left where finding 
position off the tee is significantly 

harder than you might imagine for a
mere 300-yarder.

The standout hole heading out is
undoubtedly the 6th – a par 5 where
two large trees flank the driving zone.
If you make it past these, you’ll face
the classic golfer’s dilemma, as going
for it in two over the pond will be
right on your limit with virtually no
bailout. For once, I exercised caution,
before barely hitting the green with a
wedge and scrambling hard for par! A
great golf hole.

The back nine serves up a couple
of severe doglegs early on, including
the 13th where my advice would be
not to go for the seemingly reachable
sliver of fairway across the water, for
in reality, it is further away than the
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Getting there
Low-cost carrier Wizz operates year-

round flights between London Luton

and Szczecin in north-west Poland on

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Flight time is just one and a half hours.

W: wizzair.com

Where to play
Amber Baltic Golf Club, 

Kolczewo

Stats: par 72, 6,377 yards

GF: approx. £24wd per round, £32we 

per round

W: abgc.pl

T: 0048 91 32 65 110

Kamien Country Club, Grebowo

Stats: par 72, 6,522 yards

GF: approx. £17wd per round, £20we 

per round

W: golfkcc.pl

T: 0048 605 044 452

Binowo Park Golf Club, Stare 

Czarnowo

Stats: par 72, 6,576 yards

GF: approx. £25wd per round, £32we 

per round

W: binowopark.pl

T: 0048 91 40 41 533

Modry Las Golf Club, Choszczno

Stats: par 72, 6,895 yards

GF: approx. £26wd per round, £34we 

per round

W: modrylas.pl

T: 0048 95 768 99 06

Where to Stay
Radisson Blu, Szczecin

W: radissonblu.com/hotel-szczecin

For more information on golf,

accommodation and other activities in

West Pomerania, visit Poland’s official 

travel website at Poland.travel or 

seaofadventure.eu

green. A couple of visits to the water
later, we moved on to a strong closing
stretch, with the highlight the 16th, a
tight dogleg back into the trees after a 
spell in more open terrain.

After a selection of local delicacies, 
and indeed beers, it was an hour
south through dense forest to
Szczecin and Binowo Park, another
course with a distinctive clubhouse.
Again, it was a game of two halves,
with the opening nine climbing
steeply via the par-5 1st, staying
on top for a while before dropping
down sharply. It then climbed back
up again before plunging back to
the clubhouse via the stirring 9th
playing down and round to the left
over water… or into it, again, in my
case. That sharp mid-nine descent
comes via the par-3 4th, where care is
needed over both club selection and 

buggy control as one of my playing 
companions discovered!

The back nine plays over gentler
terrain with a stirring finish that
demands a mid-iron over water on
the pretty 17th – guarded by two
swans the day we played – with more
water to contend with off both tee
and fairway on the excellent finale.
Three good courses down, there
was a growing sense of anticipation
about our final game at the renowned 
Gary Player design at Modry Las
the following day. But before that,
we were treated to a guided tour
of Szczecin, getting to see some of
this beautiful city’s architectural
highlights, and learn more about
West Pomerania’s complex history.

What a treat Modry Las turned
out to be too – a big, sweeping golf
course, with water flanking or coming
into play on many holes. At times,
the swathes of rough reminded me of
Carton House in Ireland; elsewhere,
there were hints of Spey Valley, with
lakes assuming the role of the mighty 
Highlands river.

There were boulder-fronted greens 
on the 7th, 15th and 16th, and as
you might expect in a Player design,
no shortage of bunkers to test your
game and enhance the visuals. The
2nd and 3rd stood out heading out:
first a majestic par 5 sweeping down
and round to a small raised waterside 
green, then a par 4 with a cross-
stream right on my carry limit. I
know this for a fact as my ball pitched
on a bridge crossing it, temporarily
imbuing me with John Dalyesque 
driving distance.

Heading home, the par-3 15th,
aptly named ‘Player’s Prize’, is the
star act: a gem of a 180-yarder to a
stunning green complex fronted by a
boulder wall, and blessed with one of
those ‘beach bunkers’ where the sand 
runs right down into the water.

After yet more warm Polish
hospitality in the temporary
clubhouse – soon to be replaced by
the magnificent genuine article – we
reflected that all four courses had
been impressive indeed for such a
young golfing country, with the icing
on the cake being their incredible
value green fees, as you’ll see in the 
accompanying panel.

So next time you’re pondering a
short-haul break, why not add West
Pomerania into the mix? It’s closer
than you might think, and won’t cost
you an arm and a leg to sample its
finest courses, as can so often be the 
case elsewhere. ■

ESSENTIALS

The Radisson Blu, Szczecin

Top: The Szczecin

‘Three Eagles’

monument

Bottom: The

Szczecin Parliament

A Radisson Blu ‘business room’ 

Amber Baltic Golf Club

10th at Kamien Country Club

2nd at Modry Las Golf Club

“All four courses had been 
impressive for such a
young golfing country, with
the icing on the cake being 
their incredible value”
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It’s time to experience the finest in Algarve Golf courtesy of Oceânico. Play one of seven Championship courses, including

the stunning Oceânico Victoria course, home of the European Tour’s Portugal Masters and the critically-acclaimed

Amendoeira Golf Resort which is blessed with 36-holes of world-class championship golf and an innovative 9-hole

floodlit Oceânico Academy course. Together Oceânico represents the biggest portfolio of courses in the Algarve, allowing 

you to indulge in some of Europe’s finest golf. It’s time to experience the Seven Wonders of The Algarve.

To book your Oceânico experience call us now on +351 289 310 333 or book online at www.oceanicogolf.com

Discover the

SEVEN

of the



GRAN CANARIA
THE PERFECT YEAR-ROUND GOLF DESTINATION







The Logical Option
Gran Canaria has so much to offer the golfing tourist both on and off the course

Over the past few years, Gran Canaria

has become a top-quality tourist

resort with golfers. The reasons for

this are simple: travelling golfers are

looking for the highest levels of service

together with a fine climate for playing

their favourite sport.

Gran Canaria complies fully with

both, but the island has almost endless

other possibilities. No matter what

the type of golfing tourist, or what

nationality they are, they are sure

to find what they are looking for.

For this is a destination that caters

for all kinds of golfers, whether they

are playing on their own or with

family and friends, whether they are

dedicated golfers out here with their

family, or just casual tourists trying

out the game for the first time, maybe

having just came across the courses

while here on a sun and beach holiday,

or just those who are simply looking

for a safe place to play their favourite

sport while on holiday.

The magnificent seven
For all these golfers, Gran Canaria

offers seven excellent courses, which

are all quite different from one another

yet are all within a 50km radius,

thereby enabling players to try out the

complete set while on a short break.

Starting to the west of the island

and moving along the coastline, we

first come to the spectacular Anfi

Tauro Golf; next the Old Course and

New Course at Salobre, set in its

peculiar Arizona-like desert location

with the fine Hotel Sheraton Salobre

as a backdrop. This is a complete golf

resort, with its contrasting courses

which have gradually earned the label

of Beauty and The Beast by those in

the know. The first for how it grows on

players, and the second for being only

for the most intrepid.

Grand views
Moving round we come to Lopesan

Meloneras Golf, laid out and set up

in the image of the great American

courses. Its front nine looks out

towards the island’s mountain peaks

while the back nine sits on high

ground overlooking the Atlantic.

We then come to Maspalomas Golf,

Spain’s first-ever tourist golf resort, a

much-loved course with an enviable

location beside the sand dunes.

Nearer to the airport, for those keen

to get straight onto the fairways, is the

Cortijo Club de Campo. It boasts one

of the longest courses in Spain, and

has been considered ideal for holding

GM PROMOTION

Anfi Tauro Golf

El Cortijo Club de Campo

Salobre Old course



top-level tournaments such as the

Spanish Open of 2002, which saw a

victory by Sergio García.

Last but not least we come to the

ever-popular Real Club de Golf de Las

Palmas, famous for being the oldest

club in Spain, and whose clubhouse

and course were designed and built

around the now extinct volcanic crater

at Bandama.

Association of Golf Courses
That these seven course are always

full in winter in due to a great extent

to the 27 quality hotels recommended

specifically for golfers, and which form

part of the Association of Golf Courses

of Gran Canaria. This association

prides itself on providing all relevant

information concerning Gran Canaria

as a golfing destination, including a

reminder to visitors to set aside their

international food for a short while and

try out the island’s fine local cuisine.

So this is what golf tourism in Gran

Canaria is all about. But what really

elevates this resort to its levels of

excellence are the choices it provides

for visitors to get the widest possible

experience out of their stay here.

The south of the island is a beach

and sun paradise that enables golfers

to take an imprint of the sun back

home with them after their round.

Elsewhere there is a bit of

everything: green landscapes, desert

landscapes, mountain peaks over a sea

of clouds, picturesque villages dotted

all around the island.

The capital city is a place to explore,

whether by going out for drinks and

tapas, visiting the historical parts of

town or it’s urban beach, with the

Atlantic on the one side of the isthmus

and the bustling Sea Port on the other.

Cultural options
For the culturally inclined golfing

holidaymaker, there is an almost

endless chance to combine golf with

other events held annually on the

island, from opera, jazz, theatre and

dance, carnivals, plus other sporting

events such as regattas, marathons

and cycling tours that bring the

streets to life.

Gran Canaria is popularly known

as the “Miniature Continent”, and was

chosen as the Best European Golfing

Destination in 2013 by the International

Association of Golf Tour Operators.

Our next job is to convince the

sceptics (check out www.aemet.es)

that summers here are warm and

pleasant but not stifling...

Real Club de Golf de Las Palmas

Lopesan Meloneras Golf

Salobre New course

Maspalomas Golf



Anfi Tauro Golf

S H O R T  H A U L

Something
Gran Canaria’s dramatic landscape provides the raw materials for some exhilarating 

and beautiful courses. Roderick Easdale unearths some of the island’s highlights
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W
ith its 
compactness 
and glorious 
natural 
landscape 
featuring 

extensive beaches, sweeping sand 
dunes, volcanic craters, soaring 
mountains, plummeting valleys, 
sub-tropical forests and desert areas, 
Gran Canaria makes for an excellent 
golfing destination. 

This terrain provides for some 
dramatic golf-hole designs, and much 
variation in the style of the courses. 
The local hotels are geared up to serve 
the needs of the visiting golfer and 
Gran Canaria won the IAGTO Award 
for the best European destination for 
golf in 2013.

The island’s courses are clustered 
around two areas: in the north-east, 
and the south-east. There are seven 
18-hole courses on the island; eight 



S H O R T  H A U L
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Top: Salobre

Golf Resort

Bottom: Palm

Beach Hotel

if you include the 18-hole pitch-and-
putt at Las Palmeras. There is also a
nine-hole par-3 layout at Anfi Tauro
as an accompaniment to this club’s 
18-hole course.

In the north-east is Spain’s oldest
golf club, Real Club de Golf de Las
Palmas. It was founded in 1891.
However its present course only
dates from 1956 – the handiwork of
Mackenzie Ross. The layout has some
testing holes with its narrow fairways 
and small greens. The course is
located alongside the volcanic crater
Caldera de Bandama which is 1,867ft
above sea level at its highest point,
and about 3,300ft wide and 700ft
deep. With its tree-lined holes, and
the crater combining with the distant
ocean and hillside villages to provide
a scenic backdrop, this is an attractive 
place to play golf.

The other course in the north
of the island is El Cortijo Club de
Campo, the venue for the 2002
Spanish Open won by Sergio Garcia,
and equidistant between the airport
and the island’s capital, Las Palmas.
Its gently undulating fairways are set
in three valleys dotted with local flora
and six lakes. These water hazards
are encountered in the mid-points of
each of the nine-hole loops and add 

bite to the course which otherwise is
not particularly penal, although the
greens have some devilish contours to
dent a scorecard. But the par-3 13th,
which plunges from the tee to a green
perched above a sweeping bunker, is a
hole that requires a careful tee shot.

The south of the island has the
highest density of golf courses. Tree-
lined Lopesan Meloneras Golf on
the southern tip of the island uses
its natural setting to fine effect. It is a
relatively friendly layout, with some
opening holes designed to ease you
into the round, although it makes
some demands later on. On one of the
holes you have to carry a ‘barranco’
– a typical Canarian valley formed
of volcanic rocks – which must be
a carry of only 170 yards but looks
more intimidating from the tee. This
par-71 track has five par-3 holes, the
pick of which is probably the 12th,
played to a green at one of the highest
points of the course. The back nine
is more elevated than the front nine,
and has some exciting cliff-top holes
and overlooks the marine and beach. 

Maspalomas Golf is on the
seashore adjacent to the Maspalomas
Dunes nature reserve, and is a flat
parkland track with wide fairways 
bordered by trees and sandy 

waste areas. It has twice hosted
the European Tour, first in 1995
and then in 1997 when Jose Maria
Olazabal triumphed. The layout has a
reputation as a decent test but not an
overwhelming one. Water only comes
into play on two holes – the slightly
doglegged par-4 15th and par-3 16th.
Although laid along the coast, the
huge sand dunes block out the sea,
so instead the views you enjoy are
in the other direction, of the island’s
typically rugged peaks and canyons.
Although the sea cannot be seen,
it can be felt as a gentle breeze is a
welcome aspect of playing here.

However Gran Canaria is not a
fiercely hot place to golf. In fact it
offers great golfing weather all year
round. August is the hottest month
with an average temperature of 24°C
and the coldest month is January at
18°C. The wettest month is December 
with an average of 31mm of rain. 

IFA Faro Hotel, next to the
Maspalomas Lighthouse, on the
southern tip of the island, and
Lopesan Villa del Conde Resort &
Corallium Thalasso both cater well
for golfers. Both these hotels run a
free shuttle to Maspalomas Golf and
Meloneras Golf, and both can also
obtain preferential green-fee rates for 

Real Club de Golf de Las Palmas

El Cortijo Club de CampoLopesan Meloneras Golf

Maspalomas Golf
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Gloria Thalasso and Hotels ****

00 34 928 12 8505

reservas@gloriapalaceth.com

The Gloria Thalasso & Hotels stands out for its unique location in the south of 
Gran Canaria.

Its stunning views, warm family ambience, gastronomy and dedication
WR KHDOWK DQG ZHOO EHLQJ WKURXJK WKH VHDZDWHU WUHDWPHQWV R�HUHG E\ LWV
prestigious Thalasso centers at Gloria Palace Amadores and Gloria Palace San 
Agustin, and the relaxing Spa circuit at Gloria Palace Royal Hotel.

7KH FKDLQ DOVR�R�HUV�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ�RQ�WKH�LVODQG�RI�/DQ]DURWH��*ORULD�,]DUR�
Club Hotel.

Our hotels are located near the most prestigious golf courses on the island,
R�HULQJ VSHFLDO GLVFRXQWHG JUHHQ IHHV WR DOO RXU JXHVWV� PDNLQJ XV WKH LGHDO�
GHVWLQDWLRQ IRU DQ\ QDWLRQDO DQG LQWHUQDWLRQDO JROIHU ORRNLQJ�IRU�D�XQLTXH�
service that meets all your expectations and needs.
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Visit us at: www.gloriapalaceth.com



Further information
For more details about Gran Canaria

consult the tourist board (grancanaria.

com) or the Gran Canaria Golf

Association (grancanariagolf.info)

Where to play
Real Club de Golf de Las Palmas

W: realclubdegolfdelaspalmas.com

El Cortijo Club de Campo

W: elcortijo.es

Lopesan Meloneras Golf

W: lopesan.com

Maspalomas Golf

W: lopesan.com

Anfi Tauro Golf

W: anfi.com

Salobre Golf

W: salobregolfresort.com

Where to Stay
Lopesan Villa del Conde Resort 

& Corallium Thalasso

W: lopesan.com

Lopesan Baobab Resort

W: lopesan.com

Lopesan Costa Meloneras

Resort, Corallium Spa & Casino

W: lopesan.com

IFA Faro Hotel

W: lopesan.com

IFA Dunamar Hotel

W: lopesan.com

Bohemia Suites & Spa

W: bohemia-grancanaria.com

Gloria Palace Thalasso Hotels

W: gloriapalaceth.com

Villa Gran Canaria

W: villagrancanaria.com

Seaside Gran Hotel Residencia

W: grand-hotel-residencia.co.uk

Seaside Palm Beach

W: hotel-palm-beach.co.uk

Seaside Sandy Beach

W: hotel-sandy-beach.co.uk

H10 Playa Meloneras Palace 

W: h10hotels.com

ESSENTIALS

Lopesan Villa del Conde

Resort & Corallium Thalasso

Bohemia Suites & Spa

Gran Canaria average yearly temperatures (°C)

their guests. Many of the hotels on
the island can offer discounted green
fees as 27 of them are members of the 
Gran Canaria Golf Association.

North-west of Maspalomas is
Anfi Tauro Golf, a visually arresting
Arizona-style course. In places it has
been literally hewn from rock and
has sensational views throughout.
The most famous hole is the par-3 6th
which is played towards the ocean
and directly behind the green is a large
volcanic rock. Even more spectacular 
is the tiered 8th green carved out
below a rock face. You feel as if you
are putting in a huge amphitheatre.

On the back-nine you play up
and into a scenic canyon, where the
volcanic rock formations can be
inspected at close quarters. The 13th,
another great hole, is a demanding
long par 3 played to a small green cut 
into a mountain side.

The 313-room Sheraton Gran
Canaria Salobre Golf & Resort has two
courses, and the pro shop is located
inside the hotel itself. These courses
are known as South and North, or 

Old and New. Old in this context is
1999, and it has some attractive and
dramatic holes, such as the 8th, a par
3 from an elevated tee over a lake to a
sloping green, and the 11th, another
par 3 from an elevated tee, to a small
green set among a stone embankment.
Reminiscent of Anfi Tauro’s 8th is the 

14th as the tee clings to the side of a
hill and the green is 170 yards away
and below, cut into a rocky hillside.

The New is a tougher test than
its older sibling. The drive (a buggy
is needed here) between holes is
sometimes as stunning as the holes
themselves. It is cut right up into the
mountains with many holes clinging
to the slopes as they weave a way
through the rocks and desert scrub.
Bring your A game or plenty of balls. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Sep Oct NovAug Dec

“The drive between holes
is sometimes as stunning
as the holes themselves”
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Salobre GolfAnfi Tauro Golf
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C/ Mar Caspio, 5 / E-35100 Playa Meloneras. Gran Canaria

Located in Meloneras, overlooking the sea and next to exclusive golf courses, the H10 Playa Meloneras Palace is the best option for golf fans. Its high quality 

facilities, cuisine and Despacio Spa Centre make it the ideal place to stay on the island. Now more than ever... We are keeping you in mind.

With you in mind

An exclusive seafront

location in Gran Canaria



Raising the bar
Cameron Procter, corporate director of golf at Lopesan Hotel Group, talks to GM

about the excellent courses and facilities available to golfers on Gran Canaria

Obviously it has a fantastic climate,

but what other benefits does Gran

Canaria offer to the golf tourist?

Gran Canaria has converted itself over
the past 10 years into a top-class golf
destination. The weather has been key
to achieving this, but the quality of
the golf product and courses are up to
a very high standard as well. Combine
that with excellent service levels
found at the courses and it makes for
a great golf holiday abroad.

What are the primary differences

between Lopesan Meloneras Golf and

other courses in the Canary Islands?

Our quality of golf product, overall
course condition, customer service
level, and location make us, in my
opinion, the top course in the Canary
Islands. We have reached a level now
where I prefer to look at our product
and put it up against top resorts in the
rest of Spain, thereby raising our level
of expectations to the very best.

What are usually the busiest periods

of the year at the course?

We generally go along with the
traditional Canarian tourist season
swings. From mid-October until
the end of April we will be very
busy, with the summers being our
quietest period. It presents a great
opportunity for visitors to play the

course in the summer months when
there is more availability. We work
hard to maintain the condition of the
course at a high level all year round,
even in the quieter months.

The golf industry has suffered during

the past ten years with the world

economic downturn. How has this

affected your golf course operation?

Gran Canaria has done pretty well to
maintain itself in terms of its tourism.
It helps to have a strong destination
in general behind you to maintain the
base of the business.

I believe that it is during the
difficult periods that a director of
golf shows their true worth to the
operation, having to modify and
alter the approach to promoting and
selling the course to fit whatever
economic climate presents itself. The
theory of “adapt or die” definitely
applies to the golf business.

Lopesan Meloneras Golf recently

opened a David Leadbetter Golf

Academy on its property. What was

the thinking behind this move and

how has the course benefited from

this addition?

We are always looking to add to an
already quality operation. We had had
discussions with the David Leadbetter
Golf Academy group prior to this
but the timing wasn’t right. When we
had the opportunity to finally add the
DLGA franchise and bring another
solid, class brand to our resort, we
jumped at the opportunity.

The DLGA has only added more
quality to our operation and has been
running on all cylinders since January
2014. The tie-in with David now
working with Rafa Cabrera Bello has
also made it a great decision.

You know the resort golf business in

the United States at first hand. What

are the primary differences between

their product and those in Spain?

Customer service levels. Ask any
tourist that has visited the United
States and they will generally refer
to the service in America as being
outstanding. Restaurants, bars, hotels,
shops, and even golf courses. Some
might not enjoy the destination,
but it is nearly impossible to fault
the service levels. I definitely notice

Practice and

instructional

facilities

complement the 18

holes at Lopesan

Meloneras Golf

“We are always trying to
improve and stay on the
cutting edge of the golf
industry. Being on an
island it can be difficult”

GM PROMOTION



coming into Dubai where he did so
well last season. We are all crossing
our fingers and expecting that third
European Tour win shortly. I believe
it’s only a matter of time.

What does the future hold for

Lopesan Meloneras Golf and golf

within the Lopesan Hotel Group?

We are always trying to improve
and stay on the cutting edge of the
golf industry. Being on an island it

Cameron Procter
biography

Position:

Corporate Director of Golf,

Lopesan Hotel Group

Born:

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Attended:

Golf Academy of America in San Diego,

California

Graduated:

with Diploma in Golf Operations

Management

Teaching Professional:

for 5 years

Resident of Gran Canaria:

for 12 years

Golf industry experience:

Over 15 years in the resort golf business

can be difficult and a little isolated
sometimes, but I make sure both
myself and my staff stay up to date
with current affairs. Discussions
about a new hotel on our property
have begun and with a possible
redesign of our famous ocean-side
back nine, it presents an exciting
future. For now though, we are just
looking forward to welcoming guests
to our fantastic facilities and treating
them to a great golf experience. ■

a difference when I return back
to Spain. It is our challenge as a
destination and golf resort to raise
our bar and achieve similar customer
service stature.

Lopesan Meloneras Golf and
Lopesan Hotels have done an
excellent job over the past ten years of
always maintaining a high standard.
Our customer comments and the
feedback I get confirm this, but again,
we must always push for better.

Lopesan Hotel Group sponsors

European Tour player and Canarian

resident Rafael Cabrera Bello. What

can you tell us about this?

We started sponsoring Rafa when
he first came out on Tour around
ten years ago. It’s been a pleasure to
watch first hand his growth into a
top European Tour professional and
now a top 100 global player. He is
a magnificent brand representative
who is always willing to help out
if asked. It’s fun to see clients and
visitors to the course when he’s here
on off weeks practising. He is very
interactive and loves chatting to our
guests. I believe he is a golfer with
a lot of potential and we have seen
that over recent months with a run of
excellent results.

He has had several Major starts this
year and what looks to be a great run



Miniature
Continent
Gran Canaria offers an enticing

variety to the visitor, whether in its

culture, cuisine or fl ora and fauna

G
ran Canaria has a
long and rich cultural
history going back
to aboriginal times.
The influence and
lifestyle of these early

inhabitants can still be glimpsed by 
visitors to the island.

The aboriginal natives settled
in large semi-urban structured
communities. How they lived can be
examined at Cueva Pintada Museum
and Archaeological Park. This has
been built around the remains of an
original aborigine settlement, which 
required 24 years of excavation.

The museum takes its name from
one of the exhibits, the Cueva Pintada
de Gáldar, a fine example of native
aborigine painting. The original
islanders were skilled in arts and crafts,
and these skills have been passed down
through the ages and are the source
of the islanders’ modern reputation
for elegant pottery, basketwork, 
stonework and woodwork.

The island has been nicknamed
the 'Miniature Continent' due to the
variety in its landscapes and climate.
The north is cooler, and less visited by
tourists. The main tourist areas are in 

the warmer south. With 2,805 hours
of sunshine annually, Gran Canaria
is one of the sunniest places in the
world. Average monthly temperatures
range from 24°C (75°F) to 18°C (64°F).
The summer months of June, July
and August normally experience no 
rainfall at all.

The landscape ranges across
volcanic craters, white sand beaches,
green ravines, picturesque villages
and dramatic cliffs. Nearly half of the
total land mass is a protected area:
either sites of scientific interest, nature
reserves, natural monuments or parks. 

The Canaries has flora that is
found only on these islands. While
approximately 500 of the plant species
on Gran Canaria are also found on
the other islands, there are more than
100 species that grow only on Gran
Canaria. These plant species can be
enjoyed in the 27-acre Jardin Botánico.

About a third of the world’s
different types of cetacea, the order of
marine mammals that include whales,
dolphins and porpoises, have been
spotted in the Canaries. Dolphin and
whale watching excursions in glass-
bottomed boats are a favourite with 
many tourists.

Gran Canaria is famed for its
gastronomy, aided by the weather
which ripens so many crops and the
extensive number of fish found off its
coastline. A wide variety of tropical
fruits flourish here such as mangoes,
papayas, avocado pears and guavas,
but the most extensive crop on the
islands is the banana. The Canary
banana, golden with small brown
dots on its skin, is used in numerous 
local recipes.

Canary cuisine is characterised by
using aromatic herbs and spices both
in dishes and in sauces, marinades and
mojos. Potatoes are a local speciality
and find their way into many of the
island’s national dishes, such as one of
the most famous, 'papas arrugadas',
which comprises small potatoes 
boiled in their jackets.

Many vegetables are grown locally, 
and included in delicious soups,
such as the popular fish broth 'gofio
escaldao'. The most common island 
meats are rabbit, goat and pork
and are used for preparing several
traditional recipes of different
casseroles and marinades. Fish
casserole is a local favourite.

A huge variety of fresh fish can
be found in all the local markets.
Prominent among these are the
sea bream, burgaos (a species of
crustacean with a black shell), Canary 
lobster – a delicacy that is highly
appreciated for its taste – and several 
varieties of crabs and octopuses.
There are many traditional dishes
prepared with fish, including tollos 
(salted and dried dogfish) and 
marinated fresh tuna. ■  

What to see and do
Cueva Pintada Museum and 

Archaeological Park

W: cuevapintada.com

El Museo Canario

W: elmuseocanario.com

Jardín Botánico Canario 

Viera y Clavijo

W: jardincanario.org

Dolphin and whale watching

W: dolphinwhales.es

Top: A bowl of

local delicacy

'gofio escaldao'

Bottom: The annual

Grand Carnival

Queen Contest

Cueva Pintada

Museum and

Archaeological Park
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